An analysis is presented for the operation of a short radius centrifuge on an orbiting platform. A review of literature confirms that such a centrifuge could be useful in ameliorating the effects of microgravity deconditioning of astronauts. Our analysis indicates that operation of the centrifuge could generate potentially destabilizing forces and moments. Several ideas for reducing or eliminating the forces and moments are discussed. The use of pedals to drive the centrifuge and exercise the rider is also described. Excess power from pedalling could be stored as electrical energy. A mathematical model of the human cardiovascular system indicates that centrifugation at a short radius would indeed stimulate the heart, even though there is a significant acceleration gradient from head to toe. Consideration of the disorienting effects of short radius centrifugation reveals that discomfort originating in the otoliths from the lack of gravity would probably be alleviated; however, the angular motion of the centrifuge would likely cause disorientation or discomfort through the semicircular canals.
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DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS AND NOTATION

**Vectors**: Bold face type indicates a vector quantity. The subscript represents a reference point. The superscript represents a reference coordinate frame. For example,

\[ \mathbf{a}_{AB}^C \]

should be interpreted as the acceleration vector of the point A relative to point B expressed in the C coordinate frame. The only exception to this rule is in the case of unit vectors or x, y, and z projections of a vector. In these cases, the coordinate frame will appear as a subscript.

**Coordinate Frames (used as subscripts or superscripts):**

- L - Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH)
- SS - Space Shuttle
- C - Centrifuge
- P - Crewmember (center of mass)
- H - Pilot Head
- O - Head Otolith
- T - Tangential in centrifuge frame
- R - Radial in centrifuge frame
- x - Denotes X-axis projection of vector in any frame
- y - Denotes Y-axis projection of vector in any frame
- z - Denotes Z-axis projection of vector in any frame

**Unit Vectors:**

- i - X-axis
- j - Y-axis
- k - Z-axis
Symbols:

\( \mathbf{a} \) - acceleration vector \([\text{length} \cdot \text{sec}^{-2}]\)
\( \text{AFR} \) - afferent firing rates \([\text{impulse} \cdot \text{sec}^{-1}]\)
\( \mathbf{C} \) - cosine of an angle
\( E \) - energy \([\text{force} \cdot \text{length}]\)
\( g_0 \) - Earth's gravitational acceleration \([9.81 \text{ m} \cdot \text{sec}^{-2}]\)
\( G_0 \) - Earth's gravitational acceleration in units of \( g_0 \)
\( \mathbf{G} \) - acceleration vector normalized expressed in multiples of \( g_0 \)

\( \mathbf{H} \) - angular momentum \([\text{mass} \cdot \text{length}^2 \cdot \text{sec}^{-1}]\)
\( I \) - mass moment of inertia \([\text{mass} \cdot \text{length}^2]\)
\( K \) - control compensator gain
\( \mathbf{L} \) - 3 x 3 coordinate system rotation matrix
\( \mathbf{M} \) - moment \([\text{force} \cdot \text{length}]\)
\( P \) - Power \([\text{energy} \cdot \text{sec}^{-1}]\)
\( \mathbf{r} \) - centrifuge radius \([\text{length}]\)
\( \mathbf{r} \) - position vector \([\text{length}]\)
\( s \) - Laplace transformation variable
\( S \) - sine of an angle
\( \mathbf{v} \) - velocity vector \([\text{length} \cdot \text{sec}^{-1}]\)
\( t \) - time \([\text{sec}]\)
\( T_L \) - canal long time constant \([\text{sec}]\)

\( \alpha \) - angular acceleration vector \([\text{deg} \cdot \text{sec}^{-2}]\)
\( \gamma \) - angular position vector \([\text{deg}]\)
\( \delta \) - incremental change or perturbation of a quantity
\( \varepsilon \) - error value \([\text{any unit}]\)
\( \tau \) - dynamic system time constant \([\text{sec}]\)
\( \omega \) - angular velocity vector \([\text{deg} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}]\)

Time Derivatives:

\( ' \) - First time derivative
\( '' \) - Second time derivative
SECTION 1.0
1.0 Summary.

Biodynamic Research Corporation (BRC) of San Antonio, TX, completed an SBIR Phase I project to study the concept of a short radius centrifuge for use in a microgravity environment. The impetus for this project was the desire to further studies of a conceptual short radius centrifuge as a mechanism to ameliorate the effects of microgravity deconditioning. From an orbital dynamics consideration, motion of the centrifuge and riders can cause destabilizing forces and moments to be applied to the orbiting platform. Physiologically, centrifugation may exacerbate the discomfort associated with motion in microgravity and create an increased potential for disorientation. Furthermore, although research has shown short radius centrifugation to be tolerable on earth, there have been no studies of the effect of centrifugation on the cardiovascular system in microgravity.

To quantify the dynamic effects of centrifugation on an orbital platform, we considered as a baseline configuration a 200 cm radius centrifuge to be operated in a pressurized enclosure of the space shuttle payload bay. The device was considered to be aligned with a spin axis parallel to the shuttle x-axis, which points from the nose towards the engines. To minimize the angular velocity of the centrifuge, the riders are assumed to be positioned with the top of their heads approximately 100 cm from the center of the device.

Parametric studies of the centrifuge with a single rider indicate the dynamic imbalance from the rotating mass will cause the shuttle center of mass to move in a circular path with diameter of 0.1 cm and cause an angular displacement on the order of 0.01° from the shuttle x-axis. Although the force and moment caused by the imbalance are large in magnitude, they result in accelerations to the shuttle, approximately $10^{-3}$ G, in a frequency range that has been tolerated on other spacecraft. Methods for reducing and eliminating the imbalance are described. The simplest solution is to place a second rider opposite the first on the centrifuge. This reduces the dynamic imbalance effect by 50% or more, however an additional mechanism is required to reduce the imbalance further. We propose an automated mechanism with a moveable countermass to continually balance the centrifuge. The addition of this device should eliminate most of the shuttle oscillation caused by the imbalance.

Centrifugation with a single rider will also produce a drive moment, from angular acceleration of the crewmember inertia, and gyroscopic moment, from the motion of the centrifuge spin axis due to shuttle maneuvering and orbiting. Compensation for these moments may be of more concern than the imbalance moment because they potentially act over long durations. To eliminate these moments, we propose a counter-rotating inertia similar to conventional spacecraft reaction wheels. To minimize the mass, the counter-rotating inertia could be rotated at a faster rate than the centrifuge.

We also considered the use of pedalling to drive the centrifuge. Sustainable power and torque outputs from a single rider should be adequate to drive the centrifuge, either through a direct mechanical connection or by conversion to electrical power.
Dynamic mathematical models of the vestibular system were used to determine how the rider would be affected by centrifugation. Literature from other excursions in space indicate microgravity causes normal small translations of the head to cause discomfort through stimulation of the otoliths. The radial acceleration of the centrifuge may help alleviate this discomfort. The angular motion of the centrifuge, on the other hand, will create the potential for disorientation or discomfort by stimulation of the semicircular canals. Of particular concern is the potential for the cross-coupling illusion, which may be more prevalent for riders on the centrifuge than for high performance aircraft pilots.

To be of use in ameliorating the effects of microgravity on the cardiovascular system, the short radius centrifuge must be able to create enough fluid static pressure difference in the rider to stimulate the cardiovascular system. A mathematical model of the human cardiovascular system indicates that centrifugation at a short radius in space would indeed stimulate the heart, even though there is a significant acceleration gradient from head to toe. The predicted static pressures throughout the cardiovascular system for centrifugation in microgravity are similar to the pressures of centrifuge riders on earth.
2.0 Introduction

This final report concludes an effort by Biodynamic Research Corporation (BRC) of San Antonio, TX to conduct a parametric study of the use of a short arm centrifuge for space applications. The effort was conducted under Contract #F41624-93-C-6011 through the Armstrong Laboratory and is entitled "Modelling Platform Dynamics and Physiologic Response to Short Arm Centrifugation."

The study emanates from the desire to use centrifuges as a countermeasure to prevent the physiologic deconditioning of astronauts exposed to long term microgravity environments. An Air Force parametric design study for a small radius centrifuge revealed such a centrifuge could fit on the NASA Space Shuttle and provide artificial gravity and exercise for crewmembers. An SBIR Phase I project was awarded to BRC to investigate several physiological effects of short radius centrifugation, as well as assess the impact of the centrifuge motion on the space shuttle dynamics. Specifically, the objectives of the Phase I project are listed below:

1. To develop a kinematic model of the acceleration produced by a short radius centrifuge.
2. To develop a simple mathematical model of the steady state cardiovascular response to short radius centrifugation.
3. To develop a mathematical model of the crewmember vestibular stimulus and response produced by short radius centrifugation.
4. To assess the effects of centrifugation on the orbiting platform and consider methods for negating destabilizing forces and moments.

Biodynamic Research Corporation performed all of the analysis for this contract. This final report documents and summarizes the work generally according to the objectives outlined above. Chapter 3 of this final report provides background on physiologic deconditioning in microgravity and the use of centrifuges for space application. Chapter 4 describes the kinematics and dynamics of a space-based centrifuge, typical destabilizing forces and moments transmitted to the orbiting platform, and methods for eliminating destabilizing forces and moments. Finally, Chapter 5 describes some of the physiologic effects of centrifugation in space, including simulations of the theoretical vestibular response and cardiovascular effects of centrifugation.
SECTION 3.0
3.0 Technical Background and Literature Review

Much research has been conducted in the areas of physiologic deconditioning due to exposure to microgravity and the possible ameliorating effects of centrifugation. In this chapter, we review some of the physiologic effects and briefly trace the history and technical literature discussing space-based centrifuges.

3.1 Microgravity Deconditioning.

Humans and animals have evolved adaptation to earth’s gravity to maintain physiologic homeostasis. Prolonged exposure to microgravity, such as that experienced by astronauts, has several negative physiologic effects collectively termed deconditioning. Some of the most significant effects include:

- fluid shift and decreased plasma volume;
- orthostatic intolerance;
- reduced tolerance to increased $+G_z$ acceleration;
- negative calcium balance, resulting in the loss of bone;
- possible immunosuppression; and
- muscle atrophy.

The musculoskeletal system is susceptible to changes in acceleration loading. Studies in microgravity have shown a reduction in skeletal muscle mass in long duration exposures, which can be partially offset by physical exercise. Bone mass losses are primarily losses in mineral content, which changes the mechanical properties of bones. The magnitude of muscle atrophy and bone demineralization has been shown to be directly related to the length of microgravity exposure.

Orthostatic intolerance is regarded as a potentially serious cardiovascular consequence of microgravity exposure. The intolerance is attributable to the absence of hydrostatic pressure gradients in microgravity. The lack of a head-to-foot gradient causes a significant shift in fluid from the lower body to the head and chest after several days in space. Other physiologic responses reduce the total blood volume to accommodate the fluid shift, and a new circulatory homeostasis is achieved. When the cardiovascular system is once again exposed to gravity, it is unable to compensate properly for the pressure gradient.

Although these effects may not necessarily jeopardize a mission in space, orbital experiences and postflight medical examinations of astronauts have suggested deconditioning may interfere with performance during reentry and subsequent life on earth. It is important that humans be able to survive a long duration exposure to microgravity and return safely to earth’s gravity.
3.2 Centrifuge for Space Applications.

Since the cause of physiologic deconditioning in microgravity is the absence of gravity, the most obvious means for reducing the effects is to simulate the gravitational loading found on earth. Other interventions have been tried; for example, in-flight exercise regimens have been shown to provide protection against different aspects of deconditioning. Lower Body Negative Pressure (LBNP) has also been used to improve post-flight orthostatic intolerance.

Even more useful for preventing deconditioning might be the radial acceleration created by a centrifuge. Scientific evidence indicates that periodic stimulation of the body by acceleration causes a physiologic response that persists after the stimulation. Numerous studies advocate centrifugation as a countermeasure to space deconditioning. Acceleration magnitude and duration appear to be interactive; increasing the acceleration magnitude may reduce the time required to ameliorate deconditioning.

In a spacecraft, where size is a prime consideration, a centrifuge has to have a small radius. Since the acceleration at a point on the centrifuge is dependent on the distance from the center (discussed more fully in Chapter 4), an acceleration gradient exists across the crewmember. The cardiovascular effects of this gradient are discussed in Chapter 5.
SECTION 4.0
4.0 Platform and Centrifuge Dynamics

The motion of the short radius centrifuge and riders has the potential to transmit destabilizing forces and moments to the orbiting platform. For this report, we have assumed the orbiting platform is the space shuttle. In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 convenient coordinate frames are identified and the three-dimensional dynamics of the centrifuge and shuttle are described. Section 4.3 quantifies the reaction forces and moments that result from centrifugation, and the results of a shuttle dynamic simulation are presented. In Section 4.4, the use of rider pedalling for aerobic exercise and as a means to drive the centrifuge is discussed. Methods for eliminating mass imbalance and compensating for centrifugation and pedalling moments are described in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 summarizes the results of Chapter 4 and presents some concept designs for a pedal-powered space centrifuge.

4.1 Coordinate Frames and Kinematics.

Analysis of the motion of the centrifuge, space shuttle, and crewmember requires the identification and definition of appropriate coordinate frames. Four coordinate frames are used for the shuttle, centrifuge, and crewmember kinematics: (1) an orbital Local Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH) frame; (2) a space shuttle fixed frame; (3) a centrifuge fixed frame; and, (4) a crewmember fixed frame. Each frame is described in detail below and depicted in Figure 4-1.

(1) LVLH. The Local Vertical Local Horizontal coordinate frame is defined by the orbital plane of the space shuttle and moves with the shuttle. The LVLH z-axis always points towards the center of the earth. The x-axis always points in the direction of tangential velocity of the shuttle. The y-axis is orthogonal to the x and z axes and represents a unit normal to the orbital plane of the shuttle. This frame is denoted by the letter L.

(2) Space Shuttle Fixed. This coordinate system is fixed to the space shuttle center of mass and moves with the shuttle. The x-axis points from the nose to the engines of the shuttle. The z-axis is directed normal to the shuttle wings with the top of the shuttle being the positive direction. The y-axis is directed from the shuttle out towards the right. This frame is denoted by the letters SS.

(3) Centrifuge. This coordinate frame is fixed to the center of the centrifuge. The x-axis is the spin axis, and the y and z axes are selected to be parallel to the shuttle axes. This frame is denoted by the letter C.

(4) Crewmember. This coordinate frame is fixed to the center of mass of a crewmember on the centrifuge. The z-axis points from head to toe, the x-axis points forward, and the y-axis points out the right side of the subject. This frame is denoted by the letter P.
Figure 4-1. Centrifuge and Shuttle Coordinate Systems
4.2 Platform and Centrifuge Kinematics and Dynamics.

To simplify the analysis of the shuttle and centrifuge motion, BRC made several assumptions:

1. The orbital velocity, eccentricity, altitude, and other aspects of the shuttle orbit were not considered in the analysis.

2. Deviations in the shuttle orientation were considered small enough that the original unrotated axes were used to express the motion.

3. Movement of the centrifuge and riders causes a negligible change in the center of mass and inertia of the shuttle. This alleviates the need to recompute the shuttle mass properties for centrifuge simulations and parametric studies.

4. Space shuttle and centrifuge mass properties information were obtained from an Air Force publication. Human data was obtained from an anthropometry source.

5. Unless otherwise noted, dynamic and kinematic vector quantities are assumed to be with respect to the space shuttle coordinate frame.

6. The existing momentum management system of the space shuttle was not considered; we assumed the shuttle has no source for angular momentum storage or resistance other than the motion of the centrifuge and the shuttle inertia.

The total angular velocity and acceleration of the short arm centrifuge due to angular motion of the shuttle and centrifugation can be found from:

\[ \omega_C = \omega_{SS} + \omega_{CSS} \]  \hspace{1cm} \hspace{1cm} \text{(4-1)}

and

\[ \alpha_C = \alpha_{SS} + \alpha_{CSS} + \omega_{SS} \times \omega_C \]  \hspace{1cm} \hspace{1cm} \text{(4-2)}

Then, the velocity and acceleration of a crewmember, P, on the short arm centrifuge can be computed with the following expressions:

\[ v_P = v_{SS} + \omega_C \times r_{PSS} \]  \hspace{1cm} \hspace{1cm} \text{(4-3)}

and

\[ a_P = \alpha_{SS} + \omega_C \times r_{PSS} + \omega_C \times (\omega_C \times r_{PSS}) \]  \hspace{1cm} \hspace{1cm} \text{(4-4)}
Assuming that the motion of the shuttle is negligible compared to that of the centrifuge, the magnitude of the radial and tangential acceleration of a subject whose center of mass is located at the point P can be approximated by:

\[ a_R = \omega_{CSS}^2 r_{PC} \quad [4-5] \]

and

\[ a_T = a_{CSS} r_{PC} \quad [4-6] \]

Because the effect of gravity on an orbiting centrifuge is negligible, crewmembers can be arbitrarily placed on the centrifuge while it is motionless without static balance requirements. Once the centrifuge is accelerated, however, dynamic imbalance of the rider masses can impart a force and moment to the shuttle. The reaction force generated by centrifuge dynamic imbalance is quantified by:

\[ F_{imb} = -\sum (m_i a_i) \quad [4-7] \]

Since this is assumed to be the only disturbing force on the shuttle, translational motion of the shuttle center of mass can then be computed from:

\[ a_{ss} = \frac{F_{imb}}{m_s} \quad [4-8] \]

If the centrifuge is not located at the space shuttle center of mass, the force due to imbalance applied at a distance will create an imbalance moment on the shuttle:

\[ M_{imb} = r_{CSS} \times F_{imb} \quad [4-9] \]

Angular acceleration of the centrifuge and precession of the centrifuge while spinning due to shuttle motions will also transmit disturbing moments to the shuttle. Consider that the motion of the centrifuge is governed by:

\[ \sum M_c = \left( \frac{d|H_c|}{dt} \right) + \omega_{ss} \times H_c \quad [4-10] \]

where

\[ H_c = I_c \omega_{CSS} \quad [4-11] \]
and the inertia of the centrifuge about the \( x_c \) axis can be computed from:

\[
I_c = I_{\text{CMEC}} + \sum \left( I_{p_i} + m_{p_i} \bar{r}_{p_i}^2 \right),
\]  

[4-12]

where \( p_i \) represents each of the crewmembers.

Substituting Equation 4-11 into 4-10 yields an expression for the moments created by the centrifuge:

\[
 \sum M_c = I_c \omega_{cSS} + \omega_{SS} \times I_c \omega_{cSS} .
\]

[4-13]

An alternate form for Equation 4-13 is:

\[
 \sum M_c = M_{dr} + M_{gyro} .
\]

[4-14]

where

\[
M_{dr} = I_c \omega_{cSS} ,
\]

[4-15]

and

\[
M_{gyro} = \omega_{SS} \times I_c \omega_{cSS} .
\]

[4-16]

Angular motion of the space shuttle due to the mass imbalance moment and centrifuge drive and gyroscopic moments is computed from:

\[
 \sum M_{SS} = \dot{H}_{SS} ,
\]

[4-17]

where

\[
\dot{H}_{SS} = \frac{d}{dt}(I_{SS} \omega_{SS}) = I_{SS} \omega_{SS} .
\]

[4-18]

Substituting Equations 4-15, 4-16, and 4-18 into 4-17 yields the final expression for angular motion of the space shuttle:

\[
 \omega_{SS} = I_{SS}^{-1}(M_{\text{imb}} - M_{dr} - M_{gyro}) .
\]

[4-19]

Note in Equation 4-19 that the drive and gyroscopic moments appear as negative quantities because it is the equal and opposite reaction moments that act on the shuttle.
4.3 Parametric Studies and Simulations.

Using the analysis of Section 4.2, the destabilizing forces and torques from centrifuge motion are quantified in this section. First, it is necessary to summarize the anthropometry of typical astronauts and the mass properties and dimensions of the shuttle and centrifuge. With these values, expressions from Section 4.2 are used to describe motion of the centrifuge and shuttle.

4.3.1 Crew, Centrifuge, and Shuttle Dimensions and Properties.

To assist in selecting the size of the centrifuge, the relevant anthropometric data for astronauts are summarized in Table 4-1. The maximum diameter of the space shuttle crew compartment is approximately 130 cm, which would permit a centrifuge with arm length of only 65 cm. From Table 4-1, it is evident that even the shortest astronaut could not lie in a supine position on a centrifuge with 65 cm arm. The shuttle payload bay, however, is much larger than the crew compartment -- the nominal diameter is 457 cm. A centrifuge with maximum arm length of approximately 225 cm could be used in the payload bay. For the 95 percentile male, the subject's head could be positioned a maximum of approximately 125 cm from the center of the centrifuge. For most of the parametric studies and simulations in this report, the crewmember's head is positioned 100 cm from the center of the centrifuge. As in the Air Force study, we will assume the centrifuge is located in a pressurized enclosure in the shuttle payload bay.

For the dynamic motion analysis, mass properties for the shuttle were obtained from the Meeker and Isdal study. The total mass of the shuttle is estimated to be 98,122 kg, and the inertia matrix about the center of mass is:

\[
I_{ss} = \begin{bmatrix}
1,453,255 & -7,544 & -335,642 \\
-7,544 & 10,077,164 & -10,259 \\
-335,642 & -10,259 & 10,346,577
\end{bmatrix} \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2 \quad [4-20]
\]

A typical single centrifuge arm could be fabricated from two pieces of 200 cm long aluminum tube, with fabric stretched between to support the rider and straps to hold him in place. If the mass of the structure is approximated at 12.5 kg and center of mass assumed to be 100 cm from the centrifuge center, the moment of inertia of each arm will be 12.5 kg\cdot m^2. A two-arm centrifuge, which is discussed frequently in subsequent sections of this report, would have a combined center of mass at the centrifuge axis, total mass of 25 kg, and moment of inertia of 25 kg\cdot m^2. A schematic of a conceptual centrifuge configuration with single rider is displayed in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-2. Centrifuge with Single Rider
Table 4-1. Crew Anthropometry, Squatting Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSION</th>
<th>MALE</th>
<th>FEMALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stature</td>
<td>169.7 cm</td>
<td>148.9 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>179.9 cm</td>
<td>157.0 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>190.1 cm</td>
<td>165.1 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head to Heart (z-axis)&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>34.7 cm</td>
<td>29.4 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>35.8 cm</td>
<td>30.2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>37.5 cm</td>
<td>30.9 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head to COM (z-axis)&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>51.6 cm</td>
<td>45.2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>53.5 cm</td>
<td>46.7 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>55.4 cm</td>
<td>48.0 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head to Buttocks (z-axis)&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>88.9 cm</td>
<td>78.3 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>94.2 cm</td>
<td>84.8 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>99.5 cm</td>
<td>91.2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>65.8 kg</td>
<td>41.0 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>82.2 kg</td>
<td>51.5 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>98.5 kg</td>
<td>61.7 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment of Inertia (x-axis)&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>3.8 kg·m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2.4 kg·m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>4.9 kg·m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.1 kg·m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Percentile</td>
<td>6.0 kg·m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.8 kg·m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Approximate.

2 Estimated center of mass position for squatting person in microgravity. Female values estimated from ratio of male center of mass position to male stature.

3 Sitting position.

4 Female values scaled from male values using mass ratio.
Finally, we assume the position of the centrifuge in the shuttle is directly behind the crew compartment, approximately 12.9 m forward of the shuttle center of mass. This value will be used to find the resultant couple moment on the shuttle from reaction forces at the centrifuge axis. Of course, the centrifuge could be located at a different position, with a potentially different effect to the shuttle.

4.3.2 Centrifuge and Shuttle Motion.

From Equation 4-5, radial acceleration of a point on the short arm centrifuge is proportional to the distance of the point from the center and proportional to the square of the angular velocity of the centrifuge. Neglecting the small acceleration component from shuttle motion, Figure 4-3 displays the centrifuge angular velocity required to achieve different radial accelerations as a function of the distance of the crewmember’s head from the center of the centrifuge. Typical operation of the centrifuge to achieve useful radial accelerations would require rotation rates between 20 and 80 rpm.

If a single rider is on the centrifuge, the centrifuge would be dynamically unbalanced and would impose a reaction force and moment on the shuttle. Figure 4-4 displays the magnitude of imbalance force as a result of a single 95 percentile male rider with his head at different distances from the center and for different radial accelerations at his head location. Note that in many of the following figures, the radial acceleration at the top of the head and distance from the head to the spin axis will be the abscissa and legend. If the centrifuge is rotating at...
constant speed, the imbalance force can be represented as a sinusoid with components in the centrifuge y and z axes:

\[
F_{imb_y} = m_p \omega_c^2 r_p \sin(\omega_c t),
\]

and

\[
F_{imb_z} = m_p \omega_c^2 r_p \cos(\omega_c t).
\]

Since the imbalance force is sinusoidal, displacement of the shuttle center of mass will be in a circular path. Equations 4-21 and 4-22 can be divided by the shuttle mass and integrated twice to yield the linear displacement of the shuttle center of mass. The maximum displacement due to a single 95% rider is on the order of 0.1 cm and is displayed in Figure 4-5. The displacement is computed with the following expression:

\[
\Delta r_{SS\ max} = \frac{\left| F_{imb} \right|}{m_{SS} \omega_c^2} = \left( \frac{m_p}{m_{SS}} \right) r_p.
\]
Note from Equation 4-23 that the angular velocity of the centrifuge becomes irrelevant to the steady circular motion of the shuttle.

For the shuttle with mass of approximately 98,000 kg, the centrifuge imbalance force would result in accelerations between $10^{-2}$ and $10^3$ G, with a frequency on the order of 1 Hz. At a distance of 12.9 meters forward of the shuttle center of mass, the rider mass imbalance will create a disturbing couple moment. The moment caused by a single 95 percentile male rider at different centrifuge radial accelerations is displayed in Figure 4-6. Obviously, this moment is significant -- on the order of $10^4$ - $10^5$ N·m. If we assume for simplicity that the shuttle can be represented as a slender rod with uniform mass distribution, displayed in Figure 4-7, the imbalance moment from a single rider would rotate in direction as the person was centrifuged. Recalling Equation 4-10 for angular motion of a rigid body, the angular motion of the rod could be expressed by the following component equations:
Figure 4-6. Disturbance Moment Due to Unbalanced Rider Mass

Figure 4-7. Simple Shuttle Model
Integrating twice yields an expression for the approximate maximum angular displacements due to the imbalance moment:

\[ \phi_{\text{max}xz} = \frac{M_{\text{imb}}}{I_{xx} \omega_C^2} \]  

Substituting a nominal value of 40 rpm for the angular velocity, \(10^7\) kg·m² for the bar inertia, and \(5 \times 10^4\) N·m for the imbalance moment yields a maximum angular displacement of approximately 0.015°. This angular excursion might prove tolerable for some shuttle missions.

The mass imbalance is not the only destabilizing torque created by centrifugation. Angular acceleration of the centrifuge relative to the shuttle to achieve a certain radial acceleration requires a drive moment proportional to the inertia and angular acceleration of the centrifuge. This moment was described in Equation 4-15, and can be alternatively expressed as a function of available power input. Consider that rotational kinetic energy of the centrifuge at a specific angular velocity is defined as:

\[ E_{\text{rot}} = \frac{1}{2} I_c \omega_C^2 \]  

Knowing that power is the rate of change in energy, Equation 4-27 can be written to yield:

\[ \omega_C = \sqrt{\frac{2P_{\text{av}} \Delta t}{I_c}} \]  

\[ [4-28] \]
Differentiating yields an expression for the angular acceleration of the centrifuge as a function of the available power input and time to accelerate:

\[ a_c = \sqrt{\frac{P_{av}}{2I_c \Delta t}} \]  

[4-29]

Using Equation 4-29, the time to achieve a certain radial acceleration is displayed for different constant average power inputs in Figure 4-8. The average moment transmitted to the shuttle during the centrifuge acceleration is displayed in Figure 4-9. Note that although this moment is several orders of magnitude less than the imbalance moment, it is in a constant direction and is about the axis of smallest shuttle inertia. Furthermore, once the shuttle obtains a constant angular velocity, it will continue to rotate until the centrifuge is slowed. Figure 4-10 displays the angular velocity of the shuttle after the centrifuge accelerates to a certain radial acceleration. Notice that the resultant angular velocity of the shuttle is a function only of the total energy input to the centrifuge. When the centrifuge slows, the shuttle should return to nearly zero angular velocity.

Figure 4-8. Time to Accelerate Centrifuge with Different Power Inputs

![Time to Accelerate Centrifuge with Different Power Inputs](image)
Figure 4-9. Average Centrifuge Drive Moment

Figure 4-10. Shuttle Angular Velocity from Centrifuge Drive Moment
A third aspect of the centrifuge dynamics could potentially be destabilizing to the shuttle. Attempting to maneuver the shuttle while the centrifuge is in operation will cause a gyroscopic moment to be generated from the changing direction of the centrifuge angular momentum vector. From Equation 4-16, the gyroscopic moment induced by centrifuge rotation for different shuttle angular velocities is plotted in Figure 4-11. There is an additional gyroscopic moment due to the angular velocity of the shuttle around the earth. The gyroscopic moment due to centrifugation at a 250 mile altitude orbit is also plotted in Figure 4-11. Like the drive moment, the gyroscopic moment is much smaller than the imbalance moment and acts about a slowly moving axis.

To summarize, there are three potentially destabilizing moments and a single force of concern during centrifugation. Mass imbalance of the centrifuge riders causes both a disturbing force and the largest magnitude moment, although both the force and moment rotate with the centrifuge and have a net effect of zero. The drive moment to accelerate the centrifuge and maintain a constant angular velocity is significant because it is about a constant axis for potentially long durations. Finally, the gyroscopic effect of positioning the shuttle while the centrifuge is in operation creates a relatively small magnitude moment that acts about a slowly moving axis for potentially long durations. In fact, a small gyroscopic moment will exist whenever the centrifuge is operated due to the orbit of the shuttle when the shuttle orientation is maintained with respect to local vertical.
4.3.3 Centrifuge and Shuttle Dynamic Simulation.

A dynamic simulation was conducted of the shuttle during typical centrifuge operation. The simulation featured a single 95 percentile male rider located 100 cm from the center of the centrifuge, with a desired radial acceleration at his head of 2 G. The total time of the simulation was limited to 80 seconds to minimize the amount of data for analysis. There was no attempt to balance the mass of the rider, nor were there any moment compensation devices.

Figure 4-12 displays the tangential and radial acceleration of the centrifuge. After approximately 15 seconds, the rider has achieved a radial acceleration of 2 G and the tangential acceleration is discontinued. At time 60 seconds, the centrifuge is decelerated to a stop.

![Figure 4-12. Centrifuge Radial and Tangential Acceleration for Single Rider at 100 cm](image)

As we described in Section 4.3.2, motion of the single rider will cause the shuttle center of mass to translate in a circular path. Figure 4-13 displays the vector components of translation of the shuttle center of mass. The actual data contains smooth sinusoidal motion, however data sampling for plotting creates the slightly jagged look in the figure. During the tangential acceleration period of the centrifuge, the shuttle acquires a small translational velocity that persists after the centrifuge ceases accelerating. It is because of this velocity bias that the displacement of the shuttle center of mass slowly changes from its initial position. The force from the centrifugation is plotted in Figure 4-14.
Figure 4-13. Shuttle COM Displacement from a Single Centrifuge Rider

Figure 4-14. Destabilizing Forces to Shuttle from Single Rider Centrifugation
The destabilizing moment transmitted to the shuttle from the centrifuge acceleration and mass imbalance are displayed in Figure 4-15. The small centrifuge drive moment and gyroscopic moment are not noticeable on this figure because of the magnitude of the sinusoidal imbalance moment. As noted earlier, the imbalance moment is on the order of $10^5$ N·m.

The effects of the disturbing moments on shuttle orientation are displayed in Figure 4-16. The imbalance moment creates an angular precession of the shuttle in the yz-plane. The centrifuge drive moment generates a constant velocity rotation of the shuttle about the x-axis that continues until the centrifuge decelerates.
4.4 Human Powered Centrifuge.

In Section 3.1, we discussed the use of exercise to aid in preventing Space Adaptation Syndrome and microgravity deconditioning. It is possible that the short arm centrifuge could be powered by riders using a pedalling mechanism to drive the centrifuge.\textsuperscript{1,12} While this provides the dual benefit of exercise and acceleration, it also requires additional centrifuge complexity and introduces a new potential source for destabilizing moments to the shuttle. A functional sketch of how the pedals might power the centrifuge is displayed in Figure 4-17.

An average person can exert between 25 and 100 Watts of power during moderate levels of exercise.\textsuperscript{13,14} Typical pedalling speeds for cyclists range from 40 to 80 rpm, and pedal torques range from 20 - 60 N·m during cycling.\textsuperscript{13,14} Thus, similar to an automobile engine, the pedalling of a centrifuge rider will be limited by the torque he can generate at low rpm and by the power output he can maintain at high rpm. Figure 4-18 displays the torque required for pedalling at different speeds at different average power outputs.
Figure 4-17. Centrifuge with Pedalling Rider
While the centrifuge is accelerating, a drive moment equal to the product of the centrifuge inertia and angular acceleration will be transmitted to the shuttle, as we described in Equation 4-16. Pedalling power from the rider will be used to create the drive moment through either a mechanical or electrical power transfer. The moment required to rotate the pedals can be less than, equal, or greater than the centrifuge drive moment by using different effective gear ratios in the power transfer. Since the torque and rpm range of Figure 4-18 is similar to that required for the centrifuge (see Figures 4-3 and 4-9), we will assume there is a net gear ratio from pedals to the centrifuge of unity.

Once the centrifuge reaches the desired speed, the pedalling torque should drop to a level required to negate aerodynamic and friction effects. Since the purpose of the pedals is to permit extended periods of exercise, a source of drag would have to be provided. A variable friction load applied near the location of the pedals results in a constant moment being transmitted to the shuttle that rotates in the centrifuge yz-plane as the centrifuge spins. This moment will have a similar effect on the shuttle to the imbalance moment described earlier, except that it will create a much smaller angular excursion of the shuttle. The moment transmitted to the shuttle, assuming the rider is located 100 cm from the spin axis and there is a unity gear ratio from pedals to the centrifuge, is displayed for different radial accelerations and exercise power outputs in Figure 4-19.
Another potentially destabilizing moment created by the motion of the pedals is a gyroscopic moment that is proportional to the inertia of the pedals and rider's feet, the angular velocity of the pedals, and the angular velocity of the centrifuge:

\[ M_{ped,gyro} = \omega_c \times I_{ped} \omega_{ped}. \]  

[4-30]

Unlike the gyroscopic moment caused by centrifuge and shuttle motion, which was present only when the shuttle was repositioning (recall Equation 4-16), the gyroscopic moment due to pedalling motion is always present while the centrifuge is spinning. This moment is quantified in Figure 4-20 for different centrifuge radial accelerations. From the figure, it evident that this gyroscopic moment is nearly as large as some of the other destabilizing moments, and changes direction as the centrifuge rotates. Approximations of the moment of inertia of the rider's feet are presented in Appendix A1. Using the procedure described in Section 4.3.2, where the shuttle was modelled as a slender bar, the gyroscopic moment caused by pedalling would produce maximum shuttle deviations on the order of approximately 10^-4 degrees. It is important to note that the moment transmitted to the shuttle by pedalling and the gyroscopic moment created by rotating the feet will always act in the shuttle y-z plane, but be out of phase by 90 degrees.
4.5 Dynamic Balancing and Moment Compensation.

To understand the significance of the destabilizing moments created by centrifuge operation and pedal power, the orders of magnitude of the different moments are displayed in Figure 4-21 along with typical environmental disturbance torques.\textsuperscript{13}

The reaction moments from centrifuge operation are obviously orders of magnitudes greater than the minute moments associated with environmental disturbances. It is our goal in this section to discuss methods for reducing the destabilizing moments of the centrifuge to a level, if possible, that approaches environmental disturbances.

Of course, one item that has been neglected is the existing space shuttle momentum management system. The shuttle is equipped with various devices to assist in the maintenance of attitude under disturbances from environmental and equipment sources and astronaut motion. Significant moments applied for a relatively long duration can saturate the momentum management system, requiring positioning thrusters to be used. Since the shuttle carries a limited supply of fuel, it is important to avoid extended duration moments.
4.5.1 Dynamic Balancing.

From Figure 4-21, the force created by the dynamic imbalance of the centrifuge with a single rider generates the largest disturbance moment. As we described in Section 4.3.2, the imbalance force creates accelerations between $10^{-2}$ G and $10^3$ G of the shuttle with a frequency on the order of 1 Hz. Although the magnitude of the force seems high, studies of an animal centrifuge for use on the Space Station Freedom estimate nominal crew movements and space station operations such as docking, pointing, and various fans, blowers, etc., would impart accelerations on the order of $10^{-3}$ G, with a frequency range of $10^{-3}$ to 10 Hz\textsuperscript{16,17,18} These ranges indicate the force and frequency of an unbalanced centrifuge may be acceptable for the shuttle. Furthermore, if the imbalance force is deemed acceptable, presumably the moment caused by the force acting at a distance from the shuttle center of mass with the same frequency would also be tolerable. On the other hand, the centrifuge would find its greatest utility in a relatively frequent operation on very long duration missions for which conservation of thruster fuel would assume greater importance.

Since it is not known if the mass imbalance on the centrifuge will cause unacceptable deviations in attitude of the shuttle, methods for reducing the imbalance force, and hence imbalance moment, are considered in the following subsections.
4.5.1.1 Opposite Riders.

The simplest way to reduce the imbalance is to position a second rider on the opposite side of the centrifuge. If the subject had equal mass and was equidistant from the center, the centrifuge would be perfectly balanced. More likely, the mass of the second subject will be different from the first and the position, although it can be roughly predicted, will vary slightly each time the subjects are situated. To quantify the effects of partial imbalancing, consider Figure 4-22. This figure displays the residual imbalance moment for different radial accelerations after placing a 5 percentile female rider equidistant but opposite a 95 percentile male rider.

Although an improvement of 50% or more, the imbalance is still significant. Even if the masses of the two riders are equal, the effects of position are significant. Figure 4-23 shows the resulting imbalance moment for different accelerations resulting from two 95 percentile male riders being positioned at approximately 100 cm from the center, both with some differential position. It is conceivable that subjects could easily have a 5 - 10 cm position error, which still results in a significant imbalance moment.
4.5.1.2 Counterbalance Mass.

Similar to the concept of an opposing rider, a large counterbalance mass could be used to balance the centrifuge. The counterbalance mass, hereafter called countermass, could probably be more reliably positioned than a human, however the mass would be significant and undesirable. As an alternative, consider a combination of opposing rider and small countermass. By positioning the large and small rider equidistant from the centrifuge center, the countermass can be used on the side of the small rider to move the combined center of mass back to the center of rotation.

It is important to quantify how much mass and how much motion is required for the countermass to be effective. Figure 4-24 displays a schematic of the centrifuge with two riders and moveable countermass. Dynamic balance can be achieved by locating the countermass, $m_3$, such that the center of mass of the system is at the center of the centrifuge, or

$$m_1r_1 - m_2r_2 - m_3r_3 = 0.$$ [4-31]
Figure 4-24. Countermass Concept for Two-Rider Centrifuge
Note that it is not necessary for the sum of the small rider's mass and countermass to equal the mass of the large rider. Because of this, the size of the countermass can be minimized by allowing it to travel to the edge of the centrifuge, approximately 200 cm from the center.

For the worst case of a 95 percentile male and 5 percentile female, each located with their heads 100 cm from the center, a countermass of 46.8 kg would be required at 200 cm on the side of the female. For the case of two equal mass subjects positioned equidistant from the center, the same 46.8 kg countermass could be moved to the center of the centrifuge and have no effect on the center of mass. Since the countermass is fairly large, it might also be desirable to position the female further from the center than the male. In the case of equidistant subjects, however, the ideal countermass to accommodate the maximum and minimum subjects is 46.8 kg, with a range of travel from the center to a 200 cm radius. If desired, the countermass could simply be a shell, to be ballasted with available materials in space. In this way, the liftoff mass would be minimized.

To make the balancing automatic, we propose the motion of the countermass be controlled by a closed-loop controller with load cell feedback from the center of centrifuge. Figure 4-25 displays a block diagram of a conceptual balance controller. Two load cells, on opposing arms of the centrifuge, measure the force $F_1$ caused by radial acceleration of the heavy subject and $F_2$ caused by radial acceleration of the lighter subject and countermass. The control algorithm, represented by $D(s)$, would generate a signal, $u$, to move the countermass until the difference between the two load cell values, $e$, is zero. The actuator for moving the countermass is not specified here, however one solution might be to mount the countermass on railings and use tension in wire attached to both ends to pull the countermass in the required direction.

Figure 4-25. Mass Balancing Controller Block Diagram
Depending on the design of the positioning mechanism, it might be possible to move the countermass fast enough to balance transient motion of the riders, such as movement of arm or leg position. Even if the response of the balancing system was too slow for transient center of mass deviations, the system could adapt to a steady state change in system center of mass, such as a rider moving his hands from his sides to over his chest, perhaps.

Certainly many details of a dynamic balancing mechanism and controller require further consideration. There is little discussion of the positioning mechanism presented here. In spite of these details, however, it is likely an effective balancing mechanism could be developed that would reduce the imbalance moment to a tolerable value.

4.5.2 Moment Compensation.

Even if the imbalance moment can be nearly eliminated, significant moments are created by the centrifuge drive, cross-coupling of angular velocities, and subject pedalling. In the following subsections, compensation for these moments is discussed.

4.5.2.1 Counterbalance Inertia.

The space shuttle may already be equipped with a reaction wheel or other device to prevent rolling about the shuttle x-axis. If this is the case, it may not be necessary to eliminate the centrifuge drive moment. Neglecting any shuttle compensation devices, a simple method to eliminate the drive moment is by angular acceleration of an object in the opposite direction, as shown in the sketch in Figure 4-26.

Rotation of a counterbalance inertia, shortened to counterinertia, in the opposite direction of the centrifuge will create a moment of the opposite sign. Since a moment applied to a rigid body has the same effect regardless of the point of application, it is not necessary to rotate the countermass at the centrifuge location, although it may be preferable for other reasons. Furthermore, the counterinertia need not have an identical inertia to the centrifuge and riders. A smaller inertia can be accelerated at a faster angular acceleration over the same duration of time to compensate for the drive moment. From shuttle mass considerations, a counterinertia of low mass and low inertia, driven at a high angular acceleration, is the most desirable.

The same counterinertia that negates the drive torque can be used to reduce or eliminate gyroscopic moments due to shuttle positioning and shuttle motion about the earth. If the centrifuge and counterinertia have the same angular momentum, the centrifuge-induced gyroscopic moment is eliminated. It is important to determine whether a low inertia counterinertia propelled at high angular accelerations to eliminate the drive torque will result in an equal and opposite angular momentum to the centrifuge, thereby also eliminating the centrifuge gyroscopic moment. Consider the torque required to angularly accelerate the centrifuge, described previously in Equation 4-15, and expressed as a scalar:
Figure 4-26. Counterinertia Concept for Two-Rider Centrifuge
If the counterinertia, denoted by the subscript CI, is allowed to accelerate at a different rate than the centrifuge, the moment of inertia of the counterinertia required to eliminate the drive torque is:

\[ \mathcal{M}_c = I_c \omega_c \]  

[4-32]

If the centrifuge is propelled with a constant angular acceleration for a time \( t \), the angular momentum of the centrifuge at the end of this time will be:

\[ H_c = I_c \omega_c = I_c \omega_c t \]  

[4-33]

Similarly, the angular momentum of the counterinertia after the same time interval is:

\[ H_{CI} = I_{CI} \omega_{CI} = I_{CI} \omega_{CI} t \]  

[4-34]

Recalling the constraint of Equation 4-33, which defines the inertia of the counterinertia required to eliminate the drive torque, it can be seen that substitution of Equation 4-33 into 4-35 yields a counterinertia angular momentum that is equal and opposite to the angular momentum of the centrifuge. Therefore, it is possible to use a counterinertia mechanism with lower mass and inertia and higher angular acceleration and velocity than the centrifuge and still eliminate both the centrifuge drive and gyroscopic moments.

One way that the counterinertia could be implemented is to use a variable speed mechanical or electrical drive and fixed inertia. If the speed was variable over a large range, any magnitude torque could be generated. The difficulty in this concept, however, is the use of a variable speed drive. Mechanical and electrical variable speed drives might add too much complexity and mass to be considered.

An alternative counterinertia design would feature a variable inertia mechanism and fixed angular acceleration ratio relative to the centrifuge. The counterinertia drive could be provided by a mechanical connection with fixed gear ratio, or by a separate electrical drive. To provide a variable inertia, it is envisioned that two masses could be mounted on rails and positioned outwards in opposite directions. Similar to the dynamic balancing mechanism, a closed-loop control system could determine the optimum position for the masses to negate the centrifuge drive moment. Assuming the worst case of two 95 percentile male riders positioned 100 cm from the center and a centrifuge inertia of 25 kg·m², the adjustable mass on each side to
eliminate the drive moment is plotted in Figure 4-27 as a function of the ratio of counterinertia angular velocity to centrifuge angular velocity.

![Figure 4-27. Mass of Counterinertia for Different Angular Velocity Ratios](image)

4.5.2.2 Opposite Centrifuges.

Another method for reducing the drive moment is by propelling a second two-rider centrifuge in the opposite direction of the original centrifuge. Because of the microgravity environment, it would not matter physiologically that the subjects are facing opposite directions. If the inertias were identical and both centrifuges were accelerated at the same rate, the drive moments would be equal and opposite. More likely, the inertias would not be identical, leading to a situation analogous to that described in Section 4.5.1.1, where an additional mass was required to balance riders of different size. In this case, a counterinertia device could be used to balance any residual drive moment from the two centrifuges.

While opposing two-man centrifuges are inviting in order to reduce the mass of the counterinertia mechanism, there are several considerations that may make the concept less appealing than the single centrifuge with counterinertia concept. For instance, the requirement for four subjects to be centrifuged simultaneously, and probably a fifth to monitor the training, implies that a majority of the shuttle crew is required whenever the device is operated. In addition, the power to drive the centrifuge is increased because of the additional inertia.
4.5.2.3 Pedalling Compensation.

As described in Section 4.4, the exercise load for the pedals would be produced along the pedal axis. The moment transmitted to the shuttle would rotate in the centrifuge yz-plane similar to the mass imbalance moment described in Section 4.3.2. Substituting pedal moment values into Equation 4-23 yields an angular excursion of the shuttle on the order of \(10^4\) degrees. It is possible a moment that causes a misorientation of this magnitude does not require further consideration.

The gyroscopic moment created by the rotating pedals and subject's feet also produces a small precession of the shuttle in the shuttle yz-plane. A properly sized counterinertia could be mounted at the pedals and driven in the opposite direction of pedalling to reduce the transmitted moment. It is unlikely the inertia could be perfectly sized, but a significant portion of the transmitted moment could be eliminated.

The use of a two-rider centrifuge would also tend to compensate for both disturbing moments from pedalling. The compensation would only be ideal if the two riders had equivalent foot and leg characteristics, the pedal axes were equidistant from the centrifuge center, and the pedalling forces for the two riders were equally shared.

4.6 Centrifuge Concept Design.

A design concept for the space-based centrifuge is displayed in Figure 4-28. The centrifuge has accommodations for two crewmembers, and at least one other crewmember would be required to monitor the operation. The centrifuge will be propelled by the combined power of both crewmembers pedalling. An automated mass balancing system and moment compensation devices minimize the disturbances to the orbiting shuttle.

The destabilizing forces and moments before balancing and compensation are identified in Figure 4-29. The direction of the force or moment is indicated by an arrow. Several of the forces and moments displayed are shown pointing in an instantaneous direction, determined by the position of the centrifuge. The imbalance force and moment, pedalling moment, and pedal gyroscopic moment all rotate as the centrifuge spins, so that the net effect if they are of constant magnitude is to induce a circular translational motion at the shuttle center of mass and a steady precession. The centrifuge drive moment and gyroscopic moment, conversely, act on fixed or slowly moving axes. The gyroscopic moment points orthogonally to the centrifuge spin axis and the axis of shuttle angular motion. The centrifuge drive moment may be the most significant, because it induces a constant roll angular velocity in the shuttle that lasts until the centrifugation is ceased.

Mass balancing of the centrifuge could be accomplished with a 47 kg counterbalance mass. This could be a solid object, or to save liftoff mass, it might be a shell filled with a fluid or small objects during orbit. To use the centrifuge with only a single crewmember, some shuttle gear would need to be strapped in place of the missing rider.
Figure 4-29. Moments and Forces on the Centrifuge
Drive and gyroscopic moment balancing could be provided by a constant speed ratio, variable inertia mechanism comprised of two masses propelled along rails. With a speed ratio of 10, the total mass of the counterinertia would only be approximately 12 kg, excluding the mass and inertia of the support structure. Another concept that would permit varying the mass of the counterinertia mechanism could feature a circular tube with spokes that would be filled with fluid as necessary to achieve the proper inertia. One difficulty with implementing a fluid-filled tube is withdrawing fluid from the tube against the radial acceleration of the device.
5.0 Physiologic Effects of Centrifugation.

The radial acceleration generated by the centrifuge is capable of stimulating the cardiovascular system of riders, however the high angular rates may create an environment with high potential for disorientation.

5.1 Crewmember Motion Sickness and Disorientation.

On earth, a combination of otolith, visual, and somatosensory inputs enable a person to form a perception of linear acceleration and orientation with respect to the acceleration. Similarly, visual and somatosensory cues, as well as input from the semicircular canals, are processed to form an estimate of angular motion and orientation.

The human vestibular system is located bilaterally in the inner ears. It is comprised of the semicircular canals and sacculary and utricular otolith organs. The function of the otoliths and canals is to sense motion of the head and relay this information to the brain. Without thoroughly describing the anatomy and operation of these sets of organs, it is well known that the otoliths are stimulated by the so-called specific force, defined as the linear acceleration of the head summed with the effect of gravity, and orientation of the head with respect to the specific force. The semicircular canals respond primarily to the resultant angular acceleration stimuli.

In the microgravity of earth orbit, a crewmember lacks the visual and gravitational cues that are usually used to define his perception of his orientation and motion. The lack of these stimuli and cues may contribute to a crewmember's susceptibility to space sickness, or Space Adaptation Syndrome. In space, contrary to on earth, the static orientation of an astronaut's head does not influence the activity of the otoliths. The nonexistence of the customary 1 G bias creates linear acceleration stimuli that can change direction rapidly even without significant head movement. It is, in fact, the existence of abnormal otolith signals in the presence of seemingly normal canal and visual information that is generally regarded as a source of space motion sickness.

Astronauts aboard the Space Shuttle/Spacelab 1 mission, in 1983, recorded their observations and qualitative measures of space sickness throughout the flight. Most of the astronauts felt some discomfort from any type of motion, although attempting to limit head motions helped alleviate the condition. Other studies hypothesize that astronauts exposed to microgravity experience a change in interpretation of sensory afferent signals, particularly from the otoliths. Subjects participating in studies involving angular acceleration displayed no significant change in the threshold of detection.

Since the short radius centrifuge conceived for space application produces rapid angular motion, it is conceivable that centrifugation could cause disorientation or space sickness. In an interesting paradox, the centrifuge might reduce the potential for space sickness by creating a radial acceleration to stimulate the otoliths, while it increases the potential for
cross-coupled angular motions which cause disorientation and discomfort. In this section, we examine the potential for disorientation during short radius centrifugation and develop mathematical models for the response of the vestibular system to acceleration stimuli. A general treatment of astronaut disorientation in microgravity has not been attempted.

5.1.1 Cross-Coupling Illusion.

A disadvantage of short radius centrifugation is the increased susceptibility to the cross-coupling illusion due to the high angular rate of the centrifuge. This illusion can arise from simultaneous stimulation of the vestibular apparatus by angular motion in two planes. The vestibular system normally senses angular motion in multiple planes accurately and with no discomfort or disorientation. However, because of the dynamics of the semicircular canals, discussed in Section 5.1.2, there is potential for disorientation when the vestibular system is exposed to a long duration constant magnitude angular velocity. In this case, movement of the head relative to the existing plane of angular velocity may produce the perception of rotation about a different axis. The illusion of angular motion produced by these events is termed the cross-coupling illusion, and is sometimes referred to as Coriolis illusion.

This phenomena is familiar to aircraft pilots. During an extended turn in an aircraft, a pilot becomes acclimated to the motion so that any abrupt head movements may be disorienting. Similarly, motion on existing centrifuges is known to provoke this disorientation. Centrifuge subjects learn to avoid abrupt head movements or acclimate to the sensations. The lack of a visual reference can make the illusion even more prevalent in centrifugation.

The extremely short radius of a space-based centrifuge implies a large angular velocity would be required to achieve appropriate radial accelerations. Subjects that become acclimated to this motion may be prohibited from making even small motions of the head. In fact, research on the effect of acceleration in ameliorating or worsening the illusion indicates zero-G cross-coupling motion is less discomforting than the same motions at 1.8 G.23

The traditional Coriolis acceleration is not a stimulus for the cross-coupling illusion. The illusion is stimulated by the presence of cross-coupled angular velocities, also called the Coriolis angular acceleration. Consider the expression for the angular velocity of the centrifug subject. If the subject is permitted to move his head relative to the centrifuge, the total angular velocity vector of his head is:

$$\omega_H = \omega_{ss} + \omega_{css} + \omega_{HIC}$$

Differentiating, the angular acceleration of the subjects' head is:

$$\alpha_H = \alpha_{ss} + \alpha_{css} + \alpha_{HIC} + \omega_{ss} \times \omega_{css} + \omega_{ss} \times \omega_{HIC} + \omega_{css} \times \omega_{HIC}$$
The Coriolis angular acceleration represents those terms generated by the vector cross product of angular velocities. Since the angular motion of the space shuttle is likely to be a slow rate, the Coriolis angular acceleration term of most concern is:

\[
\alpha_{\text{Coriolis}} = \omega_{\text{ExS}} \times \omega_{\text{A/C}}.
\]  

To quantitatively measure the potential for the cross-coupling illusion on the short arm centrifuge, Figure 5-1 displays a comparison of the angular velocities of a subject located 100 cm from the center of a centrifuge at different radial accelerations to a pilot of an aircraft with different turning speeds.

From Figure 5-1, it is obvious that the high angular velocity of the centrifuge makes the magnitude of the potential stimulus larger than during typical aircraft turns with the same head motions. Whether the increased stimulus translates into a more discomforting sense of disorientation is unknown, but would not be surprising. Maintenance of head orientation with respect to the centrifuge arm may therefore prove to be particularly important.
5.1.2 Vestibular Model.

Both sets of organs can be mathematically modelled as independent first order dynamic systems.\(^{34}\)

The otoliths are physically positioned in the head pitched back 25° from the head horizontal reference position. It is the projection of the gravitoinertial acceleration, called the specific force, into the pitched coordinates that stimulates the otoliths. The otoliths respond to specific force as a linear accelerometer. Accepted mathematical models of the otolith response include a first order term representing the dynamics, as well as an afferent processing term. In addition, the saccular otoliths are modelled with a non-linear term that corrects for the direction of perceived "down". The total dynamic model for the otoliths is displayed in Figure 5-2. Output of the model is a change in a baseline rate of theoretical impulses to the brain, called the Afferent Firing Rate (AFR), in units of impulses per second. The model also outputs an estimate of the local down direction.

![Figure 5-2. Otolith Dynamic Model Block Diagram](image)

There are two sets of three orthogonal semicircular canals located on either side of the skull. As with the otoliths, the horizontal canals are pitched back approximately 25° from the horizontal. The canals act as angular accelerometers for low frequency stimuli and angular velocity transducers for high frequency stimuli. The dynamics of the canals are modelled as an overdamped torsional pendulum, with different time constants for different axis canals. An adaptation term is included by many researchers to account for the behavior in humans for the canals to become less sensitive to an angular acceleration stimulus over time. The final term is a lead processing term to account for rate sensitivity. The complete mathematical model is displayed in Figure 5-3. Again, output from the model is a theoretical afferent firing rate.
These mathematical models were implemented in C++ code to provide a tool for predicting the response of a crewmembers' vestibular system to acceleration stimuli.

5.1.3 Theoretical Vestibular Output Simulation.

To explore the theoretical response of the vestibular system to space centrifugation, a simulation was conducted of a typical 2 G acceleration profile. Figure 5-4 displays the tangential, radial, and total acceleration of a 95 percentile male subject with head positioned at 100 cm. The simulation consists of three segments: (1) a 30 second segment with the centrifuge at rest; (2) a 60 second segment where the crewmember is accelerated to 2 G; and, (3) a 60 second deceleration and rest segment. Figure 5-5 displays the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the subject during the simulation.

The theoretical otolith and semicircular canal responses to the centrifugation are plotted in Figures 5-6 and 5-7. During the rest segment, both the otoliths and canals transduce a zero signal. Once the centrifuge reaches a constant radial acceleration, the otoliths transduce a steady state signal. The canals become acclimated to the steady angular velocity of the second segment of the simulation, and the response decays nearly to zero. Only the x-axis canal response is plotted because the y-axis and z-axis canals are unstimulated throughout the simulation.

The subject perceived down vector is displayed in Figure 5-8. Due to the non-linear response of the saccular otolith, the perceived down direction is not along the subject z-axis. Figure 5-9 shows the angle between the perceived down and the subject z-axis. In microgravity, with no other reference cues, the subject perceives down to be angled 25° forward of his spinal axis. When the centrifuge accelerates and decelerates through 1 G, the perceived down becomes more closely aligned with the subject Z-axis. Exposed to earth's gravity in an upright position, the vestibular model would yield a perceived down vector with no x or y components and a unit z output.
Figure 5-4. Tangential, Radial, and Total Acceleration of Centrifuge Subject at 100 cm.

Figure 5-5. Subject Angular Velocity and Acceleration
Figure 5-8. Subject Perceived Down Vector

Figure 5-9. Angle Between Perceived Down and Subject Z-Axis
It is after the canals have adapted to the angular velocity that the cross-coupling illusion becomes a concern. From Figure 5-7, it is obvious the signal from the canals normally decays during constant angular motion. Head motion even after the decay might be disorienting.

One way to prevent disorientation might be to continually stimulate the canals to prevent the acclimation process. Frequent head motion of the subjects, either voluntarily or through a moving head cushion device, could serve to insure the canals correctly transduce the rotation.

5.2 Cardiovascular Effects.

Exposure to microgravity disrupts the equilibrium point of many physiologic processes, including some cardiovascular system functions. Although the deconditioning of the cardiovascular system is not discussed in detail in this report, short radius centrifugation has been shown to stimulate the heart. In this section, we discuss the significance of the acceleration gradient formed by the short radius centrifuge, describe a mathematical model for the cardiovascular system, and report the results of simulations of the cardiovascular model.

5.2.1 Acceleration Gradient Effect.

Any rotating object generates a radial acceleration at a point that is proportional to the distance from the center of the object. A body subjected to the rotation will experience an acceleration gradient because of the difference in acceleration at different radii. This gradient is most important at short radii, such as on a short arm centrifuge.

Recalling Equation 4-5, the acceleration gradient with respect to centrifuge radius is a constant for a constant angular velocity:

$$\frac{dG}{dr} = \frac{\omega^2}{g_0}.$$ \[5-4\]

It is usually the acceleration of the crewmember, however, that is used to select an operating condition for a centrifuge. Thus, it is more interesting to compare the acceleration gradient for centrifuge riders that have the same acceleration magnitude at the top of their head. In this case, Equation 5-4 can be replaced with the desired acceleration at the head divided by the radius from the center of the centrifuge:

$$\frac{dG}{dr} = \frac{G_d}{r},$$ \[5-5\]

where \(G_d\) is the desired acceleration in G.
The acceleration gradient for different radii on a centrifuge are plotted in Figure 5-10. The five curves represent constant acceleration curves from 1 G to 5 G. As expected, the acceleration gradient is highest for short radii and large accelerations.

![Figure 5-10. Acceleration Gradient at Different Radii](image)

The differential acceleration on a centrifuge for a 95 percentile male rider, in units of earth’s gravity, is displayed in Figure 5-11. Recall that the distance from the top of the head to the thighs-up feet position is approximately 99.5 cm. Figure 5-11 displays the difference in acceleration between the top of the head and the feet for different accelerations at the head.

The differential acceleration can also be expressed in the form of a percentage by dividing the change in acceleration across the body by the heart-level acceleration:

\[
\% \Delta G = \frac{G_{\text{head}} - G_{\text{feet}}}{G_{\text{heart}}}.
\]  

[5-6]

The percentage change in acceleration depends only on the distance of the riders head from the center of the centrifuge and not the acceleration magnitude at the head. For a rider positioned 100 cm from the spin axis, the percentage change is approximately 10%.
5.2.2 Cardiovascular Model and Simulation.

The cardiovascular model described herein parallels the development presented in a paper by White, et al.\textsuperscript{25} It also draws from papers by Jaron, et al.,\textsuperscript{26,27} whose approach was similar to that presented in earlier papers by Rideout,\textsuperscript{28} Snyder,\textsuperscript{29} and Avula.\textsuperscript{30} All of these authors cited the earlier work of Wormersly.\textsuperscript{31} Many of the parameter values for the physical properties of the vascular segments were taken from these papers as well as Fung\textsuperscript{32} and Bergel.\textsuperscript{33} However, some of the parameters listed in Jaron\textsuperscript{26} were clearly in error and some of those employed by other authors were not useful because of differences in the layout of their models and ours. Where new parameters were required, they were derived to yield generally acceptable flow/pressure/volume and compliance characteristics of the various cardiovascular subdivisions. In particular, flow, pressure, and compliance data from Burton,\textsuperscript{34} and Guyton,\textsuperscript{35} were employed.

Figure 5-12 displays the general schematic for the model compartments and their connections. The model describes the spatial and temporal variation in the mean blood pressure along the z-axis of the body. The present implementation neglects the non-linear and convective terms in the Navier-Stokes Equation as well as the complication of radial flow (flow perpendicular to the vessel wall). The flow is assumed to be laminar except in the ascending and descending aorta where fluid flow resistances were multiplied by 33 to account for increased pressure losses in turbulent flow.\textsuperscript{28}
Figure 5-12. Cardiovascular System Model Compartment and Connections
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The following set of coupled differential equations were solved for each arterial and venous vascular segment.

\[
\frac{dP(t)}{dt} = \frac{1}{C} \cdot (Q(t)_{in} - Q(t)_{out}) + R_{v} \cdot (Q(t)_{in} - Q(t)_{out}) ,
\]

\[5-7\]

\[
\frac{dQ(t)}{dt} = \frac{1}{L} \cdot (P(t)_{in} - P(t)_{out} + P_{oa} - R \cdot Q(t)) ,
\]

\[5-8\]

\[
\frac{dr(t)}{dt} = \frac{1}{2 \cdot \pi \cdot r(t) \cdot l} \cdot (Q(t)_{in} - Q(t)_{out}) .
\]

\[5-9\]

Where,

\[t = \text{Time } [\text{sec}].\]
\[r = \text{Radius of vascular segment } [\text{m}].\]
\[l = \text{Length of vascular segment } [\text{m}].\]
\[P = \text{The pressure in the segment } [\text{Pa}].\]
\[Q = \text{The segmental volume flow } [\text{m}^3 \cdot \text{sec}^{-1}].\]
\[C = \text{The capacitance of the segment } [\text{m}^3 \cdot \text{Pa}^{-1}].\]
\[L = \text{The inertance of the segment } [\text{kg} \cdot \text{m}^2] \text{ or } [\text{Pa} \cdot \text{sec}^2 \cdot \text{m}^3].\]
\[R = \text{The viscous flow resistance in the segment } [\text{Pa} \cdot \text{sec} \cdot \text{m}^3].\]
\[R_v = \text{The vessel expansion resistance } [\text{Pa} \cdot \text{sec} \cdot \text{m}^3].\]
\[P_{oa} = \text{The hydrostatic pressure difference across the segment because of gravity } [\text{Pa}].\]

And, the following approximations for \(R, L,\) and \(C\) were taken from Rideout, et al.\cite{28}

\[
R = \frac{81 \cdot \mu_0 \cdot l}{8 \cdot \pi \cdot r^4} ,
\]

\[5-10\]

\[
L = \frac{9 \cdot r_0 \cdot l^2}{4 \cdot V} ,
\]

\[5-11\]

\[
C = \frac{3 \cdot r \cdot V \cdot l}{2 \cdot E \cdot h} ,
\]

\[5-12\]

\[
R_v = \frac{0.002}{C} .
\]

\[5-13\]
Where,

\[ \begin{align*}
E & = \text{Young’s modulus for vessel wall} \quad [\text{Pa}] \\
h & = \text{Vessel Wall thickness} \quad [\text{m}] \\
\rho_0 & = \text{density of blood} \quad [\text{kg} \cdot \text{m}^{-3}] \\
\mu_0 & = \text{viscosity of blood} \quad [\text{N} \cdot \text{sec} \cdot \text{m}^{-2}] \\
\end{align*} \]

Finally,

\[ P_{O_{\theta}} = \rho_0 \cdot G_z \cdot g_z \cdot \mathbf{i} \cdot \cos(\theta) \quad \text{[5-14]} \]

Where,

\[ \begin{align*}
G_z & = \text{The z-axis “G-level” in units of earth’s gravity} \quad \text{[unitless]} \\
g_z & = \text{The earth’s gravitational acceleration} \quad [\text{m} \cdot \text{sec}^{-2}] \\
\theta & = \text{The angle between the segment and the z-axis} \quad \text{[radians]} \\
\end{align*} \]

For each vascular segment, Equations 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9 must be solved simultaneously. There are 20 arterial and 20 venous vascular segments (the pulmonary circuit is segment 1). There are 10 peripheral capillary bed segments modelled by differential equations for pressure and flow. The peripheral capillary resistance and capacitance are modelled as “T” circuits with the peripheral capacitance in parallel with an inlet and outlet resistance which represent the resistance of the arteriole and venule respectively. The pulmonary circulation is modelled as a single peripheral bed fed by a single arterial segment and drained by a single venous segment. The chambers of the heart are modelled as variable capacitances separated by one-way valves. The pulmonic and aortic valves are also modelled as one-way valves. The pressure reference for the model is located at the tricuspid valve which is presumed to track intrathoracic pressure. The pressures and flows in the various segments are coupled by their spatial connections. The z-axis coordinates for locating the origin and termination of each segment were based on a 177 cm tall standing man. Including the equations for pressure and flow in the heart, there are 174 differential equations in the model. The solution was computed using a Runge-Kutta numerical integration algorithm.

The initial conditions for segmental flow were set based on a steady-state solution for the model at 1 G (transverse) corresponding to a supine posture. Initial pressures were set by computing the hydrostatic pressure at each segment corresponding to the initial local z-axis acceleration. Posture is adjusted by setting the appropriate initial orientation angle for each segment relative to the z-axis acceleration. Postural and acceleration changes during a simulation may be made by adjusting the orientation angles and/or acceleration during the simulation. This can be most easily accomplished by adding time varying profiles for G_z and the \( \theta \)'s from which the \( P_{O_{\theta}} \) values for the flow derivatives are calculated. However, the current version of the model does not include provisions for simulating the effects of the short term cardiovascular reflexes responsible for controlling the blood pressure and
distribution of blood flow. Therefore, no attempt was made to match transient responses of the model to those expected in the response of the true cardiovascular system. Rather, the model was coded so that the cardiac output was maintained at a constant value (5.4 liters·min⁻¹) until the regional blood flow values returned to their initial values. The resulting steady-state pressures or “equilibrium pressures” in the various segments represent the pressures required to maintain “normal” blood flow through the vascular and peripheral segments. The results of the two simulations described below illustrate the results of this process.

Presumably, the short arm centrifuge should produce cardiovascular pressure similar to those experienced by man at +1 Gₓ in the upright posture. To compare the blood pressure profile produced by the space based short arm centrifuge to that seen in a normal upright posture on earth’s surface, two simulations were computed: one in which a constant +1 Gₓ was applied to all segments, and a second simulating the acceleration produced by the short arm centrifuge in microgravity. The profile employed for the space based centrifuge produced approximately +1 Gₓ at the top of the head and approximately +3 Gₓ at the feet. The orientation angles for the hips and thigh were adjusted to match the supine pedalling posture. Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 compare the equilibrium arterial and venous pressures estimated by the model for the two situations. As shown, at +1 Gₓ both the arterial and venous pressures increase smoothly below the heart (the reference pressure) and decrease smoothly above the heart. In contrast, the pressures in the theoretical space based centrifuge rider show a tendency to plateau in the hip and thigh area (segments 9 and 10) because the acceleration is transverse to those segments. The only changes in the pressure are due to flow resistances which are small in comparison to the gradients produced by acceleration. In addition, the pressures are higher below the heart and lower above the heart as would be expected because the acceleration field is changing in the z-axis direction.

The results of this simulation show only very small differences in pressure between the cardiovascular pressures produced in the space based centrifuge and those seen in the upright man at +1 Gₓ. Moreover, the effect of exercise by the centrifuge rider would undoubtedly reduce the venous pressures via the “venous pump.” There is no provision for such a muscular pumping action in the current version of the model, thus this effect is not apparent in the simulation comparisons in Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14.

Two additional simulations were computed to compare the operation of the short arm centrifuge on earth to its operation in microgravity. The same z-axis acceleration field as described above, was employed in two simulations: one with 0 Gₓ to simulate space base operation of the short arm centrifuge, and one with +1 Gₓ to simulate its operation on earth. Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 compare the steady state arterial and venous pressures estimated for the two situations. As shown, the earth based operation and the space based operation produce virtually identical pressure profiles above the hips. However, below the hips, the earth based profile results in higher arterial and venous pressures because the pressures at the hip segment must be higher to move blood against the +1 Gₓ acceleration which is oriented along the hip and thigh segments. The venous pressures are correspondingly higher in the
earth based centrifuge although the pressure gradient in the venous segments below the hip is much higher than in the space based centrifuge. The comments regarding the effects of exercise on the venous pressures also apply to the comparison between the space based and earth based profiles. It is likely that the venous pumping action of exercise would reduce venous pressures in both situations and the differences between the two.

In summary, the cardiovascular simulations have served to add support to the efficacy of the use of the short arm centrifuge to approximate the steady-state cardiovascular pressure profiles seen in an upright human on earth. It appears feasible and desirable to extend the Phase I model in Phase II to include the short term physiologic control and the effects of exercise on cardiovascular flows and pressures. This will enable the model to more faithfully simulate the true response of the cardiovascular system. An enhanced Phase II cardiovascular model could be validated against earth based experimental data and then employed to predict the differences between profiles conducted on earth and in microgravity.
Figure 5-13. Equilibrium Arterial Pressures
Upright 1 Gz vs Space Based

Figure 5-14. Equilibrium Venous Pressures
Upright 1 Gz vs Space Based
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Appendix A1
Inertia Calculations for Pedals and Feet

The gyroscopic moment produced by the cross-coupled motion of the pedal mechanism and
the centrifuge is proportional to the inertia of the mass rotating with the pedals. Consider the
subject and pedals of Figure A-1. The total effective moment of inertia of this system
includes the inertia of the pedal mechanism as well as the inertia of the subject's feet and
perhaps part of the lower leg. For purposes of our analysis, we will consider only
approximate masses for the pedals and feet, so that the moment of inertia about the pedal
axis of rotation is:

\[ I_{\text{tot}} = 2 \cdot I_{\text{ped}} + 2 \cdot I_{\mu}. \]  \[ A1-1 \]

To compute the moment of inertia of the pedals, assume each pedal and support has a mass
of 0.5 kg, the effective radius of rotation is 15 cm, and the centroidal inertia of the pedal is
negligible. Then, the inertia is:

\[ I_{\text{ped}} = m_{\text{ped}} r_{\text{ped}}^2 = 0.0113 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2. \]  \[ A1-2 \]

The mass and centroidal inertia of the foot is taken from an anthropometry source. It is
assumed that the center of mass of each foot is located at approximately the distance of the
pedal, or 15 cm. The inertia of a foot, then, is:

\[ I_{\mu} = \bar{I}_{\mu} + m_{\mu} r_{\mu}^2 = 0.0269 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2. \]  \[ A1-3 \]

Finally, substituting values from equations A1-2 and A1-3 into A1-1, the approximate
moment of inertia of the rotating system is 0.0764 kg \cdot m^2. This value could change
significantly if the mass of the pedal mechanism was changed, if the crewmembers wore
boots, or if the pedal arms were different lengths.
Figure A-1. Rider Feet and Pedal Mechanism Inertia
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APPENDIX B
APPENDIX B1
Theoretical Vestibular Response Program

B1.0 Program Name. VESTIB.EXE, for MS-DOS.

B1.1 Purpose. VESTIB computes the theoretical vestibular response of a human to angular acceleration and linear acceleration stimuli. The vestibular response consists of the otolith theoretical afferent firing rates (AFR), semicircular canal afferent firing rates (AFR), and theoretical perceived down vector. The dynamic models for the otoliths and canals are described in Chapter 5.

B1.2 General Description of Program Flow. On execution, VESTIB opens and reads a data file containing the x, y, and z components, respectively, of the subject angular velocity, angular acceleration, and specific force. The program then computes the incremental vestibular response to the stimuli and writes the perceived down vector, otolith AFR, and canal AFR to a data file.

B1.3 Program Description. The file Uinface.cpp defines the class TUinface, derived from the Turbo Vision class TApplication. The Borland Turbo Vision users manual should be consulted for a description of the class hierarchy and function. The member function GoVestib performs the reading and writing to the data files, and calls the functions otolithResponse and canalResponse to compute the response of the organs to the acceleration stimuli.

B1.4 Description of Input. The vectors should all be expressed in the head coordinate frame, with the z-axis pointing from head to toe, x-axis pointing out, and y-axis pointing to the right. The angular velocity should be expressed in degrees/second, angular acceleration should be expressed in degrees/second², and specific force, which is the inertial acceleration plus the effect of gravity, should be in units of earth’s gravity (G). The data is expected in columns separated by spaces or tabs, and should be in the following format:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column:</th>
<th>Item:</th>
<th>Units:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>Angular Velocity x,y,z</td>
<td>deg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>Angular Acceleration x,y,z</td>
<td>deg/s²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-10</td>
<td>Specific Force x,y,z</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VESTIB will cease computation after the last line of input is read.
Bl.5 Example User Input Session. To start the program, type VESTIB at the DOS prompt. The program has menus for selecting the input file name and output file name output file. Select run from the menu to conduct the analysis.

Bl.6 Program Operation. If the data file is of the correct format, the program will begin computing the vestibular response at each time step. It is possible for the user to crash the program with a bad input data file. The most common error is an error in input file format. The user should ensure that the input is in the correct column format. Check the file format if a read error develops.

Bl.7 Output. The program writes a data file of time in seconds and perceived down, otolith AFR, and canal AFR components separated by spaces.

Bl.8 Source Program Listing.

```c
/#-------------------------------------------------------------
/# Program:       uinface.cpp
/# Project:      Short Arm Centrifuge, SBIR Phase I
/# Date Created: Aug. 12, 1993
/#
/# Notes:         This is a Turbo Vision user interface
/# for the vestibular response subroutines,
/# (ie. vestib.cpp, otolith.cpp, anal.cpp)
/#-------------------------------------------------------------

/# define compiler Turbo Vision variables.
#define Uses_TApplication
#define Uses_TEventQueue
#define Uses_TEvent
#define Uses_TApplication
#define Uses_TKeys
#define Uses_TRect
#define Uses_TMenu
#define Uses_TMenuBox
#define Uses_TMenuBar
#define Uses_TMenuItem
#define Uses_TSubMenu
#define Uses_TStatusLine
#define Uses_TStatusDef
#define Uses_TStatusItem
#define Uses_TStaticText
#define Uses_TItem
#define Uses_TRadioButtons
#define Uses_TDeskTop
#define Uses_TDialog
#define Uses_TButton
#define Uses_TObject
#define Uses_TFileDialog
```
// include Borland and custom header files
#include <tv.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <iconsip.h>
#include <process.h>

// assign command values
const int cmGetInputFile = 1000;
const int cmGetOutputFile = 1001;
const int cmRunSimulation = 1003;
const int cmTimeStepDialog = 1004;
const int cmOverWriteDialog = 1005;

// Global variables
ifstream infile;
ofstream outfile;

// Make a DeltaT structure for retrieval from dialog box
struct DeltaT
{
    char dt[10];
};

DeltaT *dtme;

double dt; // time step -- will be string copied from dtme

class TUinterface : public TApplication
{
    public:
    TUinterface();
    static TDeskTop* initDeskTop(TRect r);
    static TMenuBar* initMenuBar(TRect r);
    static TStatusLine* initStatusLine(TRect r);
    virtual void handleEvent(TEvent& event);
    int OverWriteDialog(char fileName[MAXPATH]);
    void GetInputFile();
    void GetOutputFile();
    void GoVestib();
    void GetTimeStep();
    void SetDefaultTime();
    void SetTime();
};
#include "vestib.cpp"
#include "cabinet.cpp"
#include "otolith.cpp"

TUinterface::TUinterface()
  TProgInit( &TUinterface::initStatusLine,
             &TUinterface::initMenuBar,
             &TUinterface::initDeskTop
  )
{
  SetDefaultTime();
}

void TUinterface::SetDefaultTime()
{
  strcpy(destTime->dt, "0.");
}

int TUinterface::OverWriteDialog(char fileName[MAXPATH])
{
  char buff[80];
  int value;
  strcpy(buff, fileName);
  strcat(buff, " exists!");
  int k=strlen(buff)/2 + 10;
  TDialog* d = new TDialog(TRect(40-k, 5, 40+k, 13),
                           buff);
  d->insert(new TButton(TRect(k-12, 4, k-2, 6),
                       " ~ Y ~ es", cmYes, bfNormal));
  TButton* button = new TButton(TRect(k + 2, 4, k + 12, 6),
                               " ~ N ~ o", cmNo, bfDefault);
  d->insert(button);
  TView* b = new TInputLine(TRect(k + 13, 2, k + 13, 3), 0);
  d->insert(b);
  d->insert(new TLabel(TRect(k-5, 2, k + 12, 3),
                       "Overwrite?", b));
  button->->select();
  ushort control = deskTop->execView(d);
  if (control == cmYes) value = 1;
  else value = 0;
  destroy(d);
  return value;
TDekTop* TUIface::initDeskTop( TRect r )
{
    // Overrides default desktop to include a status bar at the bottom.
    r.a.y++;
    r.b.y--;
    return new TDeskTop(r);
}

TStatusLine* TUIface::initStatusLine( TRect r )
{
    // This function creates the status bar for the application.
    r.a.y = r.b.y - 1;
    return new TStatusLine(r,
        *new TStatusDef(0, 0xFFFF) +
        *new TStatusItem("-Alt-X Exit", KbAltX, cmQuit)
    );
}
void TUIface::GetInputFile()
{
    // This function opens a file dialog box and opens a selected file
    TFileDialog* d = (TFileDialog*) validView( new TFileDialog("*.", "Open", " Input file: ", fdOpenButton, 100));
    char fileName[MAXPATH];
    deskTop->execView(d);
    d->getFileName(fileName); // get file name
    infile.open(fileName);
    destroy(d);
}
void TUIface::GetOutputFile() //procedure for getting output file name
{
    // This function opens a file dialog box and opens a selected file
    int value = 0;
    while (value)
    {
        TFileDialog* d = (TFileDialog*) validView( new TFileDialog("*.", "Open", " Output file: ", fdOpenButton, 100));
        char fileName[MAXPATH];
        deskTop->execView(d);
        d->getFileName(fileName); // get file name
        if (access(fileName, 0) == 0) // if file exists
        {
            value = OverWriteDialog(fileName);
        }
    }
}
if (value) outfil.open(fileName);
} else {
    value = 1;
    outfil.open(fileName);
}
destroy(d);
}

void TUIface::GetTimeStep() //procedure for getting time step
{
    TDialog *pd = new TDialog( TRect( 15, 5, 55, 18), "Enter Time Step");
    if (pd)
        {
            pd->insert( new TButton( TRect( 15, 10, 25, 12), "O - k", cmOK, 
                bfDefault ));
            pd->insert( new TButton( TRect( 28, 10, 38, 12), "C - cancel", 
                cmCancel, bfNormal));
            TView *b = new TInputLine( TRect(15, 6, 25, 7), 10);
            pd->insert(b);
            pd->insert( new TLabel( TRect(8, 4, 32, 5), "Enter Time Step (sec): ", b));
            pd->setData(dtime);
            ushort control = deskTop->execView(pd);
            if (control != cmCancel)
                {
                    pd->getData(dtime);
                    SetTime();
                }
        }
destroy(pd);
}

void TUIface::SetTime()
// get time step from dialog box and convert string
{
    dt = atof((char*) dtime->dt);
}

void TUIface::handleEvent(TEvent& event)
{
    // handle event routine. Responds to main menu selections.
    ushort newMode;
    TApplication::handleEvent(event);
}
if (event.what != evCommand) return;

switch (event.message.command) {
  case cmGetInputFile: // Open a file for input
    GetInputFile();
    break;
  case cmGetOutputFile: // Open a file for output
    GetOutputFile();
    break;
  case cmTimeStepDialog: // Open a dialog box for time step
    GetTimeStep();
    break;
  case cmRunSimulation:
    GoVestib();
    default:
    break;
}

clearEvent(event);
}

TMenuBar* TUinterface::initMenuBar( TRect r )
{
  r.b.y = r.a.y + 1;

  return new TMenuBar(r,
    "new TSubMenu(""-F-file", kbAltF) +
    "new TMenuItem(""-I-input file", cmGetInputFile,
                       kbF3, hcNoContext, "F3") +
    "new TMenuItem(""-O-output file", cmGetOutputFile,
                       kbF4, hcNoContext, "F4") +
    "new TMenuItem(""-T-time step", cmTimeStepDialog,
                       kbF5, hcNoContext, "F5") +
    "new TMenuItem(""-R-run simulation", cmRunSimulation,
                       kbF6, hcNoContext, "F6")");
}

int main()
{
  TUinterface Userinterface;
  Userinterface.run();
  return 0;
}

// ----------------------------------------
// Program:  vestib.cpp
// Project:  Short Arm Centrifuge, SBIR Phase I
// Date Created: Aug. 12, 1993
//
// Notes: This is the main vestibular response function
// that calls the otolith and canal functions.

#include <fstream.h>
#include <c.h>
#include "iomanip.h"
#include "vector.h"
#include "matrix.h"

Vector otolithResponse(double, Vector, Vector&);
Vector canalResponse(double, Vector);

void TUIface::GoVestib()
{
  Vector sf, alpha, omega, canAfr, otoAfr, down;
  double time;
  double a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i;

  outfile.precision(4);
  outfile.setf(ios::scientific,ios::floatfield);
  outfile.setf(ios::left,ios::adjustfield);

  int count = 0;
  int loop = 0;

  while (!infile.eof())
  {
    count++;
    infile >> time >> s >> b >> c >> d >> e >> f >> g >> h >> i;
    omega.set(a,b,c);
    alpha.set(d,e,f);
    sf.set(g,h,i);
    if (count == 1)
      while (loop < 60.0/dt)
      {
        loop++;
        alpha.set(0,0,0);
        otoAfr = otolithResponse(dt, sf, down);
        canAfr = canalResponse(dt, alpha);
      }
    else
      {
        otoAfr = otolithResponse(dt, sf, down);
        canAfr = canalResponse(dt, alpha);
      }

    outfile << setw(12) << time
    << setw(12) << down.x() << setw(12) << down.y() << setw(12) << down.z()
    << setw(12) << otoAfr.x() << setw(12) << otoAfr.y() << setw(12) << otoAfr.z()
#include "vector.h"
#include "matrix.h"
#include <math.h>

Vector otolithResponse(double dt, Vector sf, Vector &down)
{
  /*------------------------------------------*/
  variable and parameter definitions

  dt = time step (sec)
  sf = specific force vector in head coordinates (G)
  sf_o = specific force vector in otolith coordinates
  theta = pitch angle of otoliths (assumed 2° degrees)
  RM_ho = rotation matrix from head to otolith coordinates
  gain = otolith dynamics gain constant
  tca = specific force transducer time constant (sec)
  tcb = afferent processing time constant (sec)
  afr = afferent firing rate vector (impulses/sec)
  down = down estimate vector

  model and parameter values taken from:
  forstrom ks, doty j, cardullo fm. using human motion perception
  models to optimize flight simulator algorithms (aiaa no. 85-1743)

  saccular non-linearity included as described in:
  borah j, young lr, curry re. sensory mechanism modelling. afhrl-tr-77-70.
  usaf human resources laboratory (oct 1977).

  the saccular non-linearity is applied to the specific force input after
  passing through the dynamics transfer function. specific force is equal to
  the inertial acceleration of the otolith in otolith coordinates.

  no threshold was included because of the non-continuous output.

  vector afr, sfo, afr_h, afr_p;
```c
static Vector sf01, afr1;
Matrix RM_oh, RM_ho;
const double rd = 57.296;
const double theta = 25.0/rd;
const double gain = 9.0, tca = 5.0, tcb = 10.0;

RM_ho = setRMMatrix(0, theta, 0);
RM_oh = trans(RM_ho); // transpose of original matrix

// rotate specific force input to otolith coordinate frame
sf0 = RM_ho*sf;

// define constants for otolith response to specific force input
double a0 = dt + 2.0*tca;
double a1 = dt - 2.0*tca;
double b0 = gain*tca*(dt + 2.0*tcb);
double b1 = gain*tca*(dt - 2.0*tcb);
afr = (b1*sf01 + b0*sf0 - a1*afr1)/a0;

// save variables for next call
sf01 = sf0;
afr1 = afr;

// apply observed non-linearity of saccular otolith to afferent firing
// rate in otolith coordinate frame to create perceived afr. Perceived
// afr permits computation of perceived down vector.
  afr_p = afr;
  if (afr.z() > -45.0*cos(theta))
    afr_p.set_z(-0.4*45.0*cos(theta) + 0.6*afr.z());
  else
    afr_p.set_z(-45.0*cos(theta));

// compute the direction of the down estimate by computing its normalized
// component vectors (in otolith coordinates). Rotate the down estimate
// back to head coordinates.
  if (mag(afr_p) > 0.0)
    down = -1.0*RM_oh*(afr_p/mag(afr_p));  // unit afr vector
  else
    down.set(0,0,0);

// rotate the afferent firing rates back to the head frame.
afr_h = RM_oh*afr;

// return afr_h;

return afr_h;
```

---

// Program: canal.cpp
// Project: Short Arm Centrifuge, SBIR Phase I
// Date Created: Aug. 12, 1993
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#include "vector.h"
#include "matrix.h"
#include <math.h>

Vector canalResponse(double dt, Vector alpha)
{
    /*
    Variable and parameter definitions
    
dt = time step (sec)
alpha = angular acceleration (deg/sec^2)
tlo = canal long time constant vector
tad = canal adaptation time constant vector
tle = canal lead operator time constant vector
sfr = afferent firing rate vector (impulses/sec)
    
Angular acceleration in the head coordinate system. The semicircular canals
are approximated to be in the head coordinate system.
    
No threshold was included because of the non-continuous output. Instead,
we implemented the vestibular threshold unit concept.
    */

    Vector asum, bsum, afr;
    Vector tlo;
    Vector s0, a1, a2, b0, b1, b2;
    static Vector afr1, afr2, alpha1, alpha2;
    const double tad = 30.0, tle = 0.01;
    int i, k;
    tlo.set(6.1, 5.3, 10.2);

    // calculate the numerator and denominator of the weighting constants
    // b -> numerator coefficients, a -> denominator coefficients
    //
    Vector dt temp(dt,dt,dt);       // vectorize quantity for vector operations
    b0 = 2.0*tad*(dt + 2.0*tle)*tlo;
    b1 = -8.0*tad*tle*tlo;
    b2 = 2.0*tad*(2.0*tle - dt)*tlo;
    a0 = (dt + 2.0*tad)*(dt_temp + 2.0*tlo);
    a1 = 2.0*dt*dt_temp - 8.0*tad*tlo;
    a2 = (dt - 2.0*tad)*(dt_temp - 2.0*tlo);
// compute afferent firing rate components

  asum.set_x(a1.x() * afr1.x() + a2.x() * afr2.x());
  asum.set_y(a1.y() * afr1.y() + a2.y() * afr2.y());
  asum.set_z(a1.z() * afr1.z() + a2.z() * afr2.z());
  bsum.set_x(b0.x() * alpha.x() + b1.x() * alpha1.x() + b2.x() * alpha2.x());
  bsum.set_y(b0.y() * alpha.y() + b1.y() * alpha1.y() + b2.y() * alpha2.y());
  bsum.set_z(b0.z() * alpha.z() + b1.z() * alpha1.z() + b2.z() * alpha2.z());
  afr.set_x((bsum.x() - asum.x()) / s0.x());
  afr.set_y((bsum.y() - asum.y()) / s0.y());
  afr.set_z((bsum.z() - asum.z()) / s0.z());

// save old values
  afr2 = afr1;
  afr1 = afr;
  alpha2 = alpha1;
  alpha1 = alpha;

  return afr;
}
APPENDIX B2
Centrifuge and Shuttle Simulation Program

B2.0 Program Name. ACCELS.EXE for MS-DOS.

B2.1 Purpose. ACCELS simulates the dynamics of a short radius centrifuge mounted on the space shuttle. The output can consist of linear or angular positions, velocities, and accelerations, or dynamic forces and moments acting on the centrifuge or shuttle. The user is able to select the size, position, number, and gender of the centrifuge riders, as well as input simulation parameters and shuttle and centrifuge dimensions and mass properties.

B2.2 General Description of Program Flow. On execution, the user is presented with an interface for selecting simulation, shuttle, centrifuge, rider parameters, and the output file name and output variables. The program can be run with default values, however at least one rider must be selected. When the selections have been made, activating the Simulate button initiates the simulation.

B2.3 Program Description. The file Accels.ctp defines the class Centrifuge, derived from the Turbo Vision class TApplication. The Borland Turbo Vision users manual should be consulted for a description of the class hierarchy and function. Function startSim() performs the actual simulation and data recording to the output file.

B2.4 Description of Input. There is no input file required for ACCELS. The user should enter the output file name, output file variables, shuttle mass and inertia values, simulation parameters, rider positions and description, and centrifuge inertia and dimensions into the appropriate input boxes. The values in each input box can be reset to the default values with the Default buttons. The simulation can be initiated with the Simulate button.

B2.5 Example User Input Session. To start the program, type ACCELS at the DOS prompt. Using the mouse or keyboard Alt-F keys, select the File menu selection. Select New from the submenus, to open a new simulation worksheet. Now, individually select the parameters of the simulation, with the following directions:

- Select output file name: Using the mouse or keyboard, select the name of the output file to store the data. If the file is a new one, simply type in the name of the file. If the file exists, the program will ask you to confirm whether you want to replace the file.
• **Shuttle mass and inertia:** The default shuttle mass and inertia matrix can be changed if desired.

• **Simulation time and acceleration:** The duration of the simulation is specified by the first two values. The centrifuge is initially at rest. The duration of the first phase represents the time to accelerate to a constant G and remain at that acceleration. After the first phase of the simulation, the centrifuge will decelerate to rest and remain at rest until the total simulation time has elapsed. This feature allows the long term effects of the centrifuge motion to be assessed. The time interval can be changed if desired. The maximum acceleration for the simulation represents the acceleration in G’s at the location of subject #1 center of mass. The acceleration onset and tangential acceleration limit for the centrifuge can also be adjusted.

• **Rider parameters:** The occupancy, percentile, gender, and head position of up to four riders can be specified. The first position must be occupied in order for the program to work properly. Other riders can be added as desired, with position 3 being opposite position 1, and position 2 opposite position 4. The program will automatically use the appropriate mass, inertia, and center of mass values for the riders according to the gender and percentile selected. The position of the rider is considered to be from the center of the centrifuge to the top of the head.

• **Centrifuge inertia and dimensions:** The inertia of the centrifuge itself, and the position of the center of the centrifuge with respect to the shuttle center of mass can be edited in this dialog box.

• **Output Variables:** Check the boxes of the variables to be written to the output file. The variables are all vectors, and all three components of each vector will be saved. Time is automatically recorded in the first column of the output file.

Once all the values have been selected (remember to specify at least the first crewmember position as occupied and to select an output file name), the Simulate button can be selected to run the simulation.

**B2.6 Program Operation.** When the Simulate button is activated, ACCELS will perform the simulation and print results to the data file. When ACCELS is finished, a dialog box will appear announcing the completion. If the program does not operate, the most likely causes for the error is that the crewmember position #1 was not set to occupied, or no output file name was selected.
B2.7 Output. The program writes a data file of time in seconds and the selected output variables to the output file.

B2.8 Source Program Listing.

// Program: Accels.cpp
// Project: Short Arm Centrifuge, SBIR Phase I
// Date Created: May 21, 1993

// Notes: This program uses a Turbo Vision interface and computes the kinematics and dynamics of a short radius centrifuge operating on the space shuttle.

// define Turbo Vision compiler variables.
#define Use_TEventQueue
#define Use_TEvent
#define Use_TApplication
#define Use_TKeys
#define Use_TRect
#define Use_TMenu
#define Use_TMenuBox
#define Use_TMenuBar
#define Use_TMenuItem
#define Use_TSubMenu
#define Use_TStatusLine
#define Use_TStatusDef
#define Use_TStaticItem
#define Use_TStaticText
#define Use_TItem
#define Use_TRadioButtons
#define Use_TCheckButtons
#define Use_TDeskTop
#define Use_TDialog
#define Use_TButton
#define Use_TObject
#define Use_TFileDialog
#define Use_TInputLine
#define Use_TLabel

// include Borland and custom header files
#include <tv.h>
#include "matrix.h"
#include "vector.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <iosmnip.h>
// include other code

// assign command values, use values over 1000 to always be visible to Turbo Vision
const int cmNew = 1000;
const int cmHelpAbout = 1001;
const int cmStartSim = 1002;
const int cmRefresh = 1003;
const int cmFile = 1004;
const int cmShuttle = 1005;
const int cmTime = 1006;
const int cmSubject = 1007;
const int cmCentrifuge = 1008;
const int cmOutputVars = 1009;

//------------------ global variables ------------------

ofstream f1; // output file

struct SimData // simulation data from dialog boxes
{
    char endTime1[10]; // end of first simulation phase
    char endTime2[10]; // end of total simulation
    char dt[10];
    char maxG[10];
    char onsetG[10];
    char maxTelG[10];
} simData;

struct ShuttleData // shuttle data from dialog boxes
{
    char mass[10];
    char lxx[10]; char lxy[10]; char lxz[10];
    char lyy[10]; char lyy[10]; char lyz[10];
    char lzz[10]; char lzy[10]; char lzz[10];
} shuttleData;

struct SubjectData // subject data from dialog boxes
{
    struct Subject
    {
        ushort occupied;
        ushort percent;
        ushort gender;
        char position[10];
    } s[4];
} subjectData;

struct CentrifugeData // short arm centrifuge from dialog boxes
{
    char f[10];
    char com[10];
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struct OutputData // variables to output file
{
    ushort checkBox;
    outputData;
}

double endTime1; // end simulation phase 1
double endTime2; // end total simulation
double dt; // simulation time step
double maxG; // maximum acceleration in G at subject #1 c.o.m.
double onsetG; // acceleration onset in G/sec
double maxTanG; // maximum tangential acceleration in G

struct Shuttle
{
    double mass;
    Matrix I1;
} shuttle;

struct Person // 0 if person not on centrifuge, 1 if he is
{
    ushort occupied;
    double mass;
    double com;
    double toh;
    double I1;
} p[4];

struct CfuGe // centrifuge inertia and center of mass relative
{
    double I;
    double com;
} cfuGe;

// ------------------- User interface -------------------

class Centrifuge : public TApplication
{
    // Define BRC application class Centrifuge.
    private:

    public:
        Centrifuge();
        static TDeskTop* initDeskTop(TRect r);
        static TMenuBar* initMenuBar(TRect r);
        static TStatusLine* initStatusLine(TRect r);
        virtual void handleEvent(TEvent& event);

    } cfuGeData;

    struct OutputData
    {
        ushort checkBox;
        outputData;
    }
    OutputData;

    double endTime1; // end simulation phase 1
    double endTime2; // end total simulation
double dt; // simulation time step
double maxG; // maximum acceleration in G at subject #1 c.o.m.
double onsetG; // acceleration onset in G/sec
double maxTanG; // maximum tangential acceleration in G

    struct Shuttle
    {
        double mass;
        Matrix I1;
    } shuttle;

    struct Person // 0 if person not on centrifuge, 1 if he is
    {
        ushort occupied;
        double mass;
        double com;
        double toh;
        double I1;
    } p[4];

    struct CfuGe // centrifuge inertia and center of mass relative
    {
        double I;
        double com;
    } cfuGe;

    // ------------------- User interface -------------------

class Centrifuge : public TApplication
{
    // Define BRC application class Centrifuge.
    private:

    public:
        Centrifuge();
        static TDeskTop* initDeskTop(TRect r);
        static TMenuBar* initMenuBar(TRect r);
        static TStatusLine* initStatusLine(TRect r);
        virtual void handleEvent(TEvent& event);
void openFile();
void newSim();
int checkParams();
void startSim();
void setSimParams();
void setSimParamDFn();
void setShuttleParams();
void setShuttleParamDFn();
void setSubjectParams();
void setSubjectParamDFn();
void setCfugeParams();
void setCfugeParamDFn();
void selectOutput();
void helpAbout();
void simFinished();

};

Centrifuge::Centrifuge() : TProgInit(&Centrifuge::initStatusLine,
   &Centrifuge::initMenuBar,
   &Centrifuge::initDeskTop)
{
   // Constructor displays "about" box at startup.
   TEvent event;

   // Set default values.
   setSimParamDFn();
   setShuttleParamDFn();
   setSubjectParamDFn();
   setCfugeParamDFn();

   // Display "about" box.
   event.what = evCommand;
   event.message.command = cmHelpAbout;
   putEvent(event);
}

void Centrifuge::helpAbout()
{
   // This function displays startup info.
   TDialog* d = (TDialog*)validView(
      new TDialog(TRect(20,5,60,15), "Short Arm Centrifuge"));

   if (!d)
      return;
   d->insert(new TStaticText( TRect(1,1,39,7),
      "IN003Short Arm Centrifuge Software"
      "IN003Biodynamic Research Corporation"
      "IN003November, 1993 ");
   d->insert(new TButton( TRect(14,7,26,9), "OK", cmOK, bfDefault));
   deskTop->execView(d);
   destroy(d);
}
void Centrifuge::simFinished()
{
    // This function displays a simulation finished message.
    TDialog* d = (TDialog*) validView(
        new TDialog(TRect(20,5,60,15), "Message Box");

    if (!d) return;
    d->insert(new TStaticText(TRect(1,1,39,7),
        "Simulation is Complete");
    d->insert(new TButton(TRect(14,7,26,9), "OK", cmOK, bfDefault));
    deskTop->execView(d);
    destroy(d);
}

void Centrifuge::handleEvent(TEvent& event)
{
    // Centrifuge handle event routine. Responds to main menu selections.
    ushort newMode;
    TApplication::handleEvent(event);

    if (event.what != evCommand) return;

    switch (event.message.command)
    {
    case cmNew:  // Open new simulation sheet
        newSim();
        break;
    case cmHelpAbout:  // Display help about box
        helpAbout();
        break;
    default:
        break;
    }

    clearEvent(event);
}

TMenuBar* Centrifuge::initMenuBar(TRect r)
{
    // This function creates the MenuBar for the application.
    r.b.y = r.a.y + 1;
    return new TMenuBar(r,
        *new TSubMenu("-F - ile", kbAltF) +
        *new TMenuItem("-N - ew", cmNew, kbAltN, kbNoContext, "Alt-N") +
        newLine() +
        *new TMenuItem("E - x - it", cmQuit, kbAltX, kbNoContext, "Alt-X")
    );
}

TDeskTop* Centrifuge::initDeskTop(TRect r)
{
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// Overrides default desktop to include a status bar at the bottom.
  r.a.y++;  
  r.b.y--;  
  return new TDeskTop(r);
)

TStatusLine* Centrifuge::initStatusLine(TRect r)
{
  // This function creates the status bar for the application.
  r.a.y = r.b.y - 1;
  return new TStatusLine(r,
    *new TStatusDef(0, 0xFFFF) +
    *new TStatusItem("~ Alt-X ~ Exit", kbAltX, cmQuit)  
  );
}

class TNewDialog : public TDialog
{
  // Derived class for a new dialog box that can open other dialog boxes.
  public:
    TNewDialog(TRect&, char*);       // new constructor
    void handleEvent(TEvent&);       // new handleEvent routine
    virtual Boolean valid(ushort);  
  
  TNewDialog::TNewDialog(TRect& r, char* title) :
    TDialog(r, title),
    TWindowInit(&TNewDialog::initFrame)
  { // Constructor derived from TDialog constructor.
  }  

  void TNewDialog::handleEvent(TEvent& event)
  {
    // New dialog box handleEvent routine.
    TDialog::handleEvent(event);   // derived from TDialog handleEvent

    if (event.what == evKeyDown)
      if (event.keyDown.keyCode == kbEsc) // if Esc, cancel from dialog box.
        {
          event.what = evCommand;
          event.message.command = cmCancel;
          putEvent(event);
        }

    if (event.what == evCommand)
      endModal(event.message.command);  // end modal state and set command

      clearEvent(event);
  }

  Boolean TNewDialog::valid(ushort command)
```cpp
{  // New dialog box valid routine - returns endModal command to calling function.
    if (command == cmCancel)
        return True;
    else
        return TGroup::valid(command);  // return command value to calling function
}

void Centrifuge::newSim(void)
{
    // This function displays a worksheet for initializing a SAC simulation.
    TView* b;

    TNewDialog* pd = new TNewDialog (TRect(1,1,75,20), "Short Arm Centrifuge Simulation");
    if (pd)
    {
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,16,60,18), "- S - imulate", cmStartSim, bfNormal));
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(63,16,73,18), "- C - ancel", cmCancel, bfDefault));
        pd->insert(new TStaticText(TRect(2,2,40,3), "Select output file name:");
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,2,60,4), "Select", cmFile, bfNormal));
        pd->insert(new TStaticText(TRect(2,4,40,5), "Select output file name:");
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,4,60,6), "Select", cmShuttle, bfNormal));
        pd->insert(new TStaticText(TRect(2,6,40,7), "Simulation time and acceleration:"));
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,6,60,8), "Select", cmTime, bfNormal));
        pd->insert(new TStaticText(TRect(2,8,40,9), "Rider parameters:"));
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,8,60,10), "Select", cmSubject, bfNormal));
        pd->insert(new TStaticText(TRect(2,10,40,11), "Centrifuge inertia and dimensions:"));
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,10,60,12), "Select", cmCentrifuge, bfNormal));
        pd->insert(new TStaticText(TRect(2,12,40,13), "Output Variables"));
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,12,60,14), "Select", cmOutputVars, bfNormal));
        pd->insert(new TStaticText(TRect(2,14,40,15), "Output Variables");
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,14,60,16), "Select", cmOutputVars, bfNormal));
        pd->insert(new TStaticText(TRect(2,16,40,17), "Output Variables");
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,16,60,18), "- S - imulate", cmStartSim, bfNormal));
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(63,16,73,18), "- C - ancel", cmCancel, bfDefault));
    } // allow user to select different parameter worksheets
    ushort control;
    while (control != cmCancel)
    {
        control = deskTop->execView(pd);
        switch (control)
        {
        case cmStartSim:
            int error = checkParam();
            if (!error) startSim();
            simFinished();
            control = cmCancel;
            break;
        case cmShuttle:
```
setShuttleParams();
bear;
case cmTime:
setSimParams();
bear;
case cmSubject:
setSubjectParams();
bear;
case cmCentrifuge:
setCfrugeParams();
bear;
case cmFile:
openFile();
bear;
case cmOutputVars:
selectOutput();
bear;
default:
break;
}
}
destroy(pd);
}
int Centrifuge::checkParams()
{
// This function checks the input parameters to make sure there are
// no obvious errors and to convert character strings to numbers.
vector a, b, c; // temporary variables to assign matrix elements
int flag = 0; // error flag
dt = atof((char*) simData.dt);
endTime1 = atof((char*) simData.endTime1);
endTime2 = atof((char*) simData.endTime2);
maxG = atof((char*) simData.maxG);
onsetG = atof((char*) simData.onsetG);
maxTanG = atof((char*) simData.maxTanG);
if (dt <= 0.0 || endTime1 <= 0.0 || endTime2 <= 0.0 || maxG <= 0.0 ||
onsetG <= 0.0 || maxTanG <= 0.0) flag = 1;
shuttle масс = atof((char*) shuttleData.mass);
if (shuttle.масс <= 0.0) flag = 1;
.a.set_x(atof((char*) shuttleData.Ixx));
a.set_y(atof((char*) shuttleData.Ixy));
a.set_z(atof((char*) shuttleData.Ixz));
b.set_x(atof((char*) shuttleData.Iyx));
b.set_y(atof((char*) shuttleData.Iyy));
b.set_z(atof((char*) shuttleData.Iyz));
c.set_x(atof((char*) shuttleData.Ixz));
c.set_y(atof((char*) shuttleData.lzy));
c.set_x(atof((char*) shuttleData.lzx));
shuttle.l.set(a,b,c); // set moment of inertia matrix

if (a.x() <= 0.0 || b.y() <= 0.0 || c.z() <= 0.0) flag = 1; // principal m.o.i.
if (a.y() != b.x() || a.z() != c.x() || b.z() != c.y()) flag = 1; // product symmetry

for (int i=0; i<4; i++)
{
    p[i].occupied = subjectData.s[i].occupied;
    p[i].toh = atof((char*) subjectData.s[i].position);
    if (subjectData.s[i].percent == 0)
    {
        if (subjectData.s[i].gender == 0) // if male
        {
            p[i].mass = 65.8;
            p[i].com = 51.6;
            p[i].l = 3.8;
        }
        else // if female
        {
            p[i].mass = 41.0;
            p[i].com = 45.2;
            p[i].l = 2.4;
        }
    }
    else if (subjectData.s[i].percent == 1)
    {
        if (subjectData.s[i].gender == 0)
        {
            p[i].mass = 82.2;
            p[i].com = 53.5;
            p[i].l = 4.9;
        }
        else
        {
            p[i].mass = 51.5;
            p[i].com = 46.7;
            p[i].l = 3.1;
        }
    }
    else
    {
        if (subjectData.s[i].gender == 0)
        {
            p[i].mass = 98.5;
            p[i].com = 55.4;
            p[i].l = 6.0;
        }
        else
        {
            p[i].mass = 61.7;
            p[i].com = 48.0;
            p[i].l = 3.8;
        }
    }
}
```cpp
#endif // file contains the code for the Centrifuge class

void Centrifuge::setSimParams()
{
    TView* b;
    TNewDialog* pd = new TNewDialog (TRect(1,1,75.20), "Simulation Parameters");
    if (pd)
    {
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(37,16,47,18), "OK", cmOK, bfDefault));
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,16,60,18), "Default", cmRefresh, bfNormal));
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(63,16,73,18), "Cancel", cmCancel, bfNormal));
        b = new TinputLine (TRect(50,2,60,3), 10);
        pd->insert(b);
        pd->insert(new TLabel (TRect(2,4,49,5), "Duration of first phase (minutes): *", b));
        b = new TinputLine (TRect(50,4,60,5), 10);
        pd->insert(b);
        pd->insert(new TLabel (TRect(2,4,49,5), "Duration of total simulation (minutes): *", b));
        b = new TinputLine (TRect(50,6,60,7), 10);
        pd->insert(b);
        pd->insert(new TLabel (TRect(2,6,49,11), "Time step interval (seconds): *", b));
        b = new TinputLine (TRect(50,8,60,9), 10);
        pd->insert(b);
        pd->insert(new TLabel (TRect(2,8,49,9), "Maximum acceleration at subject COM (G): *", b));
        b = new TinputLine (TRect(50,10,60,11), 10);
        pd->insert(b);
        pd->insert(new TLabel (TRect(2,10,40,11), "Acceleration onset (G/sec): *", b));
        b = new TinputLine (TRect(50,12,60,13), 10);
        pd->insert(b);
        pd->insert(new TLabel (TRect(2,12,49,13), "Tangential acceleration limit (G): *", b));
        pd->setData(&aimData);
        ushort control;
        while (control != cmCancel && control != cmOK)
        {
            control = deskTop->execView(pd);
            switch (control)
            {
                case cmRefresh:
```
```cpp
setSimParamsDft();
    pd->setDate(&simData);
    break;
    default:
    break;
}
}

if (control == cmOK) pd->getData(&simData);

destroy(pd);
}

void Centrifuge::setSimParamsDft()
{
    // This function sets the default values for the simulation data.
    strcpy(simData.endTime1, "1");          // minutes
    strcpy(simData.endTime2, "2");          // minutes
    strcpy(simData.dt, "0.025");             // seconds
    strcpy(simData.maxG, "2");              // G
    strcpy(simData.onsetG, "0.01");            // G/sec
    strcpy(simData.maxTanG, "0.05");          // G
}

void Centrifuge::setShuttleParams()
{
    // This function displays a worksheet for initializing the shuttle parameters.
    TView* b;

    TNewDialog* pd = new TNewDialog (TRect(1,1,75,20), "Shuttle Parameters");
    if (pd)
    {
        pd->insert (new TButton (TRect(37,16,47,18), "O-K", cmOK, btDefault));
        pd->insert (new TButton (TRect(50,16,60,18), "Default", cmReset, btNormal));
        pd->insert (new TButton (TRect(63,16,73,18), "Cancel", cmCancel, btNormal));

        pd->insert (new TInputLine (TRect(30,3,40,4), 10));
        pd->insert (new TStaticText (TRect(2,3,20,4), "Shuttle mass (kg)");

        pd->insert (new TInputLine (TRect(30,6,41,7), 10));
        pd->insert (new TStaticText (TRect(2,6,41,8), "Ixx, Ixy, Ixz");

        pd->insert (new TInputLine (TRect(42,6,53,7), 10));
        pd->insert (new TStaticText (TRect(54,6,55,7), "Ixy, Iyy, Iyz");

        pd->insert (new TInputLine (TRect(42,9,53,9), 10));
        pd->insert (new TStaticText (TRect(54,9,55,10), "Ixz, Iyz, Izz");
    }
```
void Centrifuge::setShuttleParamsDflt()
{
    // This function sets the default values for the shuttle data.
    strcpy(shuttleData.m, "98122"); // shuttle mass in kg
    strcpy(shuttleData.Ixx, "1453255"); // shuttle inertias in kg-m^2
    strcpy(shuttleData.Ixy, "-7544");
    strcpy(shuttleData.Ixz, "335642");
    strcpy(shuttleData.Iyx, "-7544");
    strcpy(shuttleData.Iyy, "10077164");
    strcpy(shuttleData.Iyz, "-10259");
    strcpy(shuttleData.Izx, "335642");
    strcpy(shuttleData.Izy, "-10259");
    strcpy(shuttleData.Izz, "10346577");
}

void Centrifuge::setSubjectParams()
{
    // This function displays a worksheet for initializing the subject parameters.
    TView* b;

    TNewDialog* pd = new TNewDialog (TRect(1,0,76,22), "Rider Parameters");
    if (pd)
    {
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(37,19,47,21), "$-O-K$, cmOK, bfDefault));
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,19,60,21), "$-D-efault", cmRefresh, bfNormal));
        pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(63,19,73,21), "$-C-ancel", cmCancel, bfNormal));
        // subject positions and types

        pd->insert(new TStaticText (TRect(2,8,20.9), "Ixx, Ixy, Ixz:"));

        pd->setData(&shuttleData);
        ushort control;
        while (control != cmCancel && control != cmOK)
        {
            control = deskTop->execView(pd);
            switch (control)
            {
                case cmRefresh:
                    setShuttleParamsDflt();
                    pd->setData(&shuttleData);
                    break;
                default:
                    break;
            }
        }
        if (control == cmOK) pd->setData(&shuttleData);
        }
        destroy(pd);
    }
pd -> insert(new TStaticText (TRect(3,1,10,2), "Rider"));
pd -> insert(new TStaticText (TRect(11,1,26,2), "Occupied?");
pd -> insert(new TStaticText (TRect(27,1,39,2), "Percentile"));
pd -> insert(new TStaticText (TRect(40,1,50,2), "M/F "));
pd -> insert(new TStaticText (TRect(51,1,72,2), "Head position (cm)");

pd -> insert(new TStaticText (TRect(3,3,12,4), "#1"));
b = new TRadioButtons (TRect(11,3,26,5),
    new TSItem("Vacant", new TSItem("Occupied", 0)));
pd -> insert(b);

b = new TRadioButtons (TRect(27,3,38,6),
    new TSItem("5\%", new TSItem("50\%", new TSItem("95\%", 0))));
pd -> insert(b);

b = new TRadioButtons (TRect(39,3,50,5),
    new TSItem("M", new TSItem("F", 0)));
pd -> insert(b);

pd -> insert(new TInputLine (TRect(51,3,68,4), 10));

pd -> insert(new TStaticText (TRect(3,7,12,8), "#2"));
b = new TRadioButtons (TRect(11,7,26,9),
    new TSItem("Vacant", new TSItem("Occupied", 0)));
pd -> insert(b);

b = new TRadioButtons (TRect(27,7,38,10),
    new TSItem("5\%", new TSItem("50\%", new TSItem("95\%", 0))));
pd -> insert(b);

b = new TRadioButtons (TRect(39,7,50,9),
    new TSItem("M", new TSItem("F", 0)));
pd -> insert(b);

pd -> insert(new TInputLine (TRect(11,7,68,8), 10));

pd -> insert(new TStaticText (TRect(3,11,12,12), "#3"));
b = new TRadioButtons (TRect(11,11,26,13),
    new TSItem("Vacant", new TSItem("Occupied", 0)));
pd -> insert(b);

b = new TRadioButtons (TRect(27,11,38,14),
    new TSItem("5\%", new TSItem("50\%", new TSItem("95\%", 0))));
pd -> insert(b);

b = new TRadioButtons (TRect(39,11,50,13),
    new TSItem("M", new TSItem("F", 0)));
pd -> insert(b);

pd -> insert(new TInputLine (TRect(11,11,68,12), 10));
pd->insert(new TStaticText(TRect(3,15,12,16), "#4"));
b = new TRadioButton(TRect(11,15,26,17),
    new TListItem("Vacant", new TListItem("Occupied", 0)));
pd->insert(b);

b = new TRadioButton(TRect(27,15,38,18),
    new TListItem("5 ", new TListItem("50 ", new TListItem("95 ", 0)));
pd->insert(b);

b = new TRadioButton(TRect(39,15,50,17),
    new TListItem("M", new TListItem("F", 0)));
pd->insert(b);

pd->insert(new TInputLine( TRect( 51, 15, 68, 16), 10));

pd->setData(&subjectData);
ushort control;
while (control != cmCancel && control != cmOK)
{
    control = desktop->execView(pd);
    switch (control)
    {
    case cmRefresh:
        setSubjectParamsDft();
    case cmCancel:
        break;
    default:
        break;
    }
}
if (control == cmOK) pd->setData(&subjectData);
}

void Centrifuge::setSubjectParamsDft()
{
    // This function sets the default values for the subject data.
    for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++)
    {
        subjectData.s[i].occupied = 0; // default is unoccupied
        subjectData.s[i].percent = 0; // default is 5%
        subjectData.s[i].gender = 0; // default is male
        strcpy(subjectData.s[i].position, "100"); // default is 100 cm
    }
}

void Centrifuge::setCfugeParams()
{
    // This function displays a worksheet for initializing the Centrifuge parameters.
TView* b;

TNewDialog* pd = new TNewDialog (TRect(1,1,75,20), "Centrifuge Parameters");
if (pd)
{
    pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(37,16,47,18), "O-K", cmOK, bfDefault));
    pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(50,16,60,18), "Default", cmDefault, bfNormal));
    pd->insert(new TButton (TRect(63,16,73,18), "Cancel", cmCancel, bfNormal));

    b = new TInputLine (TRect(55,3,65,4), 10);
    pd->insert(b);
    pd->insert(new TLabel (TRect(2,3,45,4), "Centrifuge moment of inertia (kg-m^2): ", b));

    b = new TInputLine (TRect(55,5,65,6), 10);
    pd->insert(b);
    pd->insert(new TLabel (TRect(2,5,52,6), "MOM COM position relative to shuttle COM (m): ", b));

    pd->setData(cfugeData);
    ushort control;
    while (control != cmCancel & control != cmOK)
    {
        control = deskTop->execView(pd);
        switch (control)
        {
            case cmRefresh:
                setCfugeParamsDrft();
                pd->setData(cfugeData);
                break;
            case cmDefault:
                default:
                break;
        }
        if (control == cmOK) pd->getData(cfugeData);
    }
    destroy(pd);
}

void Centrifuge::setCfugeParamsDrft()
{
    // This function sets the default values for the centrifuge center of mass
    // location (forward of the shuttle COM) and inertia (only inertias
    // about the rotating axis are considered).
    strcpy(cfugeData.I, "12.5");                // made up value, kg-m^2
    strcpy(cfugeData.com, "12.9");             // from Meeker paper, m
}

void Centrifuge::selectOutput()
{
    // This function displays a worksheet for selecting the output variables.
    TView* b;
void Centrifuge::openFile()
{
    // This function opens a file dialog box and opens a selected file for output.
    TFileDialog* d = (TFileDialog*) validView (
        new TFileDialog("*.txt", Open a File", 
                &mFileName, fdOpenButton, 100));
    char fileName[MAXPATH];
    if (d)
    {
        deskTop->execView(d);
        d->getFileName(fileName); // get output file name
        file.open(fileName); // open output file
    }
}
// Application Main Routine

int main(void)
{
    // This is the main routine for the application.
    Centrifuge sec;
    sec.run();
    return 0;
}

// Centrifuge/Shuttle Simulation routine

void Centrifuge::startSim(void)
{
    // This function initializes variables for the simulation and loops through
    // the specified simulation time. All quantities expressed in metric units.
    const double g = 9.81;   // m/s^2
    const double pi = 3.141592654;   // pi
    const double rd = 180.0/pi;  // radians to degrees
    double time = 0.0;
    double inertia = 0.0;
    Vector gamma_c, omega_c, alpha_c;
    Vector H_c;
    Vector omega_cLast, alpha_cLast;
    Vector r_p[4], v_p[4], a_p[4];
    Vector r_pr[4], r_pTotal[4];

    Vector F_p[4], M_p;
    Vector r_ccfuge;   // centrifuge com position
    Vector r_shuttle;  // shuttle kinematics
    Vector omega_mLast, alpha_mLast;
    Vector omega_m, alpha_m;
    Vector omega_tot, alpha_tot;
    Vector v_mLast, a_mLast;
    Vector F_m, M_m;
    Vector M_imbal, M_cfcuge, M_gyro;
    Vector atan, arad;

    // set default stream parameters to previously defined output file stream
    fl.precision(3);
    fl.setf(ios::scientific, ios::floatfield);
    fl.setf(ios::left, ios::adjustfield);

    // setup constant values
    r_p[0].set(0, p[0].tor + p[0].com, 0);  // position vectors for center of mass
    r_p[1].set(0, p[1].tor + p[1].com);
    r_p[2].set(-p[2].tor + p[2].com, 0);
    r_p[3].set(0, -p[3].tor + p[3].com);
}
for (int i=0; i<4; i++)
    r_p[i] /= 100.0; // convert positions to meters

for (i=0; i<4; i++)
    if (p[i].occupied)
        inertia += p[i].I + p[i].mass *
        pow((p[i].com + p[i].tanh)/100.0,2.0); // riders inertia
inertia += cfuge; // add centrifuge inertia to riders inertia

Matrix I_c(inertia, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0); // centrifuge inertia tensor
Matrix inv1_sx = inV(shuttle.s); // inverse of shuttle inertia tensor

// main simulation loop
for (time = 0; time < 60.0*endTime2; time += dt)
{
    // save old values for use in numerical integrations
    omega_cLast = omega_c;
    alpha_cLast = alpha_c;
    omega_sLast = omega_s;
    alpha_sLast = alpha_s;
    v_sLast = v_s;
    a_sLast = a_s;

    // check to see if centrifuge needs to accelerate to reach appropriate
    // steady state angular velocity to generate maxG at subject #1 center
    // of mass. Note if subject #1 not occupied, the loop will use default
    // values from subject #1 to accelerate. The tangential acceleration is
    // limited by the maxTanG variable.
    if (time <= 60.0*endTime1)
    {
        if (mag(omega_c * (omega_c * r_pr[0])/g) <= maxG)
            alpha_c.set(alpha_c.x() + onsetG*g*dt,0,0);
        else
            alpha_c.set(0,0,0);
        if ((mag(alpha_c * r_pr[0])/g >= maxTanG) && (mag(alpha_c) != 0))
            alpha_c.set(maxTanG*g/mag(r_pr[0]),0,0);
    }
    else
    {
        if (mag(omega_c) >= 0.02)
            alpha_c.set(alpha_c.x() - onsetG*g*dt,0,0);
        else
            alpha_c.set(0,0,0);
        if ((mag(alpha_c * r_pr[0])/g >= maxTanG) && (mag(alpha_c) != 0))
            alpha_c.set(-maxTanG*g/mag(r_pr[0]),0,0);
    }

    // write header information to output file
omega_c += 0.5*(alpha_c + alpha_cLast)*dt;  // centrifuge angular velocity
omega_c += 0.5*(omega_c + omega_cLast)*dt;  // centrifuge angular position
if (gamma_c.x() > = 2.0*pi) gamma_c.set_x(gamma_c.x() - 2.0*pi);

// compute rotated position vectors. Use transpose of rotation matrix
// because actually need to rotate back to fixed coordinate system.
Matrix Rcfuge = setRMatrix(mag(gamma_c), 'x');
for (i=0; i<4; i++)
{
    r_pr[i] = trans(Rcfuge)*r_p[i];  // position of subject relative to centrifuge com
    r_prtotal[i] = r_pr[i] + r_cfruge;  // position relative to shuttle com
}

// compute total angular velocity and angular acceleration vectors.
omega_tot = omega_ss + omega_c;
sigma_tot = alpha_ss + alpha_c + (omega_ss ~ omega_c);

// compute velocities and accelerations of the subjects' center of masses
// Note O's important because overloaded ^ cross product is usually
// lower priority than + sign.
for (i=0; i<4; i++)
{
    v_p[i] = omega_tot ~ r_prtotal[i];  // subject velocities
    a_p[i] = (omega_tot ~ r_prtotal[i]) + (omega_tot ~ v_p[i]);  // total acceleration
    atm = alpha_c ~ r_pr[i];  // tangential acceleration
    arad = omega_c ~ (omega_c ~ r_pr[i]);  // radial acceleration
}

// compute force required to accelerate the subjects. Note neglected
// acceleration of subjects due to motion of the shuttle — negligible
// compared to the motion of the centrifuge.
for (i=0; i<4; i++)
if (p[i]occupied)
    F_p[i] = p[i].mass*a_p[i];

// compute resultant acceleration of the shuttle center of mass due
// to motion of the subjects.
F_ss = 0.0;  // reset to 0 each loop
for (i=0; i<4; i++) F_ss += -1.0*F_p[i];  // equal and opposite reactive force
a_ss = F_ss/shuttle.mass;  // shuttle acceleration
v_ss += 0.5*(a_ss + a_ssLast)*dt;  // shuttle velocity
r_ss += 0.5*(v_ss + v_ssLast)*dt;  // shuttle displacement

// compute moment applied to shuttle center of mass due to acceleration
// of subjects, compute the angular momentum of the shuttle, compute the
// resultant angular acceleration of the shuttle due to centrifuge moments.
M_cfruge = -1.0*gamma_c[alpha_c];  // drive torque
M_imb = r_cfruge ~ F_ss;  // imbalance moments
\[ H_c = I_c \cdot \omega_c \]  // angular momentum of cfluge
\[ M_{\text{gyro}} = \omega_{\text{as}} \times H_{\text{as}} \]  // gyroscopic restoring torque
\[ M_{\text{as}} = M_{\text{cfuge}} + M_{\text{imb}} - M_{\text{gyro}} \]  // total moment applied to shuttle
\[ \alpha_{\text{as}} = (n_{\text{as}} \times M_{\text{as}}) \]  // shuttle angular acceleration
\[ \omega_{\text{as}} = 0.5(\alpha_{\text{as}} + \alpha_{\text{aslast}})dt \]  // shuttle angular velocity
\[ \text{gamma}_{\text{as}} = 0.5(\omega_{\text{as}} + \omega_{\text{aslast}})dt \]  // shuttle angular displacement

// write desired variables to output file

f1 << std::setw(12) << time;
if (outputData.checkBox & 1)
    f1 << " (" << omega_c_x() << rd << ", " << omega_c_y() << rd << ", " << omega_c_z() << rd)"
if (outputData.checkBox & 2)
    f1 << " (" << alpha_c_x() << rd << ", " << alpha_c_y() << rd << ", " << alpha_c_z() << rd)"
if (outputData.checkBox & 4)
    f1 << " (" << M_cfluge.x() << ", " << M_cfluge.y() << ", " << M_cfluge.z())"
if (outputData.checkBox & 8)
    f1 << " (" << F_ss.x() << ", " << F_ss.y() << ", " << F_ss.z())"
if (outputData.checkBox & 16)
    f1 << " (" << M_ss.x() << ", " << M_ss.y() << ", " << M_ss.z())"
if (outputData.checkBox & 32)
    f1 << " (" << a_ss.x() << ", " << a_ss.y() << ", " << a_ss.z())"
if (outputData.checkBox & 64)
    f1 << " (" << alpha_ss.x() << rd << ", " << alpha_ss.y() << rd << ", " << alpha_ss.z() << rd)"
if (outputData.checkBox & 128)
    f1 << " (" << r_ss.x() << ", " << r_ss.y() << ", " << r_ss.z())"
if (outputData.checkBox & 256)
    f1 << " (" << gamma_ss.x() << rd << ", " << gamma_ss.y() << rd << ", " << gamma_ss.z() << rd)"

f1 << std::endl;
}
f1.close();
}
APPENDIX B3
Cardiovascular Simulation Program

B3.0 Program Name. CVMODEL.FOR for MS-DOS

B3.1 Purpose. CVMODEL estimates the steady state pressures and flows in the cardiovascular system. The program outputs three files: CVAOUT.TXT, CVVOUT.TXT, and CVPOUT.TXT. These files contain the arterial, venous, and peripheral pressures and flows in each of the 50 vascular compartments simulated by the model. The acceleration applied to each compartment is varied by the user by setting parameters in the program.

B3.2 General Description of Program Flow. There are four major modules contained in three files. The main program, CVMODEL calls INITIAL to set the initial conditions for the differential equations which are defined in CVSUBS, and solved by RKF45, a Runge-Kutta integrator. In its present form, the user must code the time, and spatial variation in the acceleration and the segment orientation in subroutine INITIAL and/or CVSUBS and recompile the program for execution. The only data file required is a two line file which sets the integration parameters. The operation of the program is fully documented in comment lines contained within the code.

B3.3 Output Variables. The output consists of a header in CVAOUT.TXT which documents the integration parameters and the run title line. This is followed by 41 columns of output. Column 1 is time in seconds, column 2-21 contain pressure in Pascals, and columns 22-41 contain flows in $m^3\cdot sec^{-1}$. CVVOUT.TXT and CVPOUT.TXT contain only the pressure and flow data, i.e. there is no header data.

CVMODEL.FOR - December 17, 1993 (10:12 am)

PROGRAM CVMODEL
C...
C... PROGRAM CVMODEL CALLS: (1) SUBROUTINE INITIAL TO DEFINE THE ODE
C... INITIAL CONDITIONS, (2) SUBROUTINE RKF45 TO INTEGRATE THE ODES,
C... AND (3) SUBROUTINE PRINT TO PRINT THE SOLUTION.
C...
C... THE FOLLOWING CODING IS FOR 500 ODES. IF MORE ODES ARE TO BE INTE-
C... GRATED, ALL OF THE 500'S SHOULD BE CHANGED TO THE REQUIRED NUMBER
C... IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H), DOUBLE PRECISION (O-Z)
C... INTEGER NI, NO, NEGON, NSTOP, NORNm
C... COMMON/T/ Y(500)
C... COMMON/F/ P(500)
C...
C... THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IS IN COMMON/N/ FOR USE IN
C... SUBROUTINE FCN
C... COMMON/N/ NEGON 1 TWO EQUATIONS PER VASCULAR SEGMENT
C...
C... COMMON AREA TO PROVIDE THE INPUT/OUTPUT UNIT NUMBERS TO OTHER
C... SUBROUTINES
C... COMMON/10/ NI, NO
C...
ABSOLUTE DIMENSIONING OF THE ARRAYS REQUIRED BY RKF45

THE USER MUST PROVIDE STORAGE IN HIS CALLING PROGRAM FOR THE ARRAYS IN THE CALL LIST - Y(NEGN), WORK(3+6*NEGN), IWORK(3).

DECLARE F IN AN EXTERNAL STATEMENT, SUPPLY SUBROUTINE F(T,Y,YP) AND DOUBLE PRECISION YV(500), WORK(3500)

INTEGER IWORK(5)

EXTERNAL THE DERIVATIVE ROUTINE CALLED BY RKF45

EXTERNAL FCN

ARRAY FOR THE TITLE (FIRST LINE OF DATA), CHARACTERS END OF RUNS
CHARACTER TITLE(20)*4, ENDRUN(3)*4

DEFINE THE CHARACTERS END OF RUNS
DATA ENDRUN/*'OF R','UNS'*/

DEFINE THE INPUT/OUTPUT UNIT NUMBERS
NI=5
NO=6

OPEN INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES
OPEN(NI,FILE='CDATA.DAT')
OPEN(NO,FILE='CVOPUT.TXT',BLOCKSIZE=2048)

INITIALIZE THE RUN COUNTER
NORUN=0

BEGIN A RUN
1 NORUN=NORUN+1

INITIALIZE THE RUN TERMINATION VARIABLE
NSTOP=0

READ THE FIRST LINE OF DATA
READ(NI,*END=9999) (TITLE(I), I = 1, 20)

TEST FOR END OF RUNS IN THE DATA
DO 2 I = 1, 3
   IF(TITLE(I) .NE. ENDRUN(I)) GO TO 3
2 CONTINUE

AN END OF RUNS HAS BEEN READ, SO TERMINATE EXECUTION
STOP

READ THE SECOND LINE OF DATA
3 READ(NI,*END=9999) TO, TF, TP

READ THE THIRD LINE OF DATA
READ(NI,*END=9999) NEQN, ERROR

PRINT A DATA SUMMARY
WRITE(NO,1003)NORUN,(TITLE(I), I = 1, 20),
   1 TO, TF, TP,
   2 NEQN, ERROR
WRITE(*,1003)NORUN, (TITLE(I), I = 1, 20),
   1 TO, TF, TP,
   2 NEQN, ERROR

INITIALIZE TIME
T = TO

SET THE INITIAL CONDITIONS
CALL INIT

C. SET THE INITIAL DATA (FOR POSSIBLE PRINTING)

C. PRINT THE INITIAL CONDITIONS

C. SET THE INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR SUBROUTINE RKF45

TV = TO

DO 5 I = 1, NEON

TV(I) = Y(I)

5 CONTINUE

C. SET THE PARAMETERS FOR SUBROUTINE RKF45

C. FIRST CALL TO RKF45

RELE = ERROR

ABSERR = ERROR

IFLAG = 1

TOUT = TO + TP

C. CALL SUBROUTINE RKF45 TO START THE SOLUTION FROM THE INITIAL

C. CONDITION (IFLAG = 1) OR COMPUTE THE SOLUTION TO THE NEXT PRINT

C. POINT (IFLAG = 2)

C. CALL RKF45(FCN, NEON, YV, TV, TOUT, RELERR, ABSERR, IFLAG, WORK, IWORK)

C. PRINT THE SOLUTION AT THE NEXT PRINT POINT

C.

T=TV

TOUT = TV + TP

PRINT *, "Time = ", T

DO 6 I = 1, NEON

Y(I) = TV(I)

6 CONTINUE

C. TEST FOR AN ERROR CONDITION

IF(IFLAG .NE. 2) THEN

C. PRINT A MESSAGE INDICATING AN ERROR CONDITION

WRITE(NO, 1004) IFLAG

C. GO ON TO THE NEXT RUN

GO TO 1

END IF

C. CHECK FOR A RUN TERMINATION

IF(NSTOP .NE. 0) GO TO 1

C. CHECK FOR THE END OF THE RUN

C.

IF(TV .LT. (TF - 0.5D0*TP)) GO TO 4

C. THE CURRENT RUN IS COMPLETE, GO ON TO THE NEXT RUN

GO TO 1

C. ************************************************************

C.

C. FORMATS

C.

1000 FORMAT(3E14.6)

1001 FORMAT(3E10.0)

1002 FORMAT(5F15.8)

1003 FORMAT(1H1,

1 ' RUN NO. - ",13,2X,2A4,13,2X")
INITIAL T = 'E10.3',
FINAL T = 'E10.3',
PRINT T = 'E10.3',
NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS = '15',
MAXIMUM INTEGRATION ERROR = 'E10.3',

1004 FORMAT(1H, //, 'IFLAG = ', 13, //,
1 ' INDICATING AN INTEGRATION ERROR, SO THE CURRENT RUN' //,
2 ' IS TERMINATED. PLEASE REFER TO THE DOCUMENTATION FOR' //,
3 ' SUBROUTINE', //, 'JKI, 'RKF45',//,
4 ' FOR AN EXPLANATION OF THESE ERROR INDICATORS' )

END

SUBROUTINE FCN(TV,YV,YDOT)
C...
C... SUBROUTINE FCN IS AN INTERFACE ROUTINE BETWEEN SUBROUTINES RKF45
C... AND DERV
C...
C... NOTE THAT THE SIZE OF ARRAYS Y AND F IN THE FOLLOWING COMMON AREA
C... IS ACTUALLY SET BY THE CORRESPONDING COMMON STATEMENT IN MAIN
C... PROGRAM HEADHIT
C... IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H), DOUBLE PRECISION (O-Z)
C... COMMON/T/ T, NSTOP, NRUN
1 /Y/ Y(500)
2 /F/ F(500)
C...
C... THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IS AVAILABLE THROUGH COMMON
C... /N/
C...
C... COMMON/N/ NEON
C...
C... ABSOLUTE DIMENSION THEDEPENDENT VARIABLE, DERIVATIVE VECTORS
C... DOUBLE PRECISION TV(500), YDOT(500)
C...
C... TRANSFER THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, DEPENDENT VARIABLE VECTOR
C... FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE DERV
C...
T = TV
DO 1 I = 1, NEON
   Y(I) = TV(I)
1 CONTINUE
C...
C... EVALUATE THE DERIVATIVE VECTOR
C...
CALL DERV
C...
C... TRANSFER THE DERIVATIVE VECTOR FOR USE BY SUBROUTINE RKF45
C...
DO 2 I = 1, NEON
   YDOT(I) = F(I)
2 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
The model described herein parallels the development presented in a paper by Wihite, NJ, Cranton, DG and Fitzgerald, DO. Cardiovascular Modelling: Simulating the Human Cardiovascular Response to Exercise, Lower Body Negative Pressure, Zero Gravity and Clinical Conditions. Adv. Cardiovasc. Phys. (Part I), pp. 195-229 (Karger, Basel 1983). It also draws from papers by Jaron, et al who took a similar approach. In particular many of the parameter values for the physical properties of the segments were taken from:


However, some of the parameters listed in Jaron were clearly in error. Where new parameters were required they were derived to yield generally acceptable flow/presure/volume and compliance characteristics of the various cardiovascular subdivisions. In particular, data from Burton, Alan, C. Physiology and Biophysics of the Circulation. Year Book Medical Publishers, Inc. Chicago, IL (1965)

and,


The model describes the spatial and temporal variation in the mean blood pressure along the z-axis of the body. The model neglects the non-linear and convective terms in the Navier-Stokes Equation. The model also assumes negligible radial flow. The flow is assumed laminar except in the ascending and descending sorts where fluid flow resistance multiplied by 33 to account for turbulent pressure losses.

NOTE: THE SUBSCRIPT NOTATION INDICATES PARTIAL DERIVATIVE WRT THE SUBSCRIPT E.G. \(\frac{\partial}{\partial t}\) THE FIRST PARTIAL OF X WRT TIME IN THIS MODEL:

\[ t = \text{Time} \quad [\text{sec}] \]
\[ r = \text{Radius of vascular segment} \quad [\text{m}] \]
\[ l = \text{Length of vascular segment} \quad [\text{m}] \]
\[ \rho_0 = \text{density of blood} \quad [\text{kg/m}^3] \]
\[ \mu_0 = \text{viscosity of blood} \quad [\text{N-sec/m}^2] \]

MODEL FOR ARTERIAL SEGMENTS

The following set of simultaneous equations are solved for each arterial vascular segment.

\[ \begin{align*}
Pt(t) &= \frac{1}{C^a}(Q_{in}(t) - Q_{out}(t)) + 8\pi R_a(t) \quad \text{[Pa]} \\
Q(t) &= \frac{1}{l}(P_{in}(t) - P_{out}(t)) + \frac{1}{l}(Q_{in}(t) - Q_{out}(t)) \\
r(t) &= \frac{1}{2\pi R_a(t)}(Q_{in}(t) - Q_{out}(t)) \\
\end{align*} \]

Where,

\[ P = \text{The pressure in the segment} \quad [\text{Pa}] \]
\[ Q = \text{The segmental volume flow} \quad [\text{m}^3/\text{sec}] \]
\[ C = \text{The capacitance of the segment} \quad [\text{m}^3/\text{Pa}] \]
\[ L = \text{The inerance of the segment} \quad [\text{kg/m}^2] \text{ or [Pa-sec}^2\text{/m}^3]\]
\[ R_a = \text{The viscous flow resistance in the segment} \quad [\text{m}] \]
\[ PG_a = \text{The hydrostatic pressure difference across the segment because of gravity} \quad [\text{Pa}] \]

$Ra = \frac{81 \mu m_0 \rho_1 l}{(8 \pi \rho_1 r_4)}$
$La = \frac{9 \rho_0 \rho_1 l^2}{(4 \pi \text{VOL})}$
$Ca = \frac{3 \pi \text{VOL}^* l}{(2 \pi E_h)}$

Where,

$E = \text{Young's modulus for vessel wall}$
$h = \text{Vessel Wall thickness}$

Finally,

$PGz = \rho_0 g_0 l^0 \text{g0} \text{cos(theta)}$

Where,

$g_0 = \text{The earth's gravitational acceleration}$
$\text{theta} = \text{The angle between the segment and the z-axis}$

MODE FOR VENOUS SEGMENTS


The unstressed internal volume of a vascular segment in assumed to be

$V = \pi r^2 l$ [m$^3$].

When the contained volume, $v$, is greater than $V$, the transmural pressure is assumed to be related to the contained volume by,

$dP_{\text{wall}} = 1/C_v v$

Where $C_v$ is the vascular compliance as defined above. For $v < V$

$dP_{\text{wall}} = 1/(20 C_v) v$

In a collapsed or partially collapsed vein the flow-pressure relationship based on an (assumed) elliptical cross-section and is given by

$Q_t = \frac{1}{L v} (P_{\text{in}}(t) - P_{\text{out}}(t) + PGz - R_v Q(t))$

Where,

$L_v = \frac{9 \rho_0 g_0 l^2}{(4 \pi v)}$, and

$R_v = \frac{81 \mu m_0 \rho_1 l^3 (4 \pi r_4^2 / (8 \pi v^3))}$ for $v < V$

or

$R_v = \frac{81 \mu m_0 l}{(8 \pi r_4^4)}$ for $v > or = V$

or $R_v = \frac{81 \mu m_0 l^3}{(8 \pi v^2)}$ =.
Peripheral capillary beds.

Peripheral capillary resistance and capacitance are modelled as lumped parameter models ("T" circuits) following the method of Jaron, et al (cited above).

Pulmonary circulation

The pulmonary circulation is modelled as a lumped parameter model again following Jaron's method. The model is a "PI" circuit as shown below.

Cardiac circulation/output

The chambers of the heart are modelled as variable capacitances separated by one-way valves. The pulmonic and aortic valves are also modelled as one-way valves. The general method of modelling the heart and its circulation follows the method of Snyder et al. Output flow from the left atrium and left ventricle are modelled as simple half-wave rectified sinusoids whose volume flows are estimated from pulmonary venous flow.

Pressure reference

The pressure reference for the model is located at the tri-cuspid valve which presumably tracks intrathoracic pressure.

Model mechanics

For each vessel segment, three coupled non-linear differential equations must be solved simultaneously. There are 20 vascular segments (the pulmonary circuit is segment 1). There are 10 capillary bed segments modelled as simple resistance and compliance circuits which are affected directly by extra-vascular pressure. The pressures and flows in the various segments are coupled by their spatial connection. The following table gives the approximate anatomical location and the corresponding z-axis coordinate (measured from the tricuspid valve) for each segment. The z-axis coordinates were based on a 177 cm tall standing man.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment Number</th>
<th>Arterial Origin Location</th>
<th>Arterial Z-axis coordinate (cm)</th>
<th>Peripheral Bed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mid-Pulmonary</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ascending Aorta</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Descending Aorta</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Thoracic Aorta/Vena Cava</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Diaphragm/Lower Lung</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Renal/Hepatic</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Splanchnic</td>
<td>-32</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Buttocks</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Femoralis</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mid Thigh</td>
<td>-65</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Knee/Popliteal</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Calf</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ankle</td>
<td>-125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>-132</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Aortic Arch</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Lower Neck</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Carotid Sinus</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ophthalmic</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Mid Brain</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Cerebral</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initial Conditions (t = 0)

The initial conditions for pressure, flow, and volume are set based on a steady-state solution for the model at 1 Gz for a supine posture. For other postures, the initial theta's for the segments must be changed.

Postural and/or Gz changes during a simulation.

This can be most easily accomplished by adding time varying profiles for Gz and the theta's in SUBROUTINE DERIV which forms the derivatives for CVMODEL.

THE NUMERICAL METHOD OF LINES (W.E. SCHIESSER) IS EMPLOYED TO INTEGRATE THE COUPLED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (DES).

ODE COMMON

/Y/ time variables
/F/ time derivatives of variables
/R/ & /I/ real and integer parameters required to define constants and define the spatial integration grid.

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-N, O-Z)
PARAMETER (NEG = 20, NPSEG = 10)
INTEGER NSTOP, NORUN, IP
INTEGER*2 ALIN, AOUT, VLIN, VLOUT, PV, PIN, POUT
DOUBLE PRECISION NRePa, muO
COMMON/T/ T, NSTOP, NORUN ! Run Parameters

Arrays for segmental variables Pressure (P), Flow(Q), and radii (r)

1 /Y/ HP(4), HQ(4), ! Heart's Chambers RA=1
   AP(NEG), AQ(NEG), ! Artery P, Q, r
   VP(NEG), VO(NEG), ! Venous P, Q, r
   VOP(3), VOG(3), ! Venous flows into heart
   PP(NEG), PO(NEG), ! Peripheral P, Q, r

Time derivatives of the segmental variables: Pt, Qt, rt
C... Parameters necessary to form the differential equations

C... PI - 3.14159...
C... rh0 - 9.80665 [m/sec²] earth's acceleration of gravity
C... mu0 - 2.7 [cp] viscosity of whole blood (45% Hct) Assumed
C... D2R - pi/180 [radians/degree] scale factor

C... 
C... \[ P1 = 3.14159 \]
C... \[ g0 = 9.80665 \text{ [m/sec}^2 \text{]} \text{ earth's acceleration of gravity} \]
C... \[ rh0 = 2.7 \text{ [cp]} \text{ viscosity of whole blood (45\% Hct) Assumed} \]
C... \[ D2R = \pi/180 \text{ [radians/degree]} \text{ scale factor} \]

C... \[ 3 /R/ \]
C... \[ g0, rh0, mu0, D2R, H29A, R2, \]
C... \[ = \text{ Constants} \]
C... \[ ZAO(NEO), ZAT(NEO), ZVO(NEO), ZVT(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Arterial & Venous} \]
C... \[ THETA(NEO), HCA(4), HYD(4), HVR(4), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Orientation angle} \]
C... \[ ALO(NEO), APU(NEO), AUE(NEO), AUN(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Arterial l, r, E, h} \]
C... \[ ACAP(NEO), ARES(NEO), AMR(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Arterial Capacitance, resistance} \]
C... \[ VAO(NEO), V=0(NEO), V=U(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Venous l, r, runSTRESSED} \]
C... \[ VCAP(NEO), VCAP(NEO), VRES(NEO), VINERT(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Venous Capacitance, resistance, inertance} \]
C... \[ PRA(NEO), PRA(NEO), PCB(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Peripheral Ra, Rv, C} \]
C... \[ PINERT(NEO), PVOL(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Peripheral l, V} \]
C... \[ PAO(NEO), PV0(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Initial P conditions} \]
C... \[ QAD(NEO), PQV(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Initial Q conditions} \]
C... \[ ANOL(NEO), VVOL(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ A & V Volumes} \]
C... \[ PEXT(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Externally applied Pressure} \]
C... \[ TO, ORGSTART, GMAX, TRIPK1, TRIPK2, THMAX, GFIN, \]
C... \[ = \text{ G-Profile parameters} \]
C... \[ G2, ADPS(NEO), VDPG(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ G2 & Delta P from G} \]
C... 4 /R/ \]
C... \[ IP, MDEL(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Peripheral Bed Indexes} \]
C... \[ ALINE(NEO), ALOUT(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Linkage Data arterial} \]
C... \[ VLIN(NEO), VLCUT(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Venous} \]
C... \[ PIN(NEO), POUT(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Peripheral} \]
C... \[ PV(NEO), \]
C... \[ = \text{ Number parallel venous segments} \]
C... \[ FOOTSEG, INHEADSEG, INHARTSEG \]
C... \[ = \text{ Foot, Head, & Heart seg num} \]

C... Note that artery output flow feeds artery input or peripheral bed
C... input, artery input comes only from arteries or the heart, venous
C... output flows to veins or the heart, venous input comes from veins
C... and/or peripheral beds, peripheral beds are fed only by arteries, and
C... feed only veins. The index (1) for an segment refers to its input
C... flow and pressure. The output pressure for a segment is
C... stored in P(i+1) and its output flow is stored at Q(i+1)
C... 
C... 
C... Define Some Constants and Parameters

C... Heart valve resistances

C... 
C... DATA HVR/ 1.480+6, 1.480+6, 2.960+6, 2.960+6/
C... 
C... Heart chamber capacitances
C... 
C... DATA NCAP/ 2.250-7, 6.550-7, 1.120-7, 3.280-7/
C... 
C... Arterial Segment length [meters]
C... 
C... DATA ALO/ 3.0-2, 3.0-2, 5.0-2, 7.0-2, 5.0-2,
C... * 12.0-2, 10.0-2, 8.0-2, 15.0-2, 20.0-2,
C... * 15.0-2, 25.0-2, 5.0-2, 2.0-2, 9.0-2,
C... * 10.0-2, 9.0-2, 3.0-2, 4.0-2, 1.0-2/

C... Arterial Segment radii at t = 0 [meters]
C... These radii are based on flow resistance
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These radii are based on capacitance and resistance

Young's modulus for arterial segment walls (Pa)

Wall thickness for arterial segments (meters)

Number of parallel venous paths in each segment

Venous segment length (meters)

Initial radii for Venous segment (meters)

Venous capacitance (m³/Pa)

Venous vascular resistance arterial side (Pa-sec/m³)

Peripheral vascular capacitance (m³/Pa)

Peripheral vascular resistance venous side (Pa-sec/m³)
DATA PEV/ 1.33D+6, 9.99D99, 1.56D+8, 9.99D99, 9.99D99,
* 1.54D+8, 3.83D+7, 1.52D+8, 9.99D99, 1.40D+8,
* 9.99D99, 2.43D+8, 9.99D99, 7.04D+8, 9.99D99,

Initialize extramural pressure vector

DATA PEVT/ 0.00+2, 0.00+2, 0.00+2, 0.00+2, 0.00+2, 0.00+2,
* 0.00+2, 0.00+2, 0.00+2, 0.00+2, 0.00+2, 0.00+2/

Set initial flows (m^3/sec)

Arterial flows

DATA AQ/ 8.97D-5, 9.000-5, 9.000-5, 6.500-5, 6.500-5,
* 6.500-5, 5.67D-5, 2.33D-5, 1.500-5, 1.500-5,
* 6.67D-6, 6.67D-6, 1.67D-6, 1.67D-6, 1.67D-6,
* 1.67D-5, 1.67D-5, 1.67D-5, 1.58D-5, 1.58D-5/

Venous flows

DATA VQ/ 9.000-5, 2.000-5, 7.500-5, 7.000-5, 7.000-5,
* 6.500-5, 6.500-5, 2.33D-5, 1.000-5, 1.10D-5,
* 4.70D-6, 7.500-6, 4.500-6, 1.67D-6, 1.67D-6,
* 1.67D-5, 1.67D-5, 1.67D-5, 1.58D-5, 1.58D-5/

Venous output flows into heart

DATA VO/ 9.00-5, 1.70-5, 7.30-5/

Peripheral flows

DATA PQ / 8.97D-5, 0.00000, 8.33D-6, 0.00000, 0.00000,
* 8.33D-6, 3.33D-5, 8.33D-6, 0.00000, 8.33D-6,
* 0.00000, 5.000-6, 0.00000, 1.67D-6, 0.00000,
* 0.00000, 0.00000, 8.33D-7, 0.00000, 1.58D-5/

Initial Heart Flows

DATA NO / 8.97D-5, 8.97D-5, 8.97D-5, 8.97D-5/

The following arrays code the linkage between vascular segments

Each segment link element contains the index of the next segment
in the cardiovascular tree. For example, ALIN(3) = 4, which means arterial segment 3 feeds arterial segment 4. Segment -1 codes for terminal peripheral beds for arteries and for the heart for veins.

SEGMENT A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14
DATA ALIN/-1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, -1,

SEGMENT A15 A16 A17 A18 A19 A20
DATA ALIN/-1, -1, -1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,

Venous linkage

VENOUS SEGMENT V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 V10 V11 V12 V13 V14
DATA VLIN/-1, -1, -1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
C... SEGMENT V15 V16 V17 V18 V19 V20
C... P20
C...
C... Peripheral Segment Linkage, PIN specifies the input source for the
C... segment which is only from arteries, POUT specifies the output segment
C... which is only to veins. "O" means there is no peripheral segment for the
C... segment number. Note that the pressure at the inlet of the peripheral
C... segment is AP(PIN(1) + 1)
C...
C... SEGMENT P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14
C...
DATA PIN / 0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 6, 7, 8, 0, 10, 0, 12, 0, 0,
C...
C... SEGMENT P15 P16 P17 P18 P19 P20
C...
C...
C... Z-axis positions relative to tricuspid valve for
C... the origin of the arterial segment [mm]
C...
DATA ZAO/ 0.000, 0.000, 5.0-2, -8.0-2, -15.0-2,
* -20.0-2, -32.0-2, -42.0-2, -50.0-2, -65.0-2,
* -85.0-2, -100.0-2, -125.0-2, -130.0-2, 6.0-2,
* 15.0-2, 25.0-2, 34.0-2, 37.0-2, 41.0-2/
C...
C... Z-axis positions relative to tricuspid valve for
C... the termination of the arterial segment [mm]
C...
DATA ZAT/ 3.0-2, 1.50-2, 0.000, -15.0-2, -20.0-2,
* -32.0-2, -42.0-2, -50.0-2, -65.0-2, -85.0-2,
* -100.0-2, -125.0-2, -130.0-2, -132.0-2, 15.0-2,
* 25.0-2, 34.0-2, 37.0-2, 41.0-2, 42.0-2/
C...
C... Z-axis positions relative to tricuspid valve for
C... the origin of the venous segment [mm]
C...
DATA ZVO/ 3.0-2, -1.50-2, 0.000, -15.0-2, -20.0-2,
* -32.0-2, -42.0-2, -50.0-2, -65.0-2, -85.0-2,
* -100.0-2, -125.0-2, -130.0-2, -132.0-2, 15.0-2,
* 25.0-2, 34.0-2, 37.0-2, 41.0-2, 42.0-2/
C...
C... Z-axis positions relative to tricuspid valve for
C... the termination of the venous segment [mm]
C...
DATA ZVI/ 0.000, 0.0000, 0.0000, -1.50-2, -15.0-2,
* -20.0-2, -32.0-2, -42.0-2, -50.0-2, -65.0-2,
* -85.0-2, -100.0-2, -125.0-2, -130.0-2, 1.50-2,
* 15.0-2, 25.0-2, 34.0-2, 37.0-2, 41.0-2/
C...
C... Initial orientations (degrees) of z-axis projection of vascular
C... segments. Arterial and venous assumed to be at the same orientation.
C...
DATA THETA/ 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00,
* 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00,
* 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00,
* 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00/
C...
C... Define some physical constants
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\begin{verbatim}
C...
pi = DACE8(-1.000)  
pi
g0 = 9.8066500  
1 m/sec^2 - earth's gravity
rho0 = 1050.000  
1 kg/m^3 - density of whole blood
mu0 = 2.70e-3  
1 N*sec/m^2 - fluid viscosity
O2R = Pi/180.00  
1 scale from degrees to radians
M2PA = 1.0132505/760.00  
1 scale from mmHg to Pascals
Q1 = 0.00  
1 Initial Qz = 0
R2 = 0.00280  
1 Jaron's wall energy term

C...
INITIAL CONDITIONS (T = 0)
C...
The pressures are set assuming a prone posture is transverse g0.
C...
The initial pressures are assigned by linearly interpolating
C...
presures from the foot to the heart and from the heart to the
C...
cerebral segment. The mean arterial pressure is assumed
C...
to be 100 mmHg at the heart and 95 mmHg at both the foot and
C...
cerebral segments. The venous pressure is assumed to be 2 mmHg
C...
at the heart and 5 mmHg at both the foot and cerebral segments.

C...
PAPFOOT = 95.00*MN2PA
PANEAD = 95.00*MN2PA
IPFOOTSEG = 14
INEASESEG = 20
INEARTSEG = 1
PRATIN = PEXT1(1)  
1 Right Atrial Pressure
HP(1) = PRATIN + MN2PA  
1 Inlet Pressure to Right Atrium
NPI = 2.00*MN2PA  
1 Increase in right atrial pressure
PREVENT = HP(1) + NPI  
1 Inlet Pressure to Right Ventricular
HP(2) = PREVENT
NPI2 = 11.00*MN2PA  
1 Increase in right ventricular pressure
PLATIN = 4.00*MN2PA  
1 Left Atrial Pressure
HP(3) = PLATIN  
1 Left Atrial Inlet Pressure
NPI3 = 6.00*MN2PA  
1
PLVENT = HP(3) + NPI3  
1 Left Ventricular Pressure
HP(4) = PLVENT  
1 Inlet Pressure to LV
NPI4 = 92.00*MN2PA  
1 Increase in LV Pressure

C...
G-Profile parameters
C...
TO = 0.00
GSTART = 0.00
GMAX = 3.00
TMAX = 95.00
TR01 = 5.00
TR02 = 40.00
GFIN = 3.00
i = 1
DO WHILE (1 .LE. NEQ)
   THETA(i) = THETA(i)*O2R
   i = i + 1
END DO
i = 1
DO WHILE (1 .LE. NEQ)
   SCALEF = 1.00
   IF(1 .LE. 5 .OR. 1 .EQ. 15 ) SCALEF = 33.00
   AREA1(i) = 81.00*MN2PA10(1)/(8.00*Pi*ARU(i)**4)*SCALEF
   DPVS = DBLE(PV(i))
   VR(i) = GMAT1(1)(VR(i), 1.330*VRLU(i))
   VRB(i) = 81.00*MN2PA10(VLU(i)/DPVS)/(8.00*Pi*VR(i)**4)
   i = i + 1
END DO
AP(1) = HP(2) + NPI2 + 2.00*MN2PA
AP(2) = HP(4) + NPI4 + 2.00*MN2PA
i = 3

END
\end{verbatim}
DO WHILE (i .LE. IFOOTSEG)
   AP(1) = AP(-1) - A0(-1)*ARES(-1)
   i = i + 1
END DO
AP(15) = AP(3)
i = 16
DO WHILE (i .LE. IHEADSEG)
   AP(1) = AP(-1) - A0(-1)*ARES(-1)
   i = i + 1
END DO
C...
C... Set the initial radii and arterial capacitance
C...
C  i = 1
DO WHILE (i .LE. WEG)
dpwall = AP(1)
deltar = 7.5*K*dpwall*A0U(i)**2/AE(i)*Ah(i))
Ar(i) = A0U(i) + deltar
ACAP(i) = 5.0*K*Par(i)**2*ALO(i)/2.0*AE(i)*Ah(i))
deltar = dpwall*ACAP(i)/2.0*Par(i)*ALO(i))
Ar(i) = A0U(i) + deltar
AVOL(i) = Par(i)**2*ALO(i)
i = i + 1
END DO
C...
C... Initial Venous Pressures
C...
VOP(2) = HP(1)
VOP(3) = HP(1)
VP(1) = HP(3) + VQ(1)*VRES(1)
  * - rho0*Gz*go*ZVQ(1)) - ZVT(1))**DCOS(THETA(1))
VP(2) = VOP(2) + VQ(2)**VRES(2)
  * - rho0*Gz*go*ZVQ(2)) - ZVT(2))**DCOS(THETA(2))
VP(3) = VOP(3) + VQ(3)**VRES(3)
  * - rho0*Gz*go*ZVQ(3)) - ZVT(3))**DCOS(THETA(3))
i = 4
DO WHILE (i .LE. IFOOTSEG)
   VP(i) = VP(-1) + VQ(i)**VRES(1)
     * - rho0*Gz*go*ZVQ(1)) - ZVT(1))**DCOS(THETA(1))
i = i + 1
END DO
VP(15) = VP(2) + VQ(15)**VRES(15)
  * - rho0*Gz*go*ZVQ(15)) - ZVT(15))**DCOS(THETA(15))
i = 16
DO WHILE (i .LE. IHEADSEG)
   VP(i) = VP(-1) + VQ(i)**VRES(1)
     * - rho0*Gz*go*ZVQ(1)) - ZVT(1))**DCOS(THETA(1))
i = i + 1
END DO
C...
C... Compute the initial resistances
C...
C  i = 1
DO WHILE (i .LE. WEG)
   VCAP(i) = VCAP0(i)
dpwall = VP(i) - PEXT(i)
deltar = dpwall*VCAP(i))/2.0*Par(i)*VLOG(i))
Vr(i) = P0U(i) + deltar
deltar = dpwall*VCAP(i))/2.0*Par(i)*VLOG(i))
Vr(i) = P0U(i) + deltar
VOL(i) = Par(i)**2*VLOG(i)
i = i + 1
END DO
C...
C... Initial Heart flow
C...  
N0(1) = 9.0-5  
N0(2) = 9.0-5  
N0(3) = 9.0-5  
N0(4) = 9.0-5  

C...  
Set initial Peripheral Pressures  
C...  
PP(1) = PQ(1)*PRA(1) + VQ(1)*PVR(1) + VP(1)  
   I = 3  
   DO WHILE ( I .LE. 100)  
      IF( PIN(I) .GT. 0 ) THEN  
         PP(I) = AP(I+1)  
      END IF  
      I = I + 1  
   END DO  
   PP(14) = PQ(14)*PRA(14) + VQ(14)*PVR(14) + VP(14)  
   PP(20) = PQ(20)*PRA(20) + VQ(20)*PVR(20) + VP(20)  

C...  
Call DERV to set initial derivatives -- loop to stabilize derivatives  
C...  
i = 1  
   DO WHILE ( i .LE. 100)  
      CALL DERV  
      i = i + 1  
   END DO  
   IP=0  
   RETURN  
END  

C...  
SUBROUTINE DERV  
C...  
DERV calculates the time derivatives to be integrated by RKF45  
C...  
C...  
ODE COMMON  
C...  
/!/ time variables  
C...  
/!/ time derivatives of variables  
C...  
/!/ spatial derivatives of variables  
C...  
/!/ & /!/ real and integer parameters required to define constants and  
   define the spatial integration grid.  
C...  
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z)  
PARAMETER (NEG = 20, NPSG = 10)  
INTEGER NSTOP, NORUN, IP  
INTEGER ALIN, AOUT, VLIN, VLOUT, PVS, PIN, POUT  
DOUBLE PRECISION HQ2PA, mO  
COMMON/T/ T, NSTOP, NORUN | Run Parameters  
C...  
Arrays for segmental variables Pressure (P), Flow(Q), and radii (r)  
C...  
1 /!/ HP(4), HQ(4), | Heart's Chambers RA=1  
   * AP(NEQ), AQ(NEQ), Ar(NEQ), | Arterial P, Q, r  
   * VP(NEG), VG(NEG), Vr(NEG), | Venous P, Q, r  
   * VOP(3), V0C(3), | Venous flows into heart  
   * PP(NEQ), PQ(NEQ), | Peripheral P, Qin, Gout  
C...  
Time derivatives of the segmental variables: Pt, Qt, rt  
C...  
2 /!/ HPt(4), HQt(4), | Heart's Chambers RA=1  
   * APt(NEQ), AQt(NEQ), Art(NEQ), | Arterial Pt, Qt, rt  
   * VPt(NEG), VGt(NEG), Vrt(NEG), | Venous Pt, Qt, rt  
   * VOPt(3), V0Ct(3), | Venous flows into heart  
   * PPT(NEQ), PQt(NEQ), | Peripheral Pt, Qin, Gout  
C...  
Parameters necessary to form the differential equations  
C...  
pi - 3.14159...
g0 = 9.80665 (m/sec\(^2\)) earth's acceleration of gravity
rho0 = 1050. (kg/m\(^3\)) density of whole blood (45% Hct) | Assumed
mu0 = 2.7 (cP) viscosity of whole blood (45% Hct); Constant
D2R = pi/180 [radians/degree] scale factor

3 /R/ Pi, g0, rho0, mu0, D2R, NN2PA, R2, | Constants
* ZAD(NEG), ZAT(NEG), ZVO(NEG), ZVT(NEG), | Arterial & Venous
* THETA(NEG), HCAP(4), HVOL(4), HVR(4), | Orientation angle
* ALD(NEG), APH(NEG), AE(NEG), AN(NEG), | Arterial l, r, E, h
* ACAP(NEG), AREB(NEG), AIMERT(NEG), | Arterial Capacitance, resistance
* VLD(NEG), VR0(NEG), VR(NEG), | Venous l, r, rUNSTRESSED
* VCAP(NEG), VCAP(NEG), VRES(NEG), VINERT(NEG), | Venous Capacitance, resistance, inertance
* PRA(NEG), PRV(NEG), PCAP(NEG), | Peripheral Rs, Rv, C
* PINERT(NEG), PVOL(NEG), | Peripheral I, V
* PADO(NEG), PVOC(NEG), | Initial P conditions
* QAO(NEG), QVO(NEG), | Initial Q conditions
* AVOL(NEG), HVOL(NEG), | A & V Volumes
* AVOL(NEG), | A & V Volumes
* PEXR(NEG), | Externally applied Pressure
* TO, GSTART, GMAX, TRHRX1, TRHRX2, TMAX, GFIN, | G-Profile parameters
* GZ, ADPC(NEG), VDPC(NEG), | Gz & Delta P from G

4 /R/ IP, HNXPERX(NPSEG), | Peripheral Bed Indexes
* ALINX(NEG), ALOUTX(NEG), | Arterial
* VLINX(NEG), VLOUTX(NEG), | Venous
* PINX(NEG), VOUTX(NEG), | Venous
* PINR(NEG), | Peripheral
* PVSX(NEG), | Number parallel venous segments

DIMENSION PGOUTX(NEG)

C... Right Heart
C...
PRATRX = PEXTX1 | Right Atrial Pressure
HPX1 = PRATRX + NN2PA | Inlet Pressure to Right Atrium
HDPX1 = 1.00*NN2PA | Increase in right atrial pressure
PRENX = HPX1 + HDPX1 | Inlet Pressure to Right Ventricular
HPX2 = PRENX | Increase in right ventricular pressure
PINX2 = -1.00*NN2PA | Intra-thoracic Pressure
HPX3 = -1.00*NN2PA | Extramural pressure for the pulmonary bed
C...
C... Left Heart
C...
PLATRX = 4.00*NN2PA | Left Atrial Pressure
HPX3 = PLATRX | Left Atrial Inlet Pressure
HDPX3 = 4.00*NN2PA | |
PLVENTX = HPX3 + HDPX3 | Left Ventricular Pressure
HPX4 = PLVENTX | Inlet Pressure to LV
HDPX4 = 92.00*NN2PA | Increase in LV Pressure
C...
C... Ensure pressures are not less than external pressures
C...
I = 1
DO WHILE (I .LE. NEXX)
  IF (VQ0(I) .LT. 0.00) THEN
    VQ0(I) = 0.00 | Venous valves
    VQ0(I) = 0.00 | Venous valves
  END IF
  I = I + 1
END DO
I = 1
DO WHILE (I .LE. 3)
  VQ0(I) = DMAX(VQ0(I), 0.00)
  I = I + 1
END DO
AQ0(1) = DMAX(AQ0(1), 0.00) | No reverse flow into the heart
AQ0(2) = DMAX(AQ0(2), 0.00) | from arteries or out of the heart
HQ0(1) = DMAX(HQ0(1), 0.00) | into veins
HQ0(3) = DMAX(HQ0(3), 0.00)
C...
C... Set the Heart level G level
C...
CALL TRAPG(T0, GSTART, GMAX, TMAX, TBRX1, TBRX2, GFINT, T, G2)
C...
C... Set peripheral inlet pressures to the appropriate
C... arterial outlet pressures
C...
C = 3
DO WHILE ( I .LE. NEOG)
  IF ( PIN(I) .GT. 0 ) THEN
    PP(I) = AP(I+1)
    PPT(I) = AP(I+1)
  END IF
  i = i + 1
END DO
C...
C... Compute the resistance, capacitance and inertance for the arterial segments
C...
AP(15) = AP(3)
C = 1
DO WHILE ( I .LE. NEOG)
  IF ( AP(I) .LE. PEXT(I) ) THEN
    AR(I) = Ar(I) + deltaR
    AVOL(I) = P*Ar(I)**2*AVOL(I)
    SCALEF = 1.00
    IF ( I .LE. 5 .OR. I .EQ. 15 ) SCALEF = 33.00
    ARES(I) = 81.00*mu*AVOL(I)/(8.00*P*Ar(I)**4)*SCALEF
    AIMERT(I) = 9.00*rho*AVOL(I)**2/(4.00*AVOL(I))
    ADPG(I) = rhoo*Gz*G0*(ZA0(I) - ZAT(I))**DCOS(THETA(I))
  END IF
  i = i + 1
END DO
C...
C... Venous resistance, capacitance and inertance for the venous segments
C...
C = 1
DO WHILE ( I .LE. NEOG)
  dPwall = DMAX1(VP(I) - PEXT(I), 0.00)
  Vrmax = 1.414214*Vrmax(I)
  Vr(I) = DMIN(Vr(I), Vrmax)
  DPVS = DBLE(PV(I))
  VOL(I) = P**Vr(I)**2*VLO(I)
  VRES(I) = 81.00*mu*VLO(I)/(8.00*P**Vr(I)**4)
  VIBERT(I) = 9.00*rho*VLO(I)**2/(4.00*VLO(I))
  VDPG(I) = rhoo*Gz*G0*(ZVO(I) - ZVT(I))**DCOS(THETA(I))
  i = i + 1
END DO
C...
C... Define the differential equations describing pressure, flow, and
C... radius
C...
Pt(t) = 1/C*(Pin(t) - Gout(t)) + R2/C*(Gtin(t) - Gout(t))
C...
Q(t) = 1/L*(Pin(t) - Pout(t) + PGz - Pext - R*Q(t))
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C... \[ rt(t) = 1/(2^{*}P1^*P1)*(Qin(t) - Qout(t)) \]

C... Infow to the right atrium NO(1) = VOQ(2) + VOQ(3)

C... IF (VOQ(2) <= 0.00) VP(2) = HP(1)
VOQ(2) = 1.00/VINERT(2)*(VP(2) - HP(1) + VDPG(2))  Outflow from the Superior V.C.
* - VRES(2)*VOQ(2))
IF (VOQ(3) <= 0.00) VP(3) = HP(1)
VOQ(3) = 1.00/VINERT(3)*(VP(3) - HP(1) + VDPG(3))  Outflow from the Inferior V.C.
* - VRES(3)*VOQ(3))
NO(1) = VOQ(2) + VOQ(3)
NO(1) = VOQ(2) + VOQ(3)

C... Right Atrium [Heart Segment 1]

C... NO2 = NO(1) - NO2(2)
NO2t = NOt(1) - NOt(2)
HP2 = 2.0-5/HCAP(1)
HPt(1) = NO2t*HP2 + NO2/HCAP(1)
HP(1) = 0.00
HP(2) = 0.00
NO(2) = (HP(1) + HPD1 + HNZPA - HP(2))/HVR(1)
NO(2) = (HPt(1) - HPt(2))/HVR(1)
NO(2) = NO(1)
NO(2) = NO(1)

C... Right Ventricle [Heart Segment 2]

C... NO2 = NO(2) - AQ(1)
NO2t = NOt(2) - AQt(1)
NO2 = 2.0-5/HCAP(2)
HPt(2) = NO2t*HP2 + NO2/HCAP(2)
HP(2) = 0.00

C... Pulmonary Circulation

C... Pulmonary Artery [Arterial Segment 1]

C... AQ2 = AQ(1) - P0(1)
AQ2t = AQt(1) - PQt(1)
AR2 = R2/ACAP(1)
APT(1) = AQ2t*AR2 + AQ2/ACAP(1)
APT(1) = 0.00
Art(1) = 1.00/(2.00*Ar(1)*ALO(1))\*AQ2
Art(1) = 0.00
AQ(1) = (HP(2) + HPD2 + 2.00*HZPA - AP(1))/HVR(2)
AQ(1) = (HPt(2) - APt(1))/HVR(2)
AQ(1) = AQ(1)

C... Pulmonary Capillary Bed [Peripheral Segment 1]

C... PQt(1) = 1.00/AIMERT(1)*(AP(1) - PP(1) + ADPG(1)
* - ARES(1)*PQ(1))
PQ2 = PQ(1) - VQ(1)
PQt(1) = PRA(1)*PQt(1) + PQ2/PCAP(1)

C... Pulmonary Veins

C... VQ(1) = (PQt(1) - VQt(1) - PQt(1)*PRA(1))/PRV(1)
VQ2 = VQ(1) - HQ(3)
VQ2t = VQt(1) - HQt(3)
VR2 = R2/VCAP(1)
VPt(1) = VQ2t*VR2 + VQ2*VCAP(1)
Vrt(1) = 1.00/(2.00*Vr(1)*VLO(1))\*VQ2
Vrt(1) = 0.00

C... Left Atrium [Heart Segment 3]
C... 

\[
\text{H0t}(3) = 1.00/\text{V1MERT}(1)^* (\text{VP}(1) - \text{HP}(3) + \text{VDPG}(1))
\]

* - \text{H0(3)^*VRES(1)}

\[
\text{V0t}(1) = \text{H0t}(3)
\]

\[
\text{H02} = \text{H0t}(3) - \text{H0t}(4)
\]

\[
\text{H02t} = \text{H02} - \text{H0t}(4)
\]

\[
\text{HR2} = 2.0-5/\text{HCAP}(3)
\]

\[
\text{Hpt}(3) = \text{H02t}^*\text{HR2} + \text{H02}/\text{HCAP}(3)
\]

\[
\text{Hpt}(3) = 0.00
\]

C...

C... Left Ventricle  [Heart Segment 4]

C...

\[
\text{H0t}(4) = (\text{HP}(3) + \text{HDP}(3) - 2.00/\text{M2PA} - \text{HP}(4))/\text{HVR}(3)
\]

\[
\text{H0t}(4) = \text{H0t}(3)
\]

\[
\text{H0t}(4) = (\text{Hpt}(4) - \text{Hpt}(3))/\text{HVR}(3)
\]

\[
\text{H0t}(4) = \text{H0t}(3)
\]

\[
\text{H02} = \text{H0t}(4) - \text{AQ}(2)
\]

\[
\text{H02t} = \text{H02} - \text{AQ}(2)
\]

\[
\text{HR2} = 2.0-5/\text{HCAP}(4)
\]

\[
\text{Hpt}(4) = \text{H02t}^*\text{HR2} + \text{H02}/\text{HCAP}(4)
\]

\[
\text{Hpt}(4) = 0.00
\]

C...

C... Ascending Aortic artery  [Arterial Segment 2]

C...

\[
\text{A02} = (\text{HP}(4) + \text{HDP}(4) - 2.00/\text{M2PA} - \text{AP}(2))/\text{HVR}(4)
\]

\[
\text{A0t}(2) = (\text{Hpt}(4) - \text{APT}(2))/\text{HVR}(4)
\]

\[
\text{A02} = \text{AQ}(2) - \text{AQ}(3) - \text{AQ}(15)
\]

\[
\text{A0t}(2) = \text{ART}(2) - \text{ART}(3) - \text{ART}(15)
\]

\[
\text{AR2} = 2.0/\text{ACP}(2)
\]

\[
\text{APT}(2) = \text{AQT}(2) + \text{AR2}^*\text{ACP}(2)
\]

\[
\text{APT}(2) = 0.00
\]

\[
\text{Art}(2) = 1.00/(2.00^*\text{Ar}(2)^*\text{AL0}(2) + \text{AQ2})
\]

\[
\text{Art}(2) = 0.00
\]

C...

C... Descending Aorta  [Arterial Segment 3]

C...

\[
\text{A0t}(3) = 1.00/\text{ATMERT}(2)^* (\text{AP}(2) - \text{AP}(3))
\]

\[
* + \text{ADPG}(2) - \text{ARES}(2)^* (\text{AQ}(3) + \text{AQ}(15)) - \text{AQ}(15)
\]

\[
\text{A02} = \text{AQ}(3) - \text{AQ}(4) - \text{AQ}(5)
\]

\[
\text{A0t}(3) = \text{ART}(3) - \text{ART}(4) - \text{ART}(5)
\]

\[
\text{AR2} = 2.0/\text{ACP}(3)
\]

\[
\text{APT}(3) = \text{AQ2}^*\text{AR2} + \text{AQ2}^*\text{ACP}(3)
\]

\[
\text{APT}(3) = 1.00/\text{ATMERT}(3)^* (\text{AP}(3) - \text{AP}(4) + \text{ADPG}(3)
\]

\[
* - \text{ARES}(3)^* (\text{AQ}(4) + \text{AP}(3)) - \text{APT}(3)
\]

\[
\text{Art}(3) = 1.00/(2.00^*\text{Ar}(3)^*\text{AL0}(3) + \text{AQ2})
\]

\[
\text{Art}(3) = 0.00
\]

C...

C... Form the derivatives for the other arterial segments below the heart.

C...

C... Thoracic and Cardiac  [Arterial Segment 4]

C...

\[
\text{A02} = \text{AQ}(4) - \text{AQ}(5)
\]

\[
\text{A02t} = \text{ART}(4) - \text{ART}(5)
\]

\[
\text{AR2} = 2.0/\text{ACP}(4)
\]

\[
\text{APT}(4) = 1.00/\text{ACP}(4)^*\text{AQ2} + \text{AR2}^*\text{AQ2t}
\]

\[
\text{ART}(5) = 1.00/\text{ATMERT}(4)^* (\text{AP}(4) - \text{AP}(5))
\]

\[
* + \text{ADPG}(4) - \text{ARES}(4)^* \text{AQ}(5)
\]

\[
\text{Art}(4) = 1.00/(2.00^*\text{Ar}(5)^*\text{AL0}(4) + \text{AQ2})
\]

\[
\text{Art}(4) = 0.00
\]

C...

C... Diaphragm  [Arterial Segment 5]

C...

\[
\text{A02} = \text{AQ}(5) - \text{AQ}(6)
\]

\[
\text{A02t} = \text{ART}(5) - \text{ART}(6)
\]

\[
\text{AR2} = 2.0/\text{ACP}(5)
\]

\[
\text{APT}(5) = \text{AR2}^*\text{AQ2t} + \text{AQ2}/\text{ACP}(5)
\]

\[
\text{A2t}(6) = 1.00/\text{ATMERT}(5)^* (\text{AP}(5) - \text{AP}(6))
\]

\[
* + \text{ADPG}(5) - \text{ARES}(5)^* \text{AQ}(6)
\]

\[
\text{Art}(5) = 1.00/(2.00^*\text{Ar}(5)^*\text{AL0}(5) + \text{AQ2})
\]
Art(5) = 0.00

C...
C...
C...

Renal - Hepatic  [Arterial Segment 6]

AQ2 = AQ(6) - AQ(7) - PQ(6)
AQ2t = AQ(6) - Art(7) - Pqt(6)
AR2 = R2/ACAP(6)
APt(6) = AR2*AQ2t + AQ2/ACAP(6)
AQt(7) = 1.00/AINERT(6)*(AP(6) - AP(7))
* + ADPG(6) - ARES(6)*(AQ(7) + PQ(6))) - Pqt(6)
Art(6) = 1.00/(2.00*Pl*AR(6)*ALO(6))*AQ2
Art(6) = 0.00

C...
C...
C...

Splanchnic  [Arterial Segment 7]

AQ2 = AQ(7) - AQ(8) - PQ(7)
AQ2t = AQ(7) - AQt(8) - Pqt(7)
AR2 = R2/ACAP(7)
APt(7) = AR2*AQ2t + AQ2/ACAP(7)
AQt(8) = 1.00/AINERT(7)*(AP(7) - AP(8))
* + ADPG(7) - ARES(7)*(AQ(8) + PQ(7))) - Pqt(7)
Art(7) = 1.00/(2.00*Pl*AR(7)*ALO(7))*AQ2
Art(7) = 0.00

C...
C...
C...

Buttocks  [Arterial Segment 8]

AQ2 = AQ(8) - AQ(9) - PQ(8)
AQ2t = AQ(8) - AQt(9) - Pqt(8)
AR2 = R2/ACAP(8)
APt(8) = 1.00/ACAP(8)*AQ2 + AR2*AQ2t
AQt(9) = 1.00/AINERT(8)*(AP(8) - AP(9))
* + ADPG(8) - ARES(8)*(AQ(9) + PQ(8))) - Pqt(8)
Art(8) = 1.00/(2.00*Pl*AR(8)*ALO(8))*AQ2
Art(8) = 0.00

C...
C...
C...

Femorals  [Arterial Segment 9]

AQ2 = AQ(9) - AQ(10)
AQ2t = AQ(9) - AQt(10)
AR2 = R2/ACAP(9)
APt(9) = AR2*AQ2t + AQ2/ACAP(9)
AQt(10) = 1.00/AINERT(9)*(AP(9) - AP(10))
* + ADPG(9) - ARES(9)*(AQ(10))
Art(9) = 1.00/(2.00*Pl*AR(9)*ALO(9))*AQ2
Art(9) = 0.00

C...
C...
C...

Thigh  [Arterial Segment 10]

AQ2 = AQ(10) - AQ(11) - PQ(10)
AQ2t = AQ(10) - AQt(11) - Pqt(10)
AR2 = R2/ACAP(10)
APt(10) = AR2*AQ2t + AQ2/ACAP(10)
AQt(11) = 1.00/AINERT(10)*(AP(10) - AP(11))
* + ADPG(10) - ARES(10)*(AQ(11) + PQ(10))) - Pqt(10)
Art(10) = 1.00/(2.00*Pl*AR(10)*ALO(10))*AQ2
Art(10) = 0.00

C...
C...
C...

Knee  [Arterial Segment 11]

AQ2 = AQ(11) - AQ(12)
AQ2t = AQ(11) - AQt(12)
AR2 = R2/ACAP(11)
APt(11) = AQ2/ACAP(11) + AR2*AQ2t
AQt(12) = 1.00/AINERT(11)*(AP(11) - AP(12))
* + ADPG(11) - ARES(11)*(AQ(12))
Art(11) = 1.00/(2.00*Pl*AR(11)*ALO(11))*AQ2
Art(11) = 0.00

C...
C...
C...

Calf  [Arterial Segment 12]
C...
AO2 = AQ(12) - AQ(13) - PQ(12)
AO2t = Artt(12) - Artt(13) - PQt(12)
AR2 = R2/ACAP(12)
APt(12) = AR2*Artt(12) + AO2/ACAP(12)
AGt(13) = 1.0D/AHERT(13)*(AP(12) - AP(13))
* + ADEG(12) - AREB(12)*(AQ(13)+PQ(12))) - PQt(12)
Art(12) = 1.0D/(2.0D*Pl*Art(12)*ALo(12))*AQ2
Art(12) = 0.00

C...
Ankle (Arterial Segment 13)
C...
AO2 = AQ(13) - AQ(14)
AO2t = Artt(13) - Artt(14)
AR2 = R2/ACAP(13)
APt(13) = AR2*Artt(13) + AO2/ACAP(13)
Art(13) = 1.0D/AHERT(13)*(AP(13) - AP(14))
* + ADEG(13) - AREB(13)*(AQ(14))
Art(13) = 1.0D/(2.0D*Pl*Art(13)*ALo(13))*AQ2
Art(13) = 0.00

C...
Foot (Arterial Segment 14)
C...
AO2 = AQ(14) - PQ(14)
AO2t = Artt(14) - PQt(14)
AR2 = R2/ACAP(14)
APt(14) = AR2*Artt(14) + AO2/ACAP(14)
PQt(14) = 1.0D/AHERT(14)*(AP(14) - PP(14) + ADPG(14))
* - AREB(14)*(AQ(14))
Art(14) = 1.0D/(2.0D*Pl*Art(14)*ALo(14))*AQ2
Art(14) = 0.00

C...
Peripheral Bed in Foot (Peripheral Segment 14)
C...
V0(14) = DMA(14)*(PP(14) - VP(14) - PQ(14)*PRA(14))/PRV(14),0.00
PQ2 = PQ(14) - VP(14)
PP(14) = PQ(14)*PRA(14) + PQ2/PCAP(14)

C...
Venous Drainage from Foot (Venous Segment 14)
C...
V0(14) = (i.e.14) - VPt(14) - PQt(14)*PRA(14))/PRV(14)
V02 = VO(14) - V0(13)
V02t = VQt(14) - VQt(13)
V02 = R2/VCAP(14)
VPC(14) = V02t*V0Z + V02/VCAP(14)
V0t(13) = 1.0D/VINERT(14)*(VP(14) - VP(13) + VDPG(14))
* - VREB(14)*V0t(13)
Vrt(14) = 1.0D/(2.0D*Pl*V0t(14)*VLO(14))*V02

C...
Ankle (Venous Segment 13)
C...
PQOUT(12) = (PP(12) - VP(12) - PRA(12)*PQ(12))/PRV(12)
PQOUTt = (PP(12) - VP(12) - PRA(12)*PQ(12))/PRV(12)
V02 = VQt(12) - (VQt(12) - PQOUT(12))
V02t = VQt(13) - (VQt(12) - PQOUTt)
V02 = R2/VCAP(13)
V0t(13) = V02t*V0Z + V02/VCAP(13)
V0t(12) = 1.0D/VINERT(13)*(VP(13) - VP(12) + VDPG(13))
* - VREB(13)*V0t(12) - PQOUT(12)) + PQOUTt
Vrt(13) = 1.0D/(2.0D*Pl*V0t(13)*VLO(13))*V02

C...
Calf (Venous Segment 12)
C...
V02 = V0(12) - V0(11)
V02t = V0t(12) - V0t(11)
V02 = R2/VCAP(12)
V0t(12) = V02t*V0Z + V02/VCAP(12)
V0t(11) = 1.0D/VINERT(12)*(VP(12) - VP(11) + VDPG(12))
* - VREB(12)*V0t(11))
\[ V_{rt(12)} = \frac{1.00}{(2.00*\pi V_{rt(12)})^2} V_{lo(12)} \cdot V_{q2} \]

**Knee [Venous Segment 11]**

\[ \text{PQOUT}(10) = (P(10) - V(10) - PRA(10) * PG(10))/PRV(10) \]
\[ \text{PQOUT} = (P(10) - V(10) - PRA(10) * PG(10))/PRV(10) \]
\[ V_{q2} = V(10) - V(10) - \text{PQOUT}(10) \]
\[ V_{q2t} = V(10) - V(10) - \text{PQOUT}(10) \]
\[ V_{r2} = 0.2/V_{CAP}(11) \]
\[ V_{pt(11)} = V_{q2t} \cdot V_{r2} + V_{q2t}/V_{CAP}(11) \]
\[ V_{rt(10)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(11) \cdot (V(11) - V(10) + \text{VPD}(11)) \]
\[ V_{rt(10)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(11) \cdot (V(11) - V(10) + \text{VPD}(11)) \]
\[ V_{rt(10)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(11) \cdot (V(11) - V(10) + \text{VPD}(11)) \]

**Thigh [Venous Segment 10]**

\[ V_{q2} = V(10) - V(9) \]
\[ V_{q2t} = V(10) - V(9) \]
\[ V_{r2} = 0.2/V_{CAP}(10) \]
\[ V_{pt(10)} = V_{q2t} \cdot V_{r2} + V_{q2t}/V_{CAP}(10) \]
\[ V_{rt(9)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(10) \cdot (V(10) - V(9) + \text{VPD}(9)) \]
\[ V_{rt(9)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(10) \cdot (V(10) - V(9) + \text{VPD}(9)) \]

**Femoralis [Venous Segment 9]**

\[ \text{PQOUT}(8) = (P(8) - V(8) - PRA(8) * PG(8))/PRV(8) \]
\[ \text{PQOUT} = (P(8) - V(8) - PRA(8) * PG(8))/PRV(8) \]
\[ V_{q2} = V(8) - V(8) - \text{PQOUT}(8) \]
\[ V_{q2t} = V(8) - V(8) - \text{PQOUT}(8) \]
\[ V_{r2} = 0.2/V_{CAP}(9) \]
\[ V_{pt(9)} = V_{q2t} \cdot V_{r2} + V_{q2t}/V_{CAP}(9) \]
\[ V_{rt(8)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(9) \cdot (V(9) - V(8) + \text{VPD}(9)) \]
\[ V_{rt(8)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(9) \cdot (V(9) - V(8) + \text{VPD}(9)) \]

**Buttocks [Venous Segment 8]**

\[ \text{PQOUT}(7) = (P(7) - V(7) - PRA(7) * PG(7))/PRV(7) \]
\[ \text{PQOUT} = (P(7) - V(7) - PRA(7) * PG(7))/PRV(7) \]
\[ V_{q2} = V(7) - V(7) - \text{PQOUT}(7) \]
\[ V_{q2t} = V(7) - V(7) - \text{PQOUT}(7) \]
\[ V_{r2} = 0.2/V_{CAP}(8) \]
\[ V_{pt(8)} = V_{q2t} \cdot V_{r2} + V_{q2t}/V_{CAP}(8) \]
\[ V_{rt(7)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(8) \cdot (V(8) - V(7) + \text{VPD}(8)) \]
\[ V_{rt(7)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(8) \cdot (V(8) - V(7) + \text{VPD}(8)) \]

**Splanchnic [Venous Segment 7]**

\[ \text{PQOUT}(6) = (P(6) - V(6) - PRA(6) * PG(6))/PRV(6) \]
\[ \text{PQOUT} = (P(6) - V(6) - PRA(6) * PG(6))/PRV(6) \]
\[ V_{q2} = V(6) - V(6) - \text{PQOUT}(6) \]
\[ V_{q2t} = V(6) - V(6) - \text{PQOUT}(6) \]
\[ V_{r2} = 0.2/V_{CAP}(7) \]
\[ V_{pt(7)} = V_{q2t} \cdot V_{r2} + V_{q2t}/V_{CAP}(7) \]
\[ V_{rt(6)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(7) \cdot (V(7) - V(6) + \text{VPD}(7)) \]
\[ V_{rt(6)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(7) \cdot (V(7) - V(6) + \text{VPD}(7)) \]
\[ V_{rt(6)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(7) \cdot (V(7) - V(6) + \text{VPD}(7)) \]

**Renal - Hepatic [Venous Segment 6]**

\[ V_{q2} = V(6) - V(5) \]
\[ V_{q2t} = V(6) - V(5) \]
\[ V_{r2} = 0.2/V_{CAP}(6) \]
\[ V_{pt(6)} = V_{q2t} \cdot V_{r2} + V_{q2t}/V_{CAP}(6) \]
\[ V_{rt(5)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(6) \cdot (V(6) - V(5) + \text{VPD}(6)) \]
\[ V_{rt(5)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(6) \cdot (V(6) - V(5) + \text{VPD}(6)) \]
\[ V_{rt(5)} = 1.00/\text{ViNERT}(6) \cdot (V(6) - V(5) + \text{VPD}(6)) \]
Diaphragm  [Venous Segment 5]

\[ VQ_2 = VQ(5) - VQ(4) \]
\[ VQ_2t = VQ(5) - VQt(4) \]
\[ VQ_2 = R2/VCAP(5) \]
\[ VPt(5) = VQ_2t*VQ_2 + VQ_2/VCAP(5) \]
\[ VQt(4) = 1.00/VINIT(5)*(VP(5) - VP(4) + VDPG(3)) \]
\[ Vrt(5) = 1.00/(2.00*PPit*Vr(5)*VLO(5))*VQ_2 \]

Thoracic Circulation  [Venous Segment 4]

\[ PVOUT(3) = (PP(3) - VP(3) - PAA(3)*PG(3))/PRV(3) \]
\[ PVOUT = (PP(3) - VP(3) - PAA(3)*PRt(3))/PRV(3) \]
\[ VQ_2 = VQ(4) - (VQ(3) - PVOUT(3)) \]
\[ VQ_2t = VQ(4) - (VQ_2 + VQOUT) \]
\[ VQ_2 = R2/VCAP(4) \]
\[ VPt(4) = VQ_2t*VQ_2 + VQ_2/VCAP(4) \]
\[ VQt(3) = 1.00/VINIT(4)*(VP(4) - VP(3) + VDPG(4)) \]
\[ Vrt(4) = 1.00/(2.00*PPit*Vr(4)*VLO(4))*VQ_2 \]

Inferior Vena Cava  [Venous Segment 3]

\[ VQ_2 = VQ(3) - VQO(3) \]
\[ VQ_2t = VQ(3) - VQOt(3) \]
\[ VQ_2 = R2/VCAP(3) \]
\[ VPt(3) = VQ_2t*VQ_2 + VQ_2/VCAP(3) \]
\[ Vrt(3) = 1.00/(2.00*PPit*Vr(3)*VLO(3))*VQ_2 \]

Above the heart

Subclavian - Upper Thorax  [Arterial Segment 15]

\[ AP(15) = AP(3) \]
\[ AQ_2 = AQ(15) - AQ(16) \]
\[ AQ_2t = AQt(15) - AQt(16) \]
\[ AR_2 = R2/ACAP(5) \]
\[ APr(15) = (AQ_2*AR_2 + AQ_2/ACAP(15) + APr(3))/2.00 \]
\[ APr(15) = 1.00/VINIT(2)*(AP(2) - AP(15)) \]
\[ APr(15) = 1.00/VINIT(15)*(AP(15) - AP(16) + ADPG(15)) \]
\[ Art(15) = 1.00/(2.00*PPit*Art(15)*VLO(15))*AQ_2 \]
\[ Art(15) = 0.00 \]

Lower Neck  [Arterial Segment 16]

\[ AQ_2 = AQ(16) - AQ(17) \]
\[ AQ_2t = AQt(16) - AQt(17) \]
\[ AR_2 = R2/ACAP(16) \]
\[ APr(16) = AQ_2t*AR_2 + AQ_2/ACAP(16) \]
\[ APr(16) = 1.00/VINIT(16)*(AP(16) - AP(17)) \]
\[ Art(16) = 1.00/(2.00*PPit*Art(16)*VLO(16))*AQ_2 \]
\[ Art(16) = 0.00 \]

Upper Neck  (Carotid sinus)  [Arterial Segment 17]

\[ AQ_2 = AQ(17) - AQ(18) \]
\[ AQ_2t = AQt(17) - AQt(18) \]
\[ AR_2 = R2/ACAP(17) \]
\[ APr(17) = AQ_2t*AR_2 + AQ_2/ACAP(17) \]
\[ APr(17) = 1.00/VINIT(17)*(AP(17) - AP(18)) \]
\[ Art(17) = 1.00/(2.00*PPit*Art(17)*VLO(17))*AQ_2 \]
\[ Art(17) = 0.00 \]
C... Ophthalmic [Arterial Segment 18]

C... Ophthalmic [Arterial Segment 18]

\[
\begin{align*}
A2 &= A0(18) - (A0(19) + P0(18)) \\
A2t &= A0t(18) - (A0t(19) + P0t(18)) \\
A2 &= \frac{A0 + A0t}{2} + A2/ACAP(18) \\
A0t(18) &= A02t*A2 + A02/ACAP(18) \\
A0t(18) &= 1.00/(A0(18)*AP(18) - AP(19) + ADPG(18)) \\
A0t(18) &= \frac{A0 + A0t}{2} + A2/ACAP(18) \\
A0t &= 0.00
\end{align*}
\]

C... Midbrain [Arterial Segment 19]

C... Midbrain [Arterial Segment 19]

\[
\begin{align*}
A2 &= A0(19) - (A0(20) + P0(20)) \\
A2t &= A0t(19) - (A0t(20) + P0t(20)) \\
A2 &= \frac{A0 + A0t}{2} + A2/ACAP(20) \\
A0t(20) &= A02t*A2 + A02/ACAP(20) \\
A0t(20) &= 1.00/(A0(19)*AP(19) - AP(20) + ADPG(19)) \\
A0t &= 0.00
\end{align*}
\]

C... Cerebral [Arterial Segment 20]

C... Cerebral [Arterial Segment 20]

\[
\begin{align*}
P0t(20) &= 1.00/(A0(20)*AP(20) - PP(20) + ADPG(20)) \\
P0t &= 0.00
\end{align*}
\]

C... Cerebral [Arterial Segment 20]

C... Cerebral [Arterial Segment 20]

\[
\begin{align*}
V0t(20) &= (P0t(20) - V0t(20) - PPt(20)*PRA(20)) / PRV(20) \\
V0t &= V0(20) - V0(19) \\
V0t &= V0t(20) - V0t(19) \\
V0t &= 0.00
\end{align*}
\]

C... Venous Drainage from Brain [Venous Segment 20]

C... Venous Drainage from Brain [Venous Segment 20]

\[
\begin{align*}
P0OUT(18) &= (P0(18) - V0(18) - PRA(18)*PG(18)) / PRV(18) \\
P0OUTt &= (P0t(18) - V0t(18) - PRA(18)*PGt(18)) / PRV(18) \\
V02 &= V0(19) - (V0(18) - P0OUT(18)) \\
V02 &= V0t(19) - (V0t(18) - P0OUTt) \\
V02 &= R2/VCAP(19) \\
V0t(18) &= V02t*V0t + V02/VCAP(19) \\
V0t(18) &= 1.00/(V02(19)*V0t(18) - V0t(18) + VDPG(19)) \\
V0t &= 0.00
\end{align*}
\]

C... Cerebral [Venous Segment 19]

C... Midbrain [Venous Segment 19]

\[
\begin{align*}
V02 &= V0(18) - V0(17) \\
V02 &= V0t(18) - V0t(17) \\
V02 &= R2/VCAP(18) \\
V0t(18) &= V02t*V0t + V02/VCAP(18)
\end{align*}
\]

C... Venous Drainage from Brain [Venous Segment 20]

C... Venous Drainage from Brain [Venous Segment 20]
Vrt(17) = 1.00*(VIHNT(18)**(VP(18) - VP(17) + VDPG(18)) * VRES(18)**(VP(17))
Vrt(18) = 1.00/(2.00**P1*Vr(18)**VL0(18))**V2

C...
C... Upper Neck (Venous Segment 17)
C...
V22 = VQ(17) - VQ(16)
V32 = VRT(17) - VRT(16)
V22 = 2/VCAP(17)
Vpt(17) = V32*V22 + V32/VCAP(17)
Vrt(16) = 1.00*(VIHNT(17)**(VP(17) - VP(16) + VDPG(17)) * VRES(17)**(VP(16))
Vrt(17) = 1.00/(2.00**P1*Vr(17)**VL0(17))**V2

C...
C... Lower Neck (Jugular) (Venous Segment 16)
C...
V22 = VQ(16) - VQ(15)
V32 = VRT(16) - VRT(15)
V22 = 2/VCAP(16)
Vpt(16) = V32*V22 + V32/VCAP(16)
Vrt(15) = 1.00*(VIHNT(16)**(VP(16) - VP(15) + VDPG(16)) * VRES(16)**(VP(15))
Vrt(16) = 1.00/(2.00**P1*Vr(16)**VL0(16))**V2

C...
C... Subclavian (Venous Segment 15)
C...
V22 = VQ(15) - VQ(2)
V32 = VRT(15) - VRT(2)
V22 = 2/VCAP(15)
Vpt(15) = V32*V22 + V32/VCAP(15)
Vrt(2) = 1.00*(VIHNT(15)**(VP(15) - VP(2) + VDPG(15)) * VRES(15)**(VP(2))
Vrt(15) = 1.00/(2.00**P1*Vr(15)**VL0(15))**V2

C...
C... Superior Vena Cava (Venous Segment 2)
C...
V22 = VQ(2) - VQ(2)
V32 = VRT(2) - VRT(2)
V22 = 2/VCAP(2)
Vpt(2) = V32*V22 + V32/VCAP(2)
Vrt(2) = 1.00/(2.00**P1*Vr(2)**VL0(2))**V2

C...
C... Form the derivatives for the peripheral beds
C...
C... Optimal (Peripheral Segment 18)
C...
PG2 = PG(18) - PDOUT(18)
PR(18) = PPt(18)/PRA(18) - PG2/(PRA(18)**PCAP(18))

C...
C... Thorax and Coronaries (Peripheral Segment 3)
C...
PG2 = PG(3) - PDOUT(3)
PR(3) = PPT(3)/PRA(3) - PG2/(PRA(3)**PCAP(3))

C...
C... Remainder of Peripheral Segments
C...
1 = 6
DO WHILE(1 .LE. IFOUTSEG - 1)
IF ( PDOUT(I) .LT. 0 ) THEN
PG2 = PG(1) - PDOUT(I)
PR(I) = PPT(I)/PRA(I) - PG2/(PRA(I)**PCAP(I))
ENDIF
I = I + 1
END DO
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PRINT(WI,NO6, NO7, NO8)

C...
C... CODE COMMON
C... // time variables
C... // time derivatives of variables
C... // spatial derivatives of variables
C... // spatial derivatives of variables
C... // spatial derivatives of variables
define the spatial integration grid.
C...

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z)
PARAMETER (NEG = 20, MPSeg = 10)
INTEGER NSTOP, NOMUN, IP
INTEGER*2 ALIN, AOUT, VLIN, VOUT, PVS, PIN, POUT
DOUBLE PRECISION NEGPA, RHO
COMMON/T / T, NSTOP, NOMUN I Run Parameters
C...
Arrays for segmental variables Pressure (P), Flow(Q), and radii (r)
C...
  !Y/ NP(4), NH(4), I Heart's Chambers RA=1
  * np(4), nh(4), i heart's chambers ra=1
  * vp(neg), vq(neg), vq(neg), venus p, q, r
  * vo(3), vg(3), venus flow into heart
  * pp(neg), pq(neg), venus flow into heart
C...
Time derivatives of the segmental variables: Pt, Qt, rt
C...
  !/ NPt(4), Nht(4), i heart's chambers ra=1
  * np(4), nh(4), i heart's chambers ra=1
  * Vpt(neg), Vht(neg), Ararterial p, q, r
  * Vop(3), Von(3), venus flow into heart
  * Ppt(neg), Pht(neg), venus flow into heart
C...
Parameters necessary to form the differential equations
C...
  Pi - 3.14159...
  g0 - 9.80665 [m/sec^2] earth's acceleration of gravity
C...
  rho0 - 1050. [kg/m^3] density of whole blood (45% Hct) | Assumed
C...
  mu0 - 2.7 [cp] viscosity of whole blood (45% Hct) | Constant
C...
  D2R - pi/180 [radians/degree] scale factor
C...
  3 /I/ Pi, g0, rho0, mu0, D2R, NEGPA, R2, I Constants
  * zao(neg), zat(neg), zvo(neg), ztv(neg), arterial & venous
  * theta(neg), cach(4), vval(4), hr(4), orientation angle
  * ald(neg), arch(neg), ach(neg), arterial l, r, e, h
  * acap(neg), arex(neg), ahern(neg), arterial capacitance, resistance
  * vld(neg), vpo(neg), vvo(neg), venous l, r, unstressed
  * vcapo(neg), vcap(neg), vres(neg), vin(4), venous capacitance, resistance, inertance
  * pna(neg), prv(neg), pcap(neg), peripheral ra, rv, c
  * pben(neg), pvov(neg), peripheral i, v
  * pao(neg), pvo(neg), initial p conditions
  * gao(neg), ovvo(neg), initial g conditions
  * avlo(neg), vvol(neg), a & v volumes
  * pext(neg), externally applied pressure
  * TD, GSTart, GMAX, TB1K1, TB2K2, TMAX, GFIN, I G-profile parameters
  * gs, abpo(neg), vsvp(neg) Gz & Delta P from G
  * /I/ IP, HXPERM(HXSEG), peripheral bed indexes
  * alinh(neg), aout(neg), linkage data arterial
  * vlinc(neg), vout(neg), venous
  * pin(neg), pout(neg), peripheral
  * pv(neg), number parallel venous segments
  * IFOOT, INEADS, INEARTSEG, foot, need, & heart seg nums
C...
C...
PRINT A HEADING FOR THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION
IPI=1*I+1
IF(IP.EQ.1) WRITE(NOS,100)
IF(IP.EQ.1) WRITE(NOS,100)
IF(IP.EQ.1) WRITE(HOS,100)
IF(IP.EQ.1) WRITE(NO,100)
C WRITE(NO,2)
C WRITE(NO,2)
1 FORMAT(ZX,'T = ',F12.4,' sec')

C... PRINT THE SOLUTION

C...

NG(1) = VO(2) + VO(3)
WRITE( *,22) T, GZ, THETA(1), (VP(k), k=1,N), (VO(k), k=1,N)
WRITE( *,22) T, GZ, THETA(1), (WP(k), k=1,N), (WG(k), k=1,N)
WRITE( *06,2) T, GZ, THETA(1), (AP(k), k=1,N), (AG(k), k=1,N)
WRITE( *07,2) T, GZ, THETA(1), (VP(k), k=1,N), (VO(k), k=1,N)
WRITE( *08,2) T, GZ, THETA(1), (PP(k), k=1,N), (PG(k), k=1,N)
WRITE( *09,2) T, GZ, THETA(1), (WP(k), k=1,N), (WG(k), k=1,N)

2 FORMAT(F8.4,60(E12.4,1X))

100 FORMAT(ZX,' Time ',ZX,' GZ ', ' Theta ', ' Op Art Press',

RETURN

END
PROGRAM RKF4S.FOR

*DECK RKF4S

SUBROUTINE RKF4S(F,NEQN,Y,T,TOUT,RELE,L,ABSERR,IFLAG,WORK, IWORK)

FEHLBERG FOURTH-FIFTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD

WRITTEN BY H.A.WATTS AND L.F.SHAMPINE
SANDIA LABORATORIES
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

RKF4S IS PRIMARILY DESIGNED TO SOLVE NON-STIFF AND MILDLY STIFF
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WHEN DERIVATIVE EVALUATIONS ARE INEXPENSIVE.
RKF4S SHOULD GENERALLY NOT BE USED WHEN THE USER IS DEMANDING
HIGH ACCURACY.

ABSTRACT

SUBROUTINE RKF4S INTEGRATES A SYSTEM OF NEQN FIRST ORDER
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE FORM
DY(I)/DT = F(T,Y(1),Y(2),...,Y(NEQN))
WHERE THE Y(I) ARE GIVEN AT T.

TYPICALLY THE SUBROUTINE IS USED TO INTEGRATE FROM T TO TOUT BUT IT
CAN BE USED AS A ONE-STEP INTEGRATOR TO ADVANCE THE SOLUTION A
SINGLE STEP IN THE DIRECTION OF TOUT. ON RETURN THE PARAMETERS IN
THE CALL LIST ARE SET FOR CONTINUING THE INTEGRATION. THE USER HAS
ONLY TO CALL RKF4S AGAIN (AND PERHAPS DEFINE A NEW VALUE FOR TOUT).
ACTUALLY, RKF4S IS AN INTERFACING ROUTINE WHICH CALLS SUBROUTINE
RKF5 FOR THE SOLUTION. RKF5 IN TURN CALLS SUBROUTINE FEHL WHICH
COMPUTES AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OVER ONE STEP.

RKF4S USES THE RUNGELT-KUTTA-FEHLBERG (4,5) METHOD DESCRIBED
IN THE REFERENCE
E.FEHLENBERG, LOW-ORDER CLASSICAL RUNGE-KUTTA FORMULAS WITH STEPSIZE
CONTROL, NASA TR R-315

THE PERFORMANCE OF RKF4S IS ILLUSTRATED IN THE REFERENCE
L.F.SHAMPINE, N.A.WATTS, S.DAVENPORT, SOLVING NON-STIFF ORDINARY
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS-THE STATE OF THE ART ,
SANDIA LABORATORIES REPORT SAND75-0182 ,
TO APPEAR IN SIAM REVIEW.

THE PARAMETERS REPRESENT-
F -- SUBROUTINE F(T,Y,YP) TO EVALUATE DERIVATIVES YP(I)=DY(I)/DT
NEQN -- NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO BE INTEGRATED
Y(*) -- SOLUTION VECTOR AT T
T -- INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
TOUT -- OUTPUT POINT AT WHICH SOLUTION IS DESIRED
RELE,L,ABSERR -- RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE ERROR TOLERANCES FOR LOCAL
ERROR TEST. AT EACH STEP THE CODE REQUIRES THAT
ABS(LOCAL ERROR) .LE. RELE,L,ABSERR(Y) + ABSERR
FOR EACH COMPONENT OF THE LOCAL ERROR AND SOLUTION VECTORS
IFLAG -- INDICATOR FOR STATUS OF INTEGRATION
WORK(*) -- ARRAY TO HOLD INFORMATION INTERNAL TO RKF4S WHICH IS
NECESSARY FOR SUBSEQUENT CALLS. MUST BE DIMENSIONED
AT LEAST 3+6*NEQN
IWORK(*) -- INTEGER ARRAY USED TO HOLD INFORMATION INTERNAL TO
RKF4S WHICH IS NECESSARY FOR SUBSEQUENT CALLS. MUST BE
DIMENSIONED AT LEAST 5

FIRST CALL TO RKF4S

THE USER MUST PROVIDE STORAGE IN HIS CALLING PROGRAM FOR THE ARRAYS
IN THE CALL LIST - Y(NEQN), WORK(3+6*NEQN), IWORK(5),
DECLARE F IN AN EXTERNAL STATEMENT, SUPPLY SUBROUTINE F(T,Y,YP) AND
INITIALIZE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS-
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C 3000 DERIVATIVE EVALUATIONS
C
C CONITINUING PURE USED Y(*)
C
C SATISFIED THIS IS A GOOD WAY TO PROCEED.
C
C OUTPUT FROM RKF45
C
Y(*) -- SOLUTION AT T
C T -- LAST POINT REACHED IN INTEGRATION.
C IF(IFLAG = 2) -- INTEGRATION REACHED TOUT. INDICATES SUCCESSFUL RETURN
C AND IS THE NORMAL MODE FOR CONTINUING INTEGRATION.
C =-2 -- A SINGLE SUCCESSFUL STEP IN THE DIRECTION OF TOUT
C HAS BEEN TAKEN. NORMAL MODE FOR CONTINUING INTEGRATION ONE STEP AT A TIME.
C = 3 -- INTEGRATION WAS NOT COMPLETED BECAUSE RELATIVE ERROR
C TOLERANCE WAS TOO SMALL. RELERR HAS BEEN INCREASED
C APPROPRIATELY FOR CONTINUING.
C = 4 -- INTEGRATION WAS NOT COMPLETED BECAUSE MORE THAN
C 500 DERIVATIVE EVALUATIONS WERE NEEDED. THIS IS
C APPROXIMATELY 500 STEPS.
C = 5 -- INTEGRATION WAS NOT COMPLETED BECAUSE SOLUTION
C HAS VANISHED MAKING A PURE RELATIVE ERROR TEST
C IMPOSSIBLE. MUST USE NON-ZERO ABSERR TO CONTINUE.
C USING THE ONE-STEP INTEGRATION NODE FOR ONE
C STEP IS A GOOD WAY TO PROCEED.
C = 6 -- INTEGRATION WAS NOT COMPLETED BECAUSE REQUESTED
C ACCURACY COULD NOT BE ACHieved USING SMALLEST
C ALLOWABLE STEPSIZE. USER MUST INCREASE THE ERROR
C TOLERANCE BEFORE CONTINUED INTEGRATION CAN BE
C ATTEMPTED.
C = 7 -- IT IS LIKELY THAT RKF45 IS INEFFICIENT FOR SOLVING
C THIS PROBLEM. TOO MUCH OUTPUT IS RESTRICTING THE
C NATURAL STEPSIZE CHOICE. USE THE ONE-STEP INTEGRATOR
C NODE.
C = 8 -- INVALID INPUT PARAMETERS
C THIS INDICATOR OCCURS IF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING IS
C SATISFIED - NEQN .LE. 0
C T=TOUT AND IFLAG NE. +1 OR -1
C RELERR OR ABSERR .LT. 0.
C IFLAG .EQ. 0 OR .LT. -2 OR .GT. 8
C WORK(*),IWORK(*) -- INFORMATION WHICH IS USUALLY OF NO INTEREST
C TO THE USER BUT NECESSARY FOR SUBSEQUENT CALLS.
C WORK(1),...,WORK(NEQN) CONTAIN THE FIRST DERIVATIVES
C OF THE SOLUTION VECTOR Y AT T. WORK(NEQN+1) CONTAINS
C THE STEPSIZE H TO BE ATTEMPTED ON THE NEXT STEP.
C IWORK(1) CONTAINS THE DERIVATIVE EVALUATION COUNTER.
SUBSEQUENT CALLS TO RKFS

SUBROUTINE RKFS5 RETURNS WITH ALL INFORMATION NEEDED TO CONTINUE
THE INTEGRATION. IF THE INTEGRATION REACHED TOUT, THE USER NEED ONLY
DEFINE A NEW TOUT AND CALL RKFS5 AGAIN. IN THE ONE-STEP INTEGRATOR
MODE (IFLAG=2) THE USER MUST KEEP IN MIND THAT EACH STEP TAKEN IS
IN THE DIRECTION OF THE CURRENT TOUT. UPON REACHING TOUT (INDICATED
BY CHANGING IFLAG TO 2), THE USER MUST THEN DEFINE A NEW TOUT AND
RESET IFLAG TO -2 TO CONTINUE IN THE ONE-STEP INTEGRATOR MODE.

IF THE INTEGRATION WAS NOT COMPLETED BUT THE USER STILL WANTS TO
CONTINUE (IFLAG=3, CASES), HE JUST CALLS RKFS5 AGAIN. WITH IFLAG=3
THE RELERR PARAMETER HAS BEEN ADJUSTED APPROPRIATELY FOR CONTINUING
THE INTEGRATION. IN THE CASE OF IFLAG=4 THE FUNCTION COUNTER WILL
BE RESET TO 0 AND ANOTHER 3000 FUNCTION EVALUATIENS ARE ALLOWED.

HOWEVER, IN THE CASE IFLAG=5, THE USER MUST FIRST ALTER THE ERROR
CRITERION TO USE A POSITIVE VALUE OF ABSERR BEFORE INTEGRATION CAN
PROCEED. IF HE DOES NOT, EXECUTION IS TERMINATED.

ALSO, IN THE CASE IFLAG=6, IT IS NECESSARY FOR THE USER TO RESET
IFLAG TO -2 (OR -2 WHEN THE ONE-STEP INTEGRATION MODE IS BEING USED)
AS WELL AS INCREASING EITHER ABSERR, RELERR OR BOTH BEFORE THE
INTEGRATION CAN BE CONTINUED. IF THIS IS NOT DONE, EXECUTION WILL
BE TERMINATED. THE OCCURRENCE OF IFLAG=6 INDICATES A TROUBLE SPOT
(SOLUTION IS CHANGING RAPIDLY, SINGULARITY MAY BE PRESENT) AND IT
OFTEN IS INADVIOUS TO CONTINUE.

IF IFLAG=7 IS ENCOUNTERED, THE USER SHOULD USE THE ONE-STEP
INTEGRATION MODE WITH THE STEPSIZE DETERMINED BY THE CODE OR
CONSIDER SWITCHING TO THE ADAMS CODES DE/STEP, INTRP. IF THE USER
INSISTS UPON CONTINUING THE INTEGRATION WITH RKFS5, HE MUST RESET
IFLAG TO 2 BEFORE CALLING RKFS5 AGAIN. OTHERWISE, EXECUTION WILL BE
TERMINATED.

IF IFLAG=8 IS OBTAINED, INTEGRATION CAN NOT BE CONTINUED UNLESS
THE INVALID INPUT PARAMETERS ARE CORRECTED.

IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE ARRAYS WORK, IWORK CONTAIN INFORMATION
REQUIRED FOR SUBSEQUENT INTEGRATION. ACCORDINGLY, WORK AND IWORK
SHOULD NOT BE ALTERED.

INTEGER NEQN, IFLAG, IWORK(5)
DOUBLE PRECISION Y(NEQN), Y, TOUT, RELERR, ABSERR, WORK(350)
IF COMPILER CHECKS SUBSCRIPTS, CHANGE WORK(1) TO WORK(3+6*NEQN)

EXTERNAL F
INTEGER K1, K2, K3, K4, K5, K6, K1N

COMPUTE INDICES FOR THE SPLITTING OF THE WORK ARRAY

K1N = NEQN + 1
K1 = K1N + 1
K2 = K1 + NEQN
K3 = K2 + NEQN
K4 = K3 + NEQN
K5 = K4 + NEQN
K6 = K5 + NEQN

THIS INTERFACING ROUTINE MERELY RELIEVES THE USER OF A LONG
CALLING LIST VIA THE SPLITTING APART OF TWO WORKING STORAGE
ARRAYS. IF THIS IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH THE USERS COMPILER,
HE MUST USE RKFS DIRECTLY.

CALL RKFS(F, NEQN, Y, TOUT, RELERR, ABSERR, IFLAG, WORK(K1), WORK(K1N),
1 WORK(K1), WORK(K2), WORK(K3), WORK(K4), WORK(K5), WORK(K6),
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RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RKFS(F, NEQ, T, TOUT, RELERR, ABSEIR, YP, H, F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, SAVRE, SAVAE, NFE, KOP, INIT, JFLAG, KFLAG)
C
C FELLEBERG FOURTH-FIFTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
C
RKFS INTEGRATES A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS DESCRIBED IN THE COMMENTS FOR RKF45.
THE ARRAYS YP, F1, F2, F3, F4, AND F5 (OF DIMENSION AT LEAST NEQ) AND THE VARIABLES H, SAVRE, SAVAE, NFE, KOP, INIT, JFLAG, AND KFLAG ARE USED INTERNALLY BY THE CODE AND APPEAR IN THE CALL LIST TO ELIMINATE LOCAL RETENTION OF VARIABLES BETWEEN CALLS. ACCORDINGLY, THEY SHOULD NOT BE ALTERED. ITEMS OF POSSIBLE INTEREST ARE
C YP - DERIVATIVE OF SOLUTION VECTOR AT T
N - AN APPROPRIATE STEPSIZE TO BE USED FOR THE NEXT STEP
NFE - COUNTER ON THE NUMBER OF DERIVATIVE FUNCTION EVALUATIONS

LOGICAL NFAILD, OUTPUT

INTEGER NEQ, IFLAG, NFE, KOP, INIT, JFLAG, KFLAG
DOUBLE PRECISION Y(NEQ), T, TOUT, RELERR, ABSEIR, H, YP(NEQ),
F1(NEQ), F2(NEQ), F3(NEQ), F4(NEQ), F5(NEQ), SAVRE,
SAVAE

EXTERNAL F
C
DOUBLE PRECISION A, AE, DT, EE, EEDET, ESTTOL, ET, NMIN, REMIN, RER, S,
SCALE, TOL, TOLM, U26, EPSPI, EPS, YPK
C
INTEGER K, MAXNFE, NFLAG
DOUBLE PRECISION DABS, DMAX1, DMIN1, DSIGN
C
REMIN IS THE MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE VALUE OF RELERR. ATTEMPTS TO OBTAIN HIGHER ACCURACY WITH THIS SUBROUTINE ARE USUALLY VERY EXPENSIVE AND OFTEN UNSUCCESSFUL.
DATA REMIN/1.0D-12/
C
THE EXPENSE IS CONTROLLED BY RESTRICTING THE NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS TO BE APPROXIMATELY MAXNFE. AS SET, THIS CORRESPONDS TO ABOUT 500 STEPS.
DATA MAXNFE/2000000/
C
CHECK INPUT PARAMETERS
C
IF (NEQ .LT. 1) GO TO 10
IF ((RELERR .LT. 0.000) .OR. (ABSEIR .LT. 0.000)) GO TO 10
NFLAG=IABS(1FLAG)
IF (NFLAG .EQ. 0) .OR. (NFLAG .GT. 8)) GO TO 10
IF (NFLAG .NE. 1) GO TO 20
C
FIRST CALL, COMPUTE MACHINE EPSILON
C
EPS = 1.000
5 EPS = EPS/2.000
EPSPI = EPS + 1.000
IF (EPSPI .GT. 1.000) GO TO 5
U26 = 26.000*EPS
GO TO 50
C INVALID INPUT
10 IFLAG=8
RETURN
C CHECK CONTINUATION POSSIBILITIES
20 IF (((T .EQ. TOUT) .AND. (KFLAG .NE. 3)) GO TO 10
   IF (NFLAG .NE. 2) GO TO 25
C IFLAG = +2 OR -2
   IF (((KFLAG .EQ. 3) .OR. (INIT .EQ. 0)) GO TO 45
   IF (KFLAG .EQ. 4) GO TO 40
   IF (((KFLAG .EQ. 5) .AND. (ABSERR .EQ. 0.000)) GO TO 30
   IF (((KFLAG .EQ. 6) .AND. (RELERR .LE. SAVRE) .AND.
      1 (ABSERR .LE. SAVAE)) GO TO 30
GO TO 50
C IFLAG = 3,4,5,6,7 OR 8
25 IF (IFLAG .EQ. 3) GO TO 45
   IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) GO TO 40
   IF (((IFLAG .EQ. 5) .AND. (ABSERR .GT. 0.000)) GO TO 45
C INTEGRATION CANNOT BE CONTINUED SINCE USER DID NOT RESPOND TO
C THE INSTRUCTIONS PERTAINING TO IFLAG=5,6,7 OR 8
30 STOP
C RESET FUNCTION EVALUATION COUNTER
40 NFE=0
   IF (NFLAG .EQ. 2) GO TO 50
C RESET FLAG VALUE FROM PREVIOUS CALL
45 IFLAG=JFLAG
   IF (KFLAG .EQ. 3) MFLAG=IABS(IFLAG)
C SAVE INPUT IFLAG AND SET CONTINUATION FLAG VALUE FOR SUBSEQUENT
C INPUT CHECKING
50 JFLAG=IFLAG
KFLAG=0
C SAVE RELERR AND ABSERR FOR CHECKING INPUT ON SUBSEQUENT CALLS
SAVRE=RELERR
SAVAE=ABSERR
C RESTRICT RELATIVE ERROR TOLERANCE TO BE AT LEAST AS LARGE AS
C 2*EPS+REMIN TO AVOID LIMITING PRECISION DIFFICULTIES ARISING
C FROM IMPOSSIBLE ACCURACY REQUESTS
C RER=2.000EPS+REMIN
   IF (RELERR .GE. RER) GO TO 55
C RELATIVE ERROR TOLERANCE TOO SMALL
   RELERR=RER
   IFLAG=3
   KFLAG=3
RETURN
55 DT=TOUT-T
C IF (NFLAG .EQ. 1) GO TO 60
   IF (INIT .EQ. 0) GO TO 65
GO TO 80
C INITIALIZATION --
   SET_INITIALIZATION_COMPLETION_INDICATOR,INIT
   SET_INDICATOR_FOR_TOO_MANY_OUTPUT_POINTS,KOP
   EVALUATE_INITIAL_DERIVATIVES
   SET_COUNTER_FOR_FUNCTION_EVALUATIONS,NFE
   ESTIMATE_STARTING_STEPSIZE
C 60 INIT=0
   KOP=0
   CALL F(A,Y,YP)
   NFE=1
   IF (T .NE. TOUT) GO TO 65
   IFLAG=2
   RETURN

C 65 INIT=1
   H=DABS(DT)
   TOLN=0.
   DO 70 K=1,MEQN
      TOL=UTF
      IF (TOL .LE. 0.) GO TO 70
      TOL=TOL
      YPK=DABS(YP(K))
      IF (YPK*NS .GT. TOL) H=(TOL/YPK)**0.200
   CONTINUE
   IF (TOL .LE. 0.000) H=0.000
   H=MAX1(H,0.25*DABS(T),DABS(DT)))
   JFLAG=1*SIGN(2,IFLAG)

C SET STEPSIZE FOR INTEGRATION IN THE DIRECTION FROM T TO TOUT
C 80 H=SIGN(H,DT)
C TEST TO SEE IF RKF45 IS BEING SEVERELY IMPACTED BY TOO MANY
C OUTPUT POINTS
C IF (DABS(H) .GE. 2.000*DABS(DT)) KOP=KOP+1
C IF (KOP .NE. 100) GO TO 85
C
C UNNECESSARY FREQUENCY OF OUTPUT
C KOP=0
C IFLAG=7
C RETURN
C 85 IF (DABS(DT) .GT. U26*DABS(T)) GO TO 95
C IF TOO CLOSE TO OUTPUT POINT, EXTRAPOLATE AND RETURN
C DO 90 K=1,MEQN
   Y(K)=Y(K)+DT*YP(K)
   A=TOUT
   CALL F(A,Y,YP)
   NFE=NFE+1
   GO TO 300
C
C INITIALIZE OUTPUT POINT INDICATOR
C 95 OUTPUT= .FALSE.
C TO AVOID PREMATURE UNDERFLOW IN THE ERROR TOLERANCE FUNCTION,
C SCALE THE ERROR TOLERANCES
C SCALE=2.000/RELERR
C AE=SCALE*ABSERR
C
C STEP BY STEP INTEGRATION
C 100 WFAILD= .FALSE.
SET SMALLEST ALLOWABLE STEPSIZE
NMIN=128*DABS(T)
ADJUST STEPSIZE IF NECESSARY TO HIT THE OUTPUT POINT.
LOOK AHEAD TWO STEPS TO AVOID DRASTIC CHANGES IN THE STEPSIZE AND
THUS LESSEN THE IMPACT OF OUTPUT POINTS ON THE CODE.

DT=TOUT-T
IF (DABS(DT) .GE. 2.000*DABS(H)) GO TO 200
IF (DABS(DT) .GT. DABS(H)) GO TO 150
THE NEXT SUCCESSFUL STEP WILL COMPLETE THE INTEGRATION TO THE
OUTPUT POINT
OUTPUT= .TRUE.
H=DT
GO TO 200

150 H=0.500*DT

Core Integrator for Taking a Single Step

The tolerances have been scaled to avoid premature underflow in
computing the error tolerance function et.. To avoid problems with zero crossings, relative error is measured
using the average of the magnitudes of the solution at the
beginning and end of a step.
The error estimate formula has been grouped to control loss of
significance.
To distinguish the various arguments, H is not permitted
to become smaller than 26 units of roundoff in T.
Practical limits on the change in the stepsizes are enforced to
smooth the stepsizes selection process and to avoid excessive
crashing on problems having discontinuities.
To prevent unnecessary failures, the code uses 9/10 the stepsizes
it estimates will succeed.
After a step failure, the stepsizes is not allowed to increase for
the next attempted step. This makes the code more efficient on
problems having discontinuities and more effective in general
since local extrapolation is being used and extra caution seems
warranted.

Test number of derivative function evaluations.
If okay, try to advance the integration from T to T+H

200 IF (NFE .LE. MAXNFE) GO TO 220

Too much work
IFLAG=4
KFLAG=4
RETURN

Advance an approximate solution over one step of length H

220 CALL FEHL(F,MEOM,Y,T,H,YF1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6)
NFE=NFE+5

Compute and test allowable tolerances versus local error estimates
and remove scaling of tolerances. Note that relative error is
measured with respect to the average of the magnitudes of the
solution at the beginning and end of the step.

EE20=0.000
DO 250 K=1,MBXN
ET=DABS(Y(K))+DABS(YF1(K))+AE
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IF (ET .GT. 0.000) GO TO 240
C
C INAPPROPRIATE ERROR TOLERANCE
IFLAG=5
RETURN
C
240 EE=DABS((-2090.000*YP(K)+(21970.000=F3(K)-15048.000*F4(K)))+
1 (22528.000*F2(K)-27560.000*F5(K))
250 EEDET=MAX1(EEDET,EE/ET)
C
ESTDET=DABS(H)*EEDET*SCALE/752400.000
C
IF (ESTDET .LE. 1.000) GO TO 260
C
UNSUCCESSFUL STEP
REDUCE THE STEPSIZE, TRY AGAIN
THE DECREASE IS LIMITED TO A FACTOR OF 1/10

NFAIL= .TRUE.
OUTPUT= .FALSE.
S=0.100
IF (ESTDET .LT. 59049.000) S=0.900/ESTDET**0.200
H=S*N
IF (DABS(H) .GT. MININ) GO TO 200
C
REQUESTED ERROR UNATTAINABLE AT SMALLEST ALLOWABLE STEPSIZE
IFLAG=6
KFLAG=6
RETURN
C
C SUCCESSFUL STEP
STORE SOLUTION AT T+H
AND EVALUATE DERIVATIVES THERE
C
260 T=T+N
DO 270 K=1,NEGN
270 Y(K)=F1(K)
A=T
CALL F(A,Y,YP)
NFE=NFE+1
C
C CHOOSE NEXT STEPSIZE
THE INCREASE IS LIMITED TO A FACTOR OF 5
IF STEP FAILURE HAS JUST OCCURRED, NEXT
STEPSIZE IS NOT ALLOWED TO INCREASE
C
S=5.000
IF (ESTDET .GT. 1.889568D-4) S=0.900/ESTDET**0.200
IF (NFAIL) S=DMIN1(S,1.000)
H=DSIGN(DMAX1(5*DABS(H),MININ),H)
C
END OF CORE INTEGRATOR
C
SHOULD WE TAKE ANOTHER STEP
C
IF (OUTPUT) GO TO 300
IF (IFLAG .GT. 0) GO TO 100
C
INTEGRATION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED
C
ONE-STEP MODE
IFLAG=-2
RETURN
SUBROUTINE FEHL(F,NEOM,Y,T,H,YP,F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,S)

C FEHL INTEGRATES A SYSTEM OF NEOM FIRST ORDER
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE FORM
DY(I)/DT=F(T,Y(I),---,Y(NEOM))
WHERE THE INITIAL VALUES Y(I) AND THE INITIAL DERIVATIVES
YP(I) ARE SPECIFIED AT THE STARTING POINT T. FEHL ADVANCES
THE SOLUTION OVER THE FIXED STEP H AND RETURNS
THE FIFTH ORDER (SIXTH ORDER ACCURATE LOCALLY) SOLUTION
APPROXIMATION AT T+N IN ARRAY S(I).
F1,---,F5 ARE ARRAYS OF DIMENSION NEOM WHICH ARE NEEDED
FOR INTERNAL STORAGE.
THE FORMULAS HAVE BEEN GROUPED TO CONTROL LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE.
FEHL SHOULD BE CALLED WITH AN H NOT SMALLER THAN 13 UNITS OF
ROUNDOFF IN T SO THAT THE VARIOUS INDEPENDENT ARGUMENTS CAN BE
DISTINGUISHED.

INTEGER NEOM
DOUBLE PRECISION Y(NEOM),T,H,YP(NEOM),F1(NEOM),F2(NEOM),
1 F3(NEOM),F4(NEOM),F5(NEOM),S(NEOM)
C...
EXTERNAL F
C H=H/4.000
DO 221 K=1,NEOM
221 F5(K)=Y(K)+CN*YP(K)
CALL F(T+CN,F5,F1)
C
C H=3.000*H/32.000
DO 222 K=1,NEOM
222 F5(K)=Y(K)+CN*YP(K)*3.000*F1(K))
CALL F(T+3.000*H/8.000,F5,F2)
C
C H=H/2197.000
DO 223 K=1,NEOM
223 F5(K)=Y(K)+CN*(1932.000*YP(K)+(7296.000*F2(K)-7200.000*F1(K)))
CALL F(T+12.000*H/13.000,F5,F3)
C
C H=H/4104.000
DO 224 K=1,NEOM
224 F5(K)=Y(K)+CN*(8341.000*YP(K)-845.000*F3(K))
1 (29440.000*F2(K)-377120.000*F1(K)))
CALL F(T+H,F5,F4)
C
C H=H/20520.000
DO 225 K=1,NEOM
225 F1(K)=Y(K)+CN*F1(K)+CN*F1(K),(9295.000*F3(K)-
1 5643.000*F4(K))+(41040.000*F1(K)-28080.000*F2(K))
CALL F(T+H,2.000,F1,F5)
C
C COMPUTE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION AT T+N
C
C H=H/768050.000
DO 230 K=1,NEOM
230 S(1)=Y(K)+CN*(4902960.000*YP(K)+(3857735.000*F3(K)-
1 1371269.000*F4(K))+(3953664.000*F2(K)+
2 277020.000*F5(K)))
C
156
RETURN
END
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